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President Chilubs sobbed uncontrollably on May 3,
1993 as Zambia buried 30 victims of an air crash in
Gabon which decimated the national soccer team. As
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asked whether the crash could have been avoided had
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SOCCER CARNAGE;
PRICE OF POLICY NEGLECT
highlight through this issue of SAPEM the
tragic loss that not only Zambia but Africa as a whole has had to
endure through that aircraft crash of 28 April. As the main feature
article on the subject underlines, the tragedy went beyond the
death of 30 people; it jolted the entire continent and beyond.

We have decided to

- as evidenced by the expressions of
grief and sorrow at the occasion - in the neighbouring countries
of the sub-region will have underscored the closeness of our
peoples and helped console the Zambian people in general and the
families of the deceased in particular. But the loss remains
devastating; we have yet to fathom and ap^xcciate fully the
implications thereof, as much fcff the sporting conununity itself as
for the politicians concerned.
This is why our account on the tragedy goes beyond the
description of the ghastly event itself, exposing the fundamental
causes of such tragedies, caricaturing the poverty of an African
state, and, therefore, sadly illustrating the relationships that exist
between poor econcmic management, bad politics, and the lack of
sound policies even in the field of sport and entertainment. The
Zambian people are justified in their anger and bitterness; all of us
should be equally provoked by one of the most poignant and tragic
illustrations of the African state's neglect for a sport which, as in
all our countries, commands the full attention of the majority of its
population.
The account by Tendai Dumbutshena tells us all: that tragedy
could have been averted had the Zambian government and the

The immense response

Football Association of Zambia "not taken a casual attitude
towards the

safety and welfare of the players, crew and officials";

the use of a poorly maintained Airforce plane to fly anational team
across

Africa,

a

decision

so

unforgivable given the history of

accidents involving the Zambia AirForce Buffalo aircraft that had

already accounted for 39 other persons in three previous crashes.
Because of dire econcnnic straits, the planes had not been regularly
serviced nor requisite spare parts procured; and in order to "save
costs", it was better to risk the players than board them on
commercial airlines! As the main feature article laments, it is not
a reflection of poor judgement and bad management on the
part of those concerned, it is "a warped value system that relegates

only

sport to the level of a plebeian passtime"; revealing a gross
incapacity to determine priorities in the allocation of scarce
resources.

So it is that the lessons of this tragedy should reverberate
throughout the African continent Other countries much poorer
than the average one in Africa have been able to design sptxts
policies that have earned them so much international repute as to
be disproportionate to the size of their peculations and their weak
econcxnies. Enough of this disdainful and casual attitude towards
such a key factor in the social life of African countries. In the
meantime, the tragedy of 28 April will continue to haunt us all, not
least those who had the power to avoid the disaster but were too
incapable of doing so.O
2

CARNIFICINA NO FUTEBOL;
O

PREgO DA NEGLIGENCIA

Decidimos ilustrar, através desta nossa edi9§o, a trågica perda que

atingiu näo sö a Zämbia, como também todo o continente africano,
sequencia daquele acidente aéreo de 28 de Abril, como o artigo
principal desta edi9äo pretende sublinhar, a tragédia ultrapassou
na

de 30 pessoas.
A resposta massiva demonstrada pelas inumeras manifesta9öes

a morte

de

constema^äo e dor nos palses da regiäo revelou a coesäo dos

povos e ajudou a consolar o povo zambiano em
famflias das vftimas em particular. Mas a perda
nossos

geral e as
continua

devastadora; ainda teremos de aceitar e avaliar por complete as

implica^öes dela resultantes, tanto para a prripria comunidade
desportiva como para os politicos em causa.
O

nosso

relate vai para

além da simples descrifäo do

acontecimento, ptocurando denunciar as causas fundamentals
desta tragédia, evidenciando a pobreza do estado em Africa e, daf,
ilustrar a triste rela^äo entre a må gestäo econörruca, polfticas
erradas, e ausencia de directivas adequadas mesmo no campo do

desporto e do entretenimento. Justificam-se a ira e revolta do povo
zambiano; todos nös devemos estar igualmente indignados com
um dos mais revoltantes e trägicos resultados da negligéncia do
estado em Africa para com urna modalidade que comanda a
ateteäo da maioria dos povos do ccxitinente.
A tragédia teria sido evitada se o govemo zambiano e a
Federa^äo de Futebol da Zambia "näo tivessem tornado urna
atitude de indiferenfa quanto ä seguran^a e bem-estar dos atletas,
da tripula^äo e dos funcionärios envolvidos"; a utiliza^äo de urna
aeronave da forca aérea isenta de manuten^äo regular, para
transportar urna selec^äo nacional de urna costa ä outra, era
inaceitåvel dada a histöria de acidentes envolvendo aeronaves do
tipo, que em tres ocasiöes anteriores foram responsäveis
pela morte de 39 pessoas.
mesmo

Os aviöes näo tinham sido submetidos a urna manuten^äo

regular e havia pe^as importantes que näo foram substitufdas; e
em nome da “Pouparca”, foi preferivel arriscar as vidas dos
atletas do que fazé-los viajar em voos comerciais! Como o nosso
artigo lamenta, näo é apenas um reflexo de mau julzo e må gestäo
da parte das estnituras visadas, e de "um sistema de valöres caduco
que relega o desporto ä condi^äo de um simples passa-tempo";
mas a revela^äo da nltida inec^cidade de estabelecer prioridades
na distribui^äo dos escassos recursos.
A li9äo desta tragédia deve prevalecer em todo o continente.
Outros palses muito mais pobres do que a média dos palses
africanos tem sido capazes de estabelecer pollticas despeativas
que jä Ihes permitiram alcan^ar urna projec^äo intemacional de
certo modo desp'opordonal em compara9äo com o tamanho das
suas popula9ös e das suas fracas economias. Basta desta deplorävel
e indiferente atitude em rela9äo a um tal factor-chave na vida
social dos palses africanos. Entretanto, a tragédia de 28 de Abril
continuarä a ser um grande peso de consciéncia para todos nös,
näo para menos daqueles que tinham o poder de evitar o desastre
mas que foram täo incapazes de o fazer.O
Sapem May, 1993

SAPEM MAIL
STAYING SINGLE

PROBEZA EM AFRICA

Thank you very much for Ms McFadden’s
article in your Dec/Jan issueon “Staying

Os Africanos

Single Is an Empowering Option". 1 respect
your magazine for giving room to views like
hers, and 1 want to assure you that many
of the womenfolk appreciate It a great dead.

Please pass
her to

the word on to her and ask
keep it upl Thainks again.

podem continuar a
ocidente pela probreza
extrema que grassa o contlnente. Os
governos aficanos, sem excepfäo de
qualquer espécie säo uns ninhos de
corrupcäo, må gestäo, nepotlsmo e
opressäo. Basta olhar um pouco por todo
contlnente: Chllubas, Mobutus, Mois,
Savimbis, Baindas, etc. A menos que a

Harart,
Zitnbabwa

democracla seja

Africa

The referendum In Malawi Is of the utmost

Importance to the entire Southern African
region. Politically, the system In Malawi Is

e

The

R. SALGADO

Tate,

Mo9ambiqu«

THE ISLAMIC ISSUE

AFRICA: AN ECONOMIC MESS

the status quo, oppostlon parties must

this is

To state that black Africa is cin economic
mess with no end in
sight to the abject

boycott the referendum. This is
precisely what Banda and his cohorts
want They wish to perpetuate tyranny by

But

conveniently, the major cause of
Africa’s pitiful state is Ignored - poor
political leadership. African leaders do not
see beyond their selfish
quest for the
acquisition and retention of power at all
costs. They have no clear vision of how to
harness the continent’s V2ist

resources

not

default.

Malawians have

already demonstrated
for multi-party democracy
through massive attendances at rallies
organised by the opposition. They will
demonstrate their bravery and resolve by
rejecting totalitarianism despite attempts
by the ruling party to ntlmidate them.
their support

TIMOTHY SAKALA

MALAWI: WHY A REFERENDUM?

when It is quite

PEARSON MARASHA

Zlmbabwa

Your interviews with Ali Mazirui and

gives one the feeling that

which most people
Again in your April Guest
Column, Bamaba Benjamin, the SPLA/
a

gloss

serious issue

over.

SPLM representative

refers to serious
problems of Islamic fundamentalism which
are not only
geographically restricted to
Sudan, but goes as far as the Middle East
and is fast spreading to Southern Africa.
ITAYI HAMA

Harara,
Zimbabwe

recent Interview by Tendal
published in your issue of

Whilst appreciating

demoralised and unmotivated lot with an
infinite capacity for toler^lnce. Where in

Harara,

Southern Africa?

April 1993.

MalawiEtns should not waste time and

despots like Mobutu and
Banda be still in power?
Until African people realise that their
leaders, more than anyone or anything
else, have plunged the continent into a
mess, they will be left behind while the rest
of the world surges forward.

possible for your magazine to give an
in-depth coverage of the Muslim factor in

Dumbutshena

Zambia

As a result of their selfishness,
incompetence, corruption and repression,
they have reduced their citizens to a

the world could

Is it

I refer to my

Lusaka,

to

qualitatively trainsform the lines of their
peoples.

contlnente,
llxeira das

Jå desacredltadas poHticas

Ahmad Edrlsian

IMF/World Baink prescribed adjustment

no

ser

do Banco Mundlal do FMl.

people of that wonderful country
nothing but brutal tyranny
since they attained Independence in 1964.
Despite attempts by Life President,
Hastings Banda, to intimidate the
electorate into voting for the retention of

programmes, and other external factors.

a

shameful anachronism.

have known

Africa’s economic woes are routinely
blamed on an unjust economic world order,

emulada

contlnuarå

desastrosas

A SHAMEFUL ANACHRONISM

poverty and misery of its peoples would be
a
gross understatement.'

o

0

N SHUMBA

a

nao

responsablllzar

prepairing for the referendum
clear that an opposition
exists. The MCP government should
immediately amend the constitution and

resources

call for an immediate

general election. The

referendum will turn out to be another
fraud.

Imagine how intimidating it will be
vote when the YES and NO
lables on the boxes are quite distinct.
to cast your
T. B. MARI

the publishing of

this interview, I would like to draw your
attention to
a
misquote or misinterpretation of a part of my response to
the third question of the Interviewer. In

fact my response
line should read,

from the end of the third
’They (the people of the
respective countries) would like to see
Islam have a place in their countries." Not
as
printed, “ We would like to see
Islam

.

.

."

AHMAD EDRISIAN

AMBASSODOR
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN,

Harara,

Harara,

Zlmbabwa

Zlmbabwa

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: SAPEM MAIL, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount
Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
Letters must include writer's full name and address and may be edited for
purposes
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of clarity

or space.
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SOCCER CARNAGE
TENDAI DUMBUTSHENA

*

r' ■> ' »<*

Coffins containing the remains ofthe 30 victims on display before burial at the Independence Stadium in Lusaka,

% II #HEN
A ZAMBIA Airforce (ZAP)
Canadian manufactured Buffalo

grief turned to anger and bitterness,
many blamed the tragedy on the government
As

Zambians is that the

tragedy could have

aircraft crashed in Libreville,

and the Football Association of Zambia

been averted had the government and FAZ
not taken a casual attitude towards the safety

Gabon on Apil 28, the tragedy went beyond

(FAZ). The disaster was seen as a

and welfare ofthe players, crew and officials.

the death of 30

people, 18 of whom
constituted the bulk of the country's national

culmination of years of neglect and
indifference by a government, which in line

soccer team.

with many in Africa, accords low priority to

by the
loss of a team which not only maintained
Zambia's tradition of good football, but was
a source of pride and joy to a people
demoralised and impoverished by years of
econcHnic decline and depression.

sport and cultural

■

■

The entire nation was shattered

4

activities.

Although a commission of inquiry is
currently investigating the cause ofthe crash,
indications are that a technical deficiency in
one of the engines triggered an explosion.
The general feeling among shell shocked

Central to people's anger is the decision to

poorly maintained Airforce plane to
fly the players to Senegal. A sportsjournalist

use a

who travelled to Mauritius with the team
told SAPEM that

players had expressed

"I was
sitting next to Kelvin Mutale who repeatedly
complained about the safety of the plane.
He said they were risking their lives. He

concern

about the safety of the plane.

Sapem May, 1993

seemed to have

"The Buffalo is not intended for

of thing

work. It is primarily intended as a short haul

a premonition that this sort
would happen."
Mutale's fears were well founded given
the history of accidents involving ZAF
Buffalo aircraft and anotoriously poorrecoid

of their maintenance. In 1976, nine ZAF

pilots and two Canadian instructors perished

when

an

session.

aircraft crashed

Eight years

during

training
later, three ZAF pilots
a

long haul

military transport plane.”
His views were echoed by a ZAF aircraft
engineer who told Zambia's independent
paper The Weekly Post "These planes need
regular checks and replacement parts. I

would be

surpised if that

was

done by the

airforce in line with manufacturer's

AlbeitBwalya, afoimerZambian national
S outb Africa's Kaizer
Chiefs, made the point poignantly to the
Johannesburg Sunday Times:
team player now with

"Zambia likes its football team but is not

prepared to pay for it. They wanted a
successful soccer team but they were not

prepared to look after them. You don't take
plane all that way. Any other country
would have taken connecting flights with
commercial airlines but they wanted to save
a small

died in similar circumstances. The worst
disaster occured in 1990 when a Buffalo

reccHnmendations. As a rule, military planes

aircraft crashed

A C-check mi the plane - a structural
inspection of the airframe - was carried out

costs."

in Canada in 1991 but did not include

its potential political consequences, ftseign

near

Lusaka

killing all 28

people on board.
Given this

background, Zambians are
iiKensed that the lives of the players were
put at risk by the use of a poorly maintained
military cargo plane not suitable for long
haul civilian flights. A spdcesman for the
manufacturers, De Havilland, John Davy
confirmed the unsuitability of the plane.
Sapem May. 1993

should never be used for civilian purposes."

an

inspection of engines and propellers.
Zambians are outraged that the national
team, which was favoured to beat Senegal
and Morocco to qualify for the world cup
finals next year, should have been exposed
to such mortal danger.

Aware of the

widespread revulsion and

minister Vernon
caution

against

Mwaanga, was quick to
a hasty and premature

apportioiunent of blame. The minister's
statementthat the Zambianplane was parked
next to a MM'occan aircraft at Librevilles

Leon Mba airport was

largely dismissed as
5

0

D

1

Pto

Ceurtwy of 77m/M0

(ringed) in the above recent photograph of the Zambian soccer team taken in Lusaka before the tragedy are still alive. They
(from left standing) Kalusha Bwalya, Charles Musonda and (kneeling) Johnson Bwalya and Kenneth MalitolL Those who died are (from
left, standing) Samuel Chomba, Eston Mulenga, Derby Mankinka, Efford Chabala and (from left, kneeling) John Soko, Kelvin Mutale,

ONLY four players
are

Whiteson

a

red

Changwe.
Civilians who travel

herring designed to cover-up the

on

required to sign
protect the Airforce

retaliation for Zambia's recent severance of

the bereaved families may

diplomatic links with Iran and Iraq.
There is general concern that the
government is desperate to blame anyone
but itself for a tragedy which can have farreaching political ramifications should its
culpability be established.
An editor of a daily paper observed:

funds being

claims. This

was

military planes

indenmity forms to
from compensation
reportedly not done and

government's culpability. Also dismissed
as far-fetched is a suspicion that Islamic
fundamentalists sabotaged the plane in

are

do with the

more to

paid into a trust fund which is
likely to be undersubscribed. Such an
oversight reinforces the general perception
that the government and FAZ gave scant
attention to the interests of the national

of sport

is for the remuneration of civil

servants

and their political heads.

team.

The

neglect of sport and culture by

peculiar to

governments is by no means

cover-up. Those who decided that the team
should travel in a defective military cargo

Zambia-On the contrary, most governments

plane must be held responsible and punished.
people of Zambia will not passively
stand by and allow the culprits to go
unpunished. You must realise that the
national soccer team was the only thing
Zambians were proud of as a nation."
To add to the grief of the families of the
deceased, there is doubt whether the players
were insured. Insurance experts pointed out
that only civilian planes are insured in
Zambia because of the prohibitive costs of
insuring military aircraft.

a

6

have
politics of patronage
than any serious attempt to develop sport.
The bulk ofthe money allocated to ministries

these bureaucratic bodies seems to

have to rely on

"President Chiluba will not get away with a

The

personalities is puzzling given that most
countries have fully staffed ministries or
departments of sport. The main purpose of

in Africa lack a coherent policy on sport and

commitment to the

development of their

sportsmen and women. Consequently, the
sport scene in Africa is characterised by

selfish and corrupt officials,
bankrupt associations, meagre material
incentives, and indifferent but high-handed

poor facilities,

bureaucrats.
Most of the economies are weak

and the

private secttxs are either unwilling or unable
to inject substantial sums of money into

best athletes have to relocate overseas where

there are facilities that enable them to realise
their full
There

potential.
seems to

be

no

recognition of the

value of promoting sport

and culture as an

integral part of the overall development of a
nation. The need, through sport, to channel
the energy of youths to creative and
materially rewarding pursuits seems lost to
African governments. They failed to learn
from the former East Germany, Romania
and Cuba where heavy investment by the
sport produced world class athletes
projected a positive image of their

state in

sport.
The

There is

physical evidence of an investment of
money into playing fields, running tracks,
gymnasiums, equipment, scholarships and
coaching. It is not surprising that Africa's
no

plight of the continent's sport

who

Sapem May,

1993

countries (see box).
In Africa, the level of government support

sport buttressed by a meaningful allocation
of resources to ensure sustained develt^ment

for sport is in some instances determined by

of the various

the whims and predilections of an all
powerful head of state. C!ameroon's President
Paul B iya personally intervened to get retired
player Roger Milla included in the 1990
WorldCup team and determined bonuses to
be paid to players. A few months ago,
President Biya released money to enable

the Cameroon team to

participate in

theWorld Youth Cup AfricaZone qualifying
matches.
In Zambia, former President Kenneth

Kaunda's

passion for

the national team

was

soccer

ensured that

well catered for. One

Zambian lamented: "This

tragedy would

disciplines.

To be fair, fmancial constraints have to be
from the status of

a

middle income
one

majcxity of African countries are in that
position. As a result, nearly a third were
unable to participate in the qualifying rounds
of the Africa C!up ofNations and World Cup
tournament. In all disciplines, competitions
at regional and continental level are
cancelled for lack of money. But the neglect
of sport is not primarily a function of a lack
of resources. In relatively prosperous
countries like Zimbabwe there is

'KK' would have put his presidential
plane at the disposal of the team as he often
did in the past."
But such personal intervention cannot be
a substitute for clearly defmed policies on

no

Thousands

of the

poorest nations in the world. The vast

not have occurred if Kaunda was still in

power.

legislators extracted a reluctant
by government of financial
responsibility for the national team.
The poverty in African countries and a
warped value system that relegates spwt to
the level of a plebeian passtime, combine to
stunt the development of sport. The interests
of the political and business elites are
paramount and they determine priorities in
the allocation of scarce resources. Sport, art
and culture are accorded the lowestpriorities.
There is no recognition of the importance of
sport in the enhancement ofnational identity
and prestige.
admission

recognised. Zambia has rapidly deteriorated

developing country to that of

Public clamour and calls in Parliament by
concerned

It is in this context that the Zambian
soccer

tragedy has to be analysed. If this

virtually

horrendous disaster focuses the minds of

funding of sport by government. The
Zimbabwe national soccer team's im{xessi ve
Nations qualifying matches was threatened

politicians throughout Africa on the
importance of sport and the needs of
sportsmen and women, the unfortunate
victims of the Zambian plane crash would

by impecuniosity.

not

run

in the World

Cup and Africa (Tup of

have died in vain.O

ofZambians pay their last respects to the victims ofthe soccer disaster.
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HOW CUBA DOES IT!

I

N STARK CONTRAST to African

Cuba’s massive frmding
its fa^igbted policies have
enabled this small developing Latin
goveron^ts,

of ^rt and

American nation to achieve results in

intem^onal competitions di^[nt^x)rtionate
to its

pt^uladon and resources.

President Fidel Castro’s government
decided soon after the revolution in I9S9
that sportwould be given thehighest priority.
It waselevatedto the lealinOfafundamental

human right alongside employment,
education and health.
To facilitate the develt^ment of spwt, a
National Institute of

Sports, Physical

Education, and Recreaticm (INDER), was
established to oversee state funded sport

progiammesaodfacilities. ThioughINDER,
which is currently chaired by fomo- 400m
and 800m Olympic champiwi, Alberto
Juantotena,

an

infrastnicture of training

gymnasiums, athletics tracks,
volleyball and football
pitches, swimming pools and so cm was
estaMished throughcxit the country. These
facilities are used by all sectws of the
peculation from school children to the
elctely who are encouraged to play sport
The country has thousands of highly
qualified physical educatiem teachers and
physicians scattered in all parts ofthe islmd.
INIKER recently diverrified its activities
into manufacturing sports equi{Mnent for
domestic use and expcxrt; Not only has this
given Cubaa&inneasureof self-sufficiency
in ^rts equiimient expeat earnings bring
centres,

basketball courts,

CASTRO

-

A sport

enthisuast.

is ploughed back

volleyball, and amateur boxing. Cuba has
produced sportsmen and wtmien who not
only enjoy international fame, but are
accorded high status and {»estige at htmie

into sport development and themaintenance

which is denied their African counterptuts

expansiem of infrastructure.
in international
compeätioos justifies its high expenditure
on spoil In last year’s Btacelona Olympic
Ganies, Cubacame fifth on the medalsdiart

by societies whose criteria for success is
money, political power or academic
qualificatiems.

an

estimated inceme of US$16,6 million a

year

thus enabling government to reduce

subsidies. This money
and

Cuba's performance

Cuba has

developed such a large pool of

sport specialists and trainers that it is able to
export this expertise to other countries

through technical cooperation agreements.
At {»esent there are ITOCubm sportexperts
in 38 countries among which are Mexico,
Venezuela, ColomNa, Spain, Algeria and
Nigeria.

These are remaricaWe achievenoents for a

President Castro’s personal enthusiasm he reportedly playsbasketball and exCTcises

Indqiendent'

country of 11 miUiaa peqile wtuch faces
eoHiomic hardships caused by the course

(CIS), die United States, Germany

of the Soviet Union and the American

and ChinaL In the 1991 Pan-American games

imposed ecwwmicembffl’go. It must also be
noted that there is no pn^essional sport in
Cuba because they believe it encourages
IHofiteering and mercenarian.

after the Ccxnmonwealth of

States

held in Havana, Cuba came first ahead of
Canada and the United States. It is the

leading nation in baseball, women’s
8

daily - guarantees that spwt wiU ctmtinue to
be accorded high priority.
But his government

has set up strong

structures and a culture

that will ensure that

pre-eminence in world
after he has gone.O

Cuba maintains its

sport long

Sapem May, 1993
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MOZAMBICAN REFUGEES

forces from towns and villages it occupied since October last year,

The

after it

largest refugee repatriation drive ever to be undertaken in
Africa is scheduled to start in June, with the sending home of more
than one million Mozambicans who fled the 17-year civil war in

Mozambique.
Trilateral meetings between Mozambique, the United Nations
High Comission for Refugees (UNHCR) and the governments of
Malawi, S waziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe, are expected
to take place from June to work out in detail the repatriation
programme which UNHCR officials anticipate will take three
years and will cost
US$

some

200

million.

UNHCR's head
office in Geneva

was defeated by the ruling MPLA in the country's first
multiparty elections. UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi has rejected the
call, and demands that there should be a complete demilitarisation
of the country, the confinement of all forces to barracks, and the
deployment of at least 15.000 UN peace keepers.
The Angolan government top military negotiator, Gen. Higino
Cameiro, has stated that his delegation will not bow to UNITA's
demands, since that would signify renunciation of a previous peace
agreement and undermine the legitimacy of an elected government.
A protracted 16-year war between UNITA and the Angolan
government forces ended on May 31, 1991, when Savimbi and
president José Eduardo dos Santos signed a peace agreement that

called for demobilisation, formation of new armed forces, and

multiparty elections

September 29-30, 1992.
near our position, the negotiations

repatriate 1.1 mill-

have

ion Mozambicans

Luanda argues that by demanding a simultaneous withdrawal
UNITA wants to imply the legitimacy of its military wing, FAL A,

from

Malawi,
from
24,000
Swaziland, 20,000
from

25,000

Tanzania,
from

Zambia, and 100,000 from Zimbabwe.
It is estimated that some 250,(X)0Mozambicans fled their country
into South Africa, but the authorities in Pretoria, who are not
signatories to the Geneva Convention on Refugees have never
recognised their refugee status. The UNHCR says it will include
those in its programme as well.
In the initial stage of the plan UNHCR expects to repatriate this
year 500,000 Mozambicans, but one of the major threats to the
programme is the large number of landmines left over from the war.
In order to minimise landmine accidents the UNHCR has already
launched an awareness campaign in the refugee camps. Other
specialised UN agencies and non-governmental organisations have

joined in

on

"If UNITA does not draw

said that it plans to

a programme aimed at rebuilding bridges, roads
schools and other basic services for the returning refugees.O

and

failed", said Cameiro.

which

by virtue of the 1991 peace agreement should have been
by March 1992.
Government sources have indicated their delegation in Abidjan
would only agree to the deployment of a larger peace-keeping force
if its responsibility will be to confine the FALA to assembly points,
integrate those eligible into the national army and demobilise the
disbanded

remainder.
Since

losing the election, UNITA has pressed the government
power-sharing agreement, on the grounds that it controls 75
per cent of the country. The claims are a mockery at best. UNTTA
occupies four of the 18 provincial c^itals and in Angola. There are
on average 8 inhabitants per square Kilometre.
Years of war drove the majority of Angolans to urban areas, so
most of the areas under UNITA occupation outside the urban
centres are sparsely populated. But even if these areas were densely
populated, good sense would remind UNITA that it has aquired
them in gross violation of previous agreements to demobilise its
into

a

forces.
UNITA's

ANGOLA

Nearly two months of negotiations between the Angolan government
capital of Abidjan, have failed to bring
the long-awaited peace to Angola.
Although the two sides agreed at the start of the negotiations on
the principle of halting hostilities, disagreements have continued
on mechanisms to effect a comprehensive cease fire.
Unita has refused to sign a 47-point peace plan suggested by the
chief UN mediator, Margaret Anstee, after consultations with
American, Portuguese and Russian diplomats who are watching
developments in Abidjan.
The plan was drawn up after UNITA and the government failed
to reach an agreement in the early weeks of the current round of
talks, and is considered to be in line with UN Security Council
resolutions 804 and 811 on Angola.
Paragr^hs 4 and 11 of the plan call for UNITA to withdraw its
and UNITA in the Ivorian

Sapem May, 1993

intransigance has led the government to advocate for
military solution. Although for diplomatic consumption Angolan
officials continue to echo the view that there is no military solution
to the conflict in Angola, privately they believe that Savimbi forces
would have long been defeated if it had not been for American and
a

South African involvement in the conflict.
Tensions between

Angola and South Africa over allegations of
UNITA have eased after Lopo do
Ndalu, advisers to president Dos
South African Foreign Minister Roelof Botha in

the latter's covert support for
Nascimento and Gen. Franca

Santos met the
Durban.

Earlier in the month, Gert Groebler, Director of Southern African
Affairs in the South African Ministry of Foreign

Affairs officially
re-opened his country's trade mission in Luanda, and pledged that
Pretoria would undertake security measures to curtail illegal
export of arms to UNITA and to prevent the recruitment of South
African mercenaries into Jonas Savimbi's

OTganisation.O
9
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MOZAMBIQUE'S BUMPY ROAD TO PEACE
FERNANDO

F

OR ANY TRAVELLER

on

the

Beira-Machipanda road, in central
Mozambique, comes the striking
evidence of the hardly extracted peace in
that Southern African nation of 15 million.
The human carnage that raged on all over
the country for the past 16 years has largely

GONCALVES

Belly swollen children are still acommon
along the road, while adults, mostly
women, can be seen carrying bags of food
supplied by international relief organisations
as part of the drought relief effort.
With the advent of peace and the rains,
there is a renewed hope that life will return
to normal again, once landmines planted by
the two fighting forces have been removed
as part ofthe peace settlement. It is estimated

refugees, displaced wbeggars. Areas where
thedroughthad not been severe, had become

site

inaccessible for the Mozambican peasantry,

caught between one of the most brutal
guerilla groups on the continent and a highly
undisciplined, inefficient army to protect
them.

(Renamo), Afonso Dhlakama,

The Beira-Machipanda road had been a
"safe zone” since Mozambique and
Zimbabwe signed an agreement in 1986,

Italian government-mediated
agreement on October 4 last year in

allowing the latter to station troops to protect
the road, railway and the oil pipeline linking

that at least two million landmines are

it to the Mozambican coast.

either by

ceased, since president Joaquim Chissano
and the leader of the National Resistance

Movement

signed

an

peace
Rome.

The peace and the latest rains in Southern
Africa have come as a blessing for the

people of Mozambique, for whom the
devastating drought of the past two years
coupled with the war, bad reduced them to

scattered all

over Mozambique, planted
Renamo or government forces to

villages flocked along the

prevent attacks on their positions. Removing
them will take at least 10 years.

continuing to
to their farming areas,
which had become deadly minefields.

According to the United Nations,
demining shall start once a contract has
been signed with the successful bidding

Because of its relative safety, many people
from the outlying

road, building their huts, but
be deprived of access

MOZAMBIQUE: OS SOLAVANCOSDO
CAMINHO PARA k PAZ
FERNANDO

pedintes. Zonas onde a seca
com grande intensidade
para a grande

viajante ao longo da estrada

deslocados

e

Beira-Machipanda, no centro de
Mozambique, surge a evidenda dos
frutos que trouxe a tio arduamente
conquistada paz naquela nazSo da Africa

nio se fez

sentif

P

ARA

Austral

com

o

15 milhöes de habitantes.

A camiflcina humana que
^ toda a sua dimensSo nos

atingiu o pals

dltimos 16 anos

cessadoi desde que o

maioria do
colbido

grupos

no

GONCALVES
palbotas, mas continuando privados do
acesso M zonas de cultivo; transformadas
em autenficos campos minadt».

;

Crian^asde barriga inchada - um sintoma
matautri^äo aguda - continmun a scr
vistas ao ibngo da estrada, enquanto os

campesinato mo^ambtcano^
meio de

um

de

dos mais hrutais

de gucrrOha no continente e dc um

exércilo

altamente

adultos,

indisciplinado,

na sua

maioria mulheres, podem

ser vistos caitegando sacos

desorganizado e ineficiente para a sua

deeomida doada

organrza^öes intemacionais de

fffotecgäo.

;por

assisléncia; comoparte dosesfor^s visando

o povo de
Mozambique, para quern a seca dcvastadora

Beira-Machipanda
seguranga"
desde que em 1986, os governos de
Mozambique edoZimbabwe assinaram um
acordo petmitindo que o ultinio pals
estaciona.s.se tro|tas em Mozambique para
protegeraestrada,a linha fénreae ooleoduto
que o Ilgam ä costa mozambicana
Dadaasuamlativaseguranzacamponeses

dos ihimos dens

das aldeias viziuhas concentraram-se ao

Estiraa-seque haja pelomenos dois milhOcs

longo da estrada, onde ergueram as suas

de minas de

parece ter por agora

presidente Joaquim Chissano e o llder do
Movimento de Resisténcia Nacional

(Renamo), Afonso Dhlakama. assinmam
um acmdodepazmediadopeialtiiianodia
4 de Outubfo do ano

passado em Roma.

A chegada da paze das iltunas chuvas na

Africa Austral podem ser vistos como uma

benzio especial para

redozido
10

anos e a

ao estatuto

guerra

havtam

de refugiados,

A

esirada

aliviar os efeitos da seca. Os mms ousados

trmsfoimara-se numa "zona de

jå deitaram mäo ä tetxai procuiando revivet
a produ^ hi anos adormecida.
Cora a chegada da paz e das chuvas, hi
uma renovada esperan^ de que a iyitfa

minas
plantada.s pelasduaspmles emconflitosejam

voliari a ser normal, desde que as
i

removidas, como parte do acwdo de paz.

toÅ)

o

dpo espalhadas pelo
Sapem May,
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il
be selected from six foreign
tenders, including the British security firm.

company, to

Defence

Systems Limited (DSL), which
providing security on the railway
connecting Malawi to the portof Nacala, in
northern Mozambique.
Removing the landmines will cost up to
US$ 40 million, and it is hoped that some of
has been

the 2,000 workers needed to carry out

the
operation will come from among the
demobilised government and Rename
soldiers.
An initial

study had identified 28 roads
by the International Committee of
the Red Cross (ICRC) and the UN World
Food Programme (WFP) as priorities for
demining, but the overall operation may be
a daunting task, since no
maps or charts of
selected

minefields, either on the government or
Renamo side, are available.
But as the peace process

in Mozambique
unfolds, the agreement that brought it seven
months ago is proving to be victim of its
own making. Although the cease-fire is
generally holding, and the long awaited UN
peace-keeping force is being deployed

pals. A sua remogäo Jevarä pelo menos 10
ahos a

completar,

De acordo

com as

Nagöcs Unidas,

a

assinatura do contrato com a empresa que
vief a ganhar o concurso para o qua!
$ei$ empresas estrangefras,
ihcliiindo a firma britänica de segurai^a.
Defence Systems Limited (D$L), que tern
estado a proteger a linba féttea que liga o
Malawi ao porto de Nacala, no norfe de
concorrem

Mozambique.
A .desminagem custarå
aigtms desmobitizados do

de 40
integrar

cerca

milhöes de dt^ares, e hd pianos de

govemo e

da

Renamo no gfupo de 2,000 homens
necessårios para a rcalizazSo da opera^äo;
28 estradas fmam identificadas num

estodo inicial conduzido pek) Cemutd
intemacional da Cruz Vennelha (CiCV) e

pelo Programa Mondial da Alimentapao
(RMA) : GomO: prioritdrias para a
desminagem, mas pode-$e desde jd avaliar
que esta smd uma gigantesca missäo, unta
vczqoe näo hdmapas dos campos minados
quer do iado do govemo quer do lado da
Renamo,
Mas ämedida que o processo de paz em

of the

cease-fire, has defiantly remained in
headquarters of Maringue, in the
central Gorongosa mountains, claiming that
the government has not yet provided him

his bush

with

agreement on allegations that they have not
been

given the appropriate conditions to
keep them up in M^uto.
"It was agreed in Rome that the
government would provide the logistics and
the adequate facilities to enable the full
participation of our representatives in the
commissions; and that included food,
housing, transport and communication
equipment", said Manuel Pereira, Renamo's
delegate for Sofala province, in central

Mozambique.

Maputo, to

Three luxurious houses

provided by the

residence

were

turned down

rebel group, on the grounds
suitable to accomodate

by the former
that they are not

an important
opposition leader.
B ut ask any Renamo official what type of

residence would be suitable for their chief,
and the answer will be "Dhlakama is not the
leader of any old party", and that he needs a
house big enough for him and his family to

live in, with an office for himself, servants'

quarters, and enough room for his

The Dutch and

Portuguese governments
they would cancel all
his visits to their countries unless he agreed
his

suitable residence in

government in Maputo for Dhlakama's

bodyguards.

told Dhlakama that

to return

a

enable him to work with his staff.

commissions established under the Rome

men to

the commissions.

Dhlakama himself, whose presence in the
Mozambican capital

"If there is

no

house like this, then the

government could find one with sufficient
space in its backyard to put up some tents
where president Dhlakama's assistants can

is regarded as more
than essential for the speedy implementation

Ululu said.

Mozambique sc vai desenrolattdo, o acordo

govemos da Holanda e de Portugal dissetam

que o trmixe

desiainagem s6 come^arå depots da

Sapem May, 1993

throughout the country, major squabbles
over the interpretation of the
peace
agreement have continued to hinder its
smooth implementation.
In March, Renamo
pulled out its
representatives from the working

vftima da

hd sete

sua

meses comeza a ser

pröjaia criazdo, Embora

o

cessar-fogo estejageralmenteasereumiaido
pelasduas partes, c a tao esperada forza de

sleep", Renamo secretary-general Vicente

ao

Hder da Renamo que

seriiun

tais visitas näo

possfveis

a menos que os seus
representiinles regre.ssassem äs comissoess
O prdprio Dhlakama, cuja presenga ua

manutenzäoda paz comega aser distribufda

capital mog.'imbicana é vista como mais do

por todo 0 pafsi dcsacordos na interpretazdo

que esseucial para a r^ida implementagao

do acordo de paz continuam a impedir a sua

tlo

plena implemcntazdo.
Em Margo, a Renamo tetirou os sens
representantes das comissOes de trabalho
estabelecidas polo acordo de Roma,
alegando que eles näo estavam a receber as
condigdes apropriadas para se manterem
emMaimto.

central de

"Acordou-se

em

Roma que o govemo

daria a

logistica e osmeios adequados para
permitir a plena paiticipazäo dos no.s,sos
representantes nas comissöes; e isso inclufa
comida, alojamento, transporte e
equipamento de comunicazäo”, disse
Manuel Pereira, dclegado da Renamo para
a provincia central de Sofala.
teve implicazöes diplomdticas

ces.sar-fogo, pcrmanece na sua base
matingué, nas montanhas da
Gorongosa, alegando quo Q govemo; ainda
näo Ihe deu uma residgneia aceitävel em

Mafaito;; que Ihe permita trabalhar com o
pessoal.
Trgs residgneias luxuösas dtspensadas
pelo govemo para a tesidgneia de Dhlakama
cm Maputo foram sendo rejeitadas pelos
ex^rebeldes, na base de que; näo teuniam as
condigbes dcscjåveis para alojar um
importaote Ifdcr da cqxjsigäo.
seu

Mas

sc

perguntar aos dirigentes da

Renamo que

a

tipo de casa seaia Eqjropriada
a resposta serå de que
;*Dhlakama näo é dirigenie de um partido
qualquer", e que ele requer uma casa
suRdenlemente grande para si e sua familia

pedido de Dhlakamapara visitar os sens
pafses, durante a segunda quinzena deste
mgs como parte de uma toumdeeurr^a, os

umgabincte do trabalho; dependgneias
suficiente
para os seus guarda-costas.

negativas para a Renamo, Respeauiendo
um

para o seu

chcfe>

com

para os seus serventes, e espago

11
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may be genuine. He is expected to
supply 15,000 soldiers for the new armed

caught most UN
officials in Maputo off guard, Ululu had
said earlier that there was no hurry in
Dhlakama settling in Maputo, since "he is in
Mozambique and he can be contacted at any

security risk, since the hotel is less than a
kilometre from Chissano's main official

his

residence.

forces and that

Analysts are very suspicious as to what
the real motives behind Renamo's housing

the navy

time".

saga are. They see
created to lure public

smokescreen

possess.

In

a

statement that

But

Maputo's architeture cannot
cooperate. It is a centralised city, with more
highrising buildings and fewer suburban
spacious residences.
The Italian government, realising the
impossibility of finding such a suitable
residence for the Renamo leader, and wary
that the dispute may derail the peace process,

building a new residence.
Ajello, UN Secretary-General's
special representative for Mozambique has
indicated that even so, building a home like
that would take no less than eight months at

have considered

But Aldo

a

reasonable estimation.
After

high level contacts with the
Zimbabwean

and

Mozambican

governments as well with Renamo, Lonhro's
chief executive "Tiny" Rowland offered to
put up Dhlakama and his staff at the Lonhro's
Cardoso Hotel in Maputo, a

much higher

it

as a

tendas onde

Dhlakama :

os

assLstentes do presidente

de apartamentos e menos

residSneias

suburbanas espazosas.
O

governo

italiano;

vendo

a

impossibilidade de encontrar uma tal easa
aceitåvel; para o Mder da renamo e
preocupado com a hipbtese de adisputa das
dcscarrilaf

processo de paz,
estä a considerar å construzao dé uma nova
residCncia^ Mas Aldo AjCllbi
casas

vir

a

o

pi^resentante

espe*i£ti do Seeretårio-Geral das Nazöes
Uhida$emMozambique,csUmaquemCsmb
12

also reports

that Dhlakama is

increasing pressure from his senior

organisation to gain acceptability among
the Mozambican populace.
Highly placed sources say that Renamo
has deliberately delayed sending its half
share of 50 men to undergo military training
at Zimbabwe's eastern highlands barracks
in Nyanga, as part of an initial group of

dividends will

officers who will constitute the

new

peace agreement.
It seems that Dhlakama is serious about

An unspecified group of Renamo fighters

honouring his part of the agreement, but
may lack the financial means to effect it.
Unconfirmed reports have said that he was

Mozambican army.

undergoing training in Kenyan
academies and it may be from that group
that the 50 Renamo soldiers may be drawn
while others will undergo specialised
training in the air force and navy.
Dhlakama's concerns over the aptitude of

is said to be

govemos de mocambique e do Zinibabwe,
eainda com aRemuno.ocbefe executive da

Cardoso em Maputo; umriscodeseguranca
ainda inaiw para a Renamo, considerando
que p hotel dista menos de um quilömetro

centralizada; cbm mais blocos

are

commanders who would want him to move

NiimadeclaracgSoquecolheudesurpresa

uma cidade

There

necessary
transformation which will enable the

while undertaking the
political and military

Lonrho, Tiny" Rowland oferecéu-se a

Mo9ambique; Ululu afiimafaäntesqtiCinäo
hdvia pressa em Dhlakama se; fixar ern
Maputo^ uma vez que "ele estå dentro de
Mozambique e pode ser comae tado a
qualquer mtanento".
Mas a arquitetura de Maputo näo podé;
oxipferar com os dcsejos de Dhlakama. É

the air force and

under

Secretärio-GeraldaRenamo, Vicente Ululu,;
numa rccentc entrevista.
muitos observadoresdoprocessodepazem

at least for

entire peace process

uma casa com essas

podcm dormir", disse o

-

- will require some skiUs which a
guerilla organisation does not usually

opinion and delay the

assim,constn}iromacasalevaränäöiiii^os
condi9öes,entaoogovemoptKleriaarranjaf;; de oitomesesnumaesUmafiva optimista.
uma com um quintal sufidente para ergner;
Depots de ctaitactos a alto nfvel; Com os
"Se näo hoover

men

instalar Dhlakama eo seu

pessoalnb Hotel

da pincipal resid6ncia oticial de Ghissano.
Anälistas Ipvantam suspeitas quanto aos
verdadeirps jnotivos par detras da questäo
das

casas

jevantada pcla Renamo. Alguns

as alega^öes da Renamo como uma
nuvem de furho destinadaa desviaraopiniäo
publica e atrasar lodo b ptbeesso, enquantb

v8m

omovimento forrcalizaUdoasnecessårias
transfonnazöes poEdcas e militäres que
permitiräo åorganizazäo ganhar ^^eijtaZSo
no seio da pc^ulazäo mozambicana.
Nas comissbes de implementaz^ do
cessar-fogo, a pardcipazSo da Renamo
pelo fraco ;
nfvel dos seus membros; para além da sua
lnsufidCncianumérica,quelevoupof veze;s
algunS dos seus representantes a duplicarem
continuava a ser ensranbrada

asuap^icipazSo.

Maputo having ensured that peace
accrue to the fighters, the
majority of who, after so many years in the
bush, lack the skills to survive in a post-war
environment. Failure to "keep the boys
to

may trigger more fighting which
Dhlakama may be in no position to control,

happy"

because of his committment to honour the

promised US$ 25 million as an exchange for
signing the peace agreement.
Even though there is an apparent
willingness on the part of Renamo not to
Outro factor Cque a Renamopoderä ainda

diSpor de quadros suficientes para
integrar as novas forzas armadas. Hå
informazoes de que a Renamo estå
deiiberadamente a atrasar o envio dos seus

nao

50 homens para o campo

de Ireino de

Nyanga, nas montanhas do lestc do
Zimbabwe; num compasso de espera para
permitir que um grupode miHtares seus em
fonnazao nas academias quenianas atinjani
0 nfveldCseJadopdos

instrulofesbritämct».

preocupazSo de Dhlakama quantb ä
aptidäo dps seus homens num novo exército
regular slfo genufnas; Ele deverä foma:er
A

15 000 soldados eoficiais que noscasos

da

forza aCrca e da marinha ncce.s.sitaräQ de
técnicas näo

dispoufveis numa forza de

guerriJha.
Hå também infotmazöes de que Dhlakama
estä

a

ser

pressionado pelos seus

comandanles, que gosiariam de o ver partir
para

Maputo depois de assegtuar que os

sejam distribuidos pelos
combatentes, a maioria dos quais, depois de
muitos anos na mala, para cmde foram
imegrados ainda em tenra idade, näo
possueto a formazäo necessåria para a
divideados da paz

söbrevivéndanumambicntedé j^s-gurara.
Sapem May,

1993
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return to war,

Dhlakama is

aware

the

political risks be is taking if he demobilises
his fighters without the financial guarantees
be needs. That may erode his relatively
stronger position, putting him and his
organisation on an equal footing with the
newly established opposition parties.
Renamo officials often remind their

government opponents and the international
conununity involved in the peace process in
Mozambique of the need to accord
priviledged status to their organisation,
which has

insistently made it clear that it

will not demobilise its men unless desireble

logistical conditions ^ met.
"Chissano may be the country's president
but be forgets that Dhlakama is the leader of
a movement that controls 85
per cent of the
national territory", boasted Manuel Pereira.
Renamo's desperation for cash came to
the fore in April when it evoked a "secret
agrement" entitling the former rebels to
US$ IS millit». In what has been regarded
as an attempt to bring inessure to bear on the
part ofthe government for more concessions,

negotiating table until the cash

was

made

available.
But

Italy's ambassador

to

Mozambique,

government of recruiting former srddiers
and secret service agents
force.

Manfredo di Camerana, said informal
discussions had taken place in which

Renamo's suspicions go beyond
Mozambican borders. Manuel Pereira said

Renamo had estimated its immediate

his

financial requirements at US$ ISmillion. A

tripartite memorandum was then signed
stating that part of the funds mobilised at a

organisation viewed the on-going
negotiations between the governments of
Mozambique and Zimbabwe on relaxation
of visa lestrictkxis

Zimbabweans to vote

should be distributed to the differentpolitical

next

parties, with Renamo and the governing
Frelimo getting the largest shrue.
Govenunent's chief negotiator, transput
minister Armando Guebuza, has denied the
existence of a "secret agreement".
All

points taken, it

appears that the

botttMnline to all this saga is the amount of
mistrust which still prevails between the
two old

appeal to

our

Zimbabwean brothers to honour

our

agreem^it, and not conte here to vote for
Frelimo", Pereira said. Renamo's insistence
for the withdrawal of Zimbabwean trot^
as a

pre-condition for the signing of the

peace agreement was based on the

assumption that if allowed to stay, the
Zimbabwean soldiers would vote for

reinstated. The government has
already charged that Renamo is infiltrating
highly trained fmees from neighbouring

Zimbabwean

Dhlakama threatened not to return to the

Malawi, while Renamo

chickens",

A nuAilidade de Dhlakama

k^söctfödesejåveis-

em

si^sfazcr

n3o

poderi controlar, devido

aos seus

ctsnprmnissos de hoiaw o acordo de paa.
H^ttma^arcnteseriedadedeDhlabtma
em Unpiemeutm' a sua pmte do acotdo. mas
6 a parte fmanceira qtie mais o preocupa.
InformaifCes nSo confimtadas ladlcam que
25 mUbfiesdc ddlmea Ibe foram pctandidos
m tfoca da sua asi^atuta do acotdo-

Ape^ dessc apansite desejo daRaomo
em nao teconie^ a guerra,

Dhlakama estå
cäcnfe dos riscos politico» que cone sc
desmoinitzar osseus combatemesantes que

ibe sejam dadas as necessårias garmtfia»
financeiras. A auséncla dessas gmanfias

poderå letirm" å Ren»no a sua posi^o de
for^a em rela^äo aos outtos paitido$ da
cposi^.
Dingmtlies da Renamo indmeras vezCs
recorttem 0$ seas c^xmentes do govemo 6 a

the

pode scr o Presidente da
Rcpdblica. masesquece-se de queDhlakama
å llder de um movimcnto que controla 85
porcento do territOrlo aacional", dlsse
Manuel Pereira.

O desespero fiuanceboda Renamo veio b
cm

Abril quando Dhlakama

"acotdo secteto” garantindo ao
movimento 15 miliid^ de ddiares.

evocoaunt
seu

NatpnJo que parece ter sklo mats motivado
pcla nccessidade de presskmar o govcmo
para mais conccssdes, o llder da

negociazdes utd
dispmåbilizado,
Mas

Renamo

nåo regressar å mesa das

ameazou

o

qtie o

dinhelro fosse

EmbaixadOf italiano

em

Mozambique, Manfredo di Camerana,
expåicou que discussdes mformais tiveram
lugar ante» da assmatma do accudo de paz,
nas quais a Renamo esfimara as suas

pfocesso

net^ssidades imedlatas em 15 milbdes de
ddlmes. Na seqeéncla das dtscussfies^ fta
assinado um documen toin^cattdoqne perie

ttecessidade de se

dos fundos

comunidade Interaaciana} envolvida no

de paz em Mozambique da
gatantir mn estatuto
especial hsua organizazSo-que tern ii^^^do
em nfio

demobilizar

os

sens homeas

enqoanto a8o fotem dadas
Sapem May, 1993

condizöes

c(Hise;ipndo8 na confeiéncia de
doatJores, emDezemi^passadoem Roma,

deveriam

ser

distrilaildos

fotmazoes pollticas,

At a military parade to bid farewell to the

contingent in Chimoio,
president Joaquim Chissano told the crowd
that "we will not let ourselves be killed like
a

cautioning statement to

Frelimo a dra)^ a malot parte do bda

"Chissano

supcrflcic

allowing

Frelimo in the

general election.

the gun

accuses

aimed at

"We would like to

Frelimo.

exigéndas poderi resultaf no
rcssurglmaäo da gueira, a qual Dhlakama

as

donors' conference in Rmne last IDecembo'

enemies, enhanced by the latest
devek^xnents in Angola, where a similar
peace accord was tom apart and the rule of

esm

into the police

pelas diferetUes

com a

Renamo

e a

Onegociador-chefe dogoveoK) Arnumdo
gttdmaa^ne^on aexisUndade urn "acotdo
sccieto'*, «tando a sua explica^So mais
ptdkima da do dlpkmtata italiano.
Paiece quo a quesfilo principal de loda
esta dlspnta é o gtau de desconfiani;;a que
ainda prevudece tmtre os dots antigos
lolmigos, exacerbada ainda pelos
desenvolvimentos on Angola, onde um
acordo idéntico de paa fol rasgado e
rratabclecida a lei do mms fiate. 0 govcmo

jåacusoo aRenamo de ter itdUtmdo nopals
umaforzadecomandosaltmnente tieinada
a panir do vixinho Malatvi, mapianto a
Renantoacnsao govemo de estar a tecmtar
amigos soidados e agentes dos setvlzos
secretos e integxå-los nas
poltciaisAs suspeitas da Renamo transcendent, as
fimtteiras de Mozambique, De acordo com

MhnueiFeteira^asuaOiganlzazäocomadera:
as actuals negociazdes eatteoe govmos de
Mozumbiqdte t do Zimbabwe com vl;^ It
exduzåodevi^deentradanosre^ectlvos
pafses comO destmadas a pemtltir que
zimbabareanos possam eutrar^^^^^ e^
MoztenlH.qite e votar na Fidlitno duranteas

ptdximas eleizdes gt^ais.
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Renamo, that if fighting resumes, it

Dhlakama did not turn up,

fought bitterly.
There is also the element of

"victory".

and even politically,
Renamo wants to emphasise its military
victory over the government, while the latter
is eager to demonsbate that while it may
have lost in the bush, it still commands the

apparatus.

There were political motivations. Renamo
draws most of its support

ethnic group
mountainous

from.
There would have been no

bigger sign of
meeting

weakness for Chissano to hold the

reasons.

Weaker economically

state

surprising,
citing “security”

flew to after Chimoio. Not

will be

from the Ndau

which inhabits the tiny
area

of

west-central

Mozambique, where Dhlakama and his
predecessor, Andre Matsangaissa, come

not only in his main political

but also at

a

oponent’s land,

moment when he

would be

fulfilling one of his opponent's staunchest
demand forpeace: send off the Zimbabwean

troops.0

meeting-inwaiting shows the evidence of this petty
wrangle and comnmon mistrust. Although
Renamo inaugurated its headquarters in
Maputo in January, Dhlakama’s request for
the meeting was done with South-African
The Chissano-Dhlakama

mediation.

Chissano agreed to meet his old foe during
one

of his provincial

tours. Renamo wanted

meeting to be held in Chimoio, the
capital of Manica's central province, where
the Mozambican president was due in midApril to bid farewell to the Zimbabwean
contingent.
Maputo objected to the venue and instead
scheduled the meeting for Lichinga, in
northern Niassa province, where Chissano
the

”Gostariamos de apelar aosnossos irtnaos
zimbabweanos para que honrem o nosso

acordoi e näo venham aqui votar na

Frelimo'Vdisse Pereira. Aretiradadas trc^as

;Mo9anibique foi uma
eondiföes impostas pela Renamo para
a assinatura do acordodepaz, napresun^äo
zimbabweaiKus de

das

de que se 0 contingenie pennanecesse no
pals, os soldados zimbabweanos ptxieriam
votar na

CHISSANO...

we

will not let ourselves be killed like chickens.

Frelimo.

Numa parada militar que marcou a safda

das

fc^fas zimbabweanas, na cidade de

Maputo em Janeiro, o pedido de
reuniäo foi feito com
mediazäo sul-africana.

Chimoio, Chissano declarou que "nSo

sede

deixaremosquenos matetn como galutlus",
um aviso å Renamo, de que haverä uma
respostaresduta caso aRetuirao recorra de

Ihilakama para a

novoäguerra.
M também
Fraca

o

elemento de ''vitöria"

economicamente

e

,

mesmo

poUticamenie, a Renamo pretende

em

Chissano aceitou encontrar-se com o seu

antigo inimigo numa das suas deslocayöes
ås provlncias. A Renamo pretendia que a
reuniäo se realizasse no Chimoio, a capital
da provfncia central de Manica, onde o

por razöes de “seguran^a”.
l^Klerä ter havido motivos

Mozambique; donde Dhiakamae opiimeiro
Ifdcr da Rename, André Matsangaissa,

presidentemozambicano iria em meados de
Abril despedir-se das tropas zimbabweanas,
Maputo levantou dbjeezdes sobre o local

naturals.

do enconuo, e marcon a reuniäo para

nm

final da deirota no campo

demonstra elaramente estas pequenas

Lichinga, na ; provfncia setentrional do
Niassa, para onde Chissano se diriglu depois

gnerras e o nfvel de desconfianja mötua.
Bmbtna aRenamo tepha tnaugurado asua

do chimoio, Sem sutpresa para ninguém,
Dhlakama näo compareceui mais uma vez

das maiores exigencias

demons trar

a sua

vitöria military enquanto

queo govemo quer demonstrar que mesmo
que tcnha perdido na mata, continua no
comando do aparelho de estado.
A hipotdtkarcun iJk) Chissano-TWakama
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polfticos por

disputa de lugares. A Renamo
obtém a maior parte do seu apoiojunto dos
Ndaus, um pequeno grupo que habita a
regiSo montanhosa do oeste-centro de
detrås esta

sSo

Para Chissano, encontrar-se com o
inimigo no territdrio deste leria sidonSo s6

grmide Sinai de fraqueza, a aceita^So
militar.: B muito

menos numa

altura cm que compria unia
do seu qponente: a

retitada das tropas

zimbabweanas,^
Sapem May, 1993
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PEACE SEEN BY THE

ARCHIBISHOP OF BEIRA
Dom Jaime
to

Gongalves (no relation

the author),

we

the Catholic

Archbishop ofBeira, Mozatnbique ’s
second la rgest city has been a centre
of controversy. At the height of the

resolve

to

branded

a political
struggle instead of
taking care of the peace arrd security
of the country; they are looking

forward to the elections, and there
is now some sort of an electoral

as

campaign going on when we, the
people, wanttohearhowbothparties
are going to ensure that peace
prevails. For example, umesolved
disagreements between them have
led to one of them abandoning the

limelight in the past three

with his involvement as
mediator, in the name of the
Castholic
Church,
in
the
negotiations that led to the signing,
in October last year, of the
Mozambique Peace Agreement.
SAPEM’s Fernando Gonsalves
spoke to the "man ofGod” on the prospects
for a lasting peace in Mozambique. In the
following interview, Dom Jaime speaks in
thefirst person about his vision ofthe "peace
and understanding ” he helped to achieve.
years

Commissions.
ARCHBISHOP

GONgALVES

bican Peace process, how do you evaluate
the

implementation of the Agreement?
Are you satisfied with the way things are
going?
Archbishop Gonsalves: There is one side
of the Agreement that is going very well.
Military observers are now beginning to
arrive, and this is very important in order to
guarantee security in the country, and for
are

still

carrying arms. Some of the related financial
aspects are being considered by the
international community. There is an
in the United Nations and amtxig
those countries which attended the doncM^'s

awareness

Sapem May, 1993

Don't you feel that the two sides
rather pushed into accepting

were

conference that the democratization p'ocess
cannot

work without funds.

One other positive aspect is that the

Agreement still

serves as the guidance for
the actions of the government as well as for
the

Gonsalves: As a mediator in the Mozam-

the demobilisation' of those who

people may resort

in

a supporter of the
rebels. But Don Jaime’s merit came

the

a

the other part resorting to violence.
The two sides are already locked

reactionary,
to

firm

avoid situations which could lead

Maputo simply

be

a

that they want to engage in no more
violence but it is also necessary to

labelled its armed opponents as
"armed bandits”. In some circles
came

anything. We need

to violence. The two sides may swear

quest fornegotiationswithRemano,

he

long history of such

situation where

conflict which for 16 years
ravaged his country, the Archbishop
was regarded by the political
establishment with a degree of
suspicion, prompted by his criticism
of government policies and for his
time when

a

ccmunitment in order to avoid

armed

at a

have seen

mutual accusations which did not

qpposition, which at present is strongly
dominated by Renamo, as a signatCHy to the
peace agreement.

Both Renamo and the

government still uphold the Agreement as
the main instrument regulating the country's
life until the elections, and this is very

important.
Now, there are p'oblems beginning to
emerge which we must take into account,
problems arising from the responsibilities
which the two sides have to assume in order
to attain the goals outlined in the Agreement,

and there it is not

enough to do the least,

because this is a Peace Agreement.

The two
parties have amajc»'responsibility in keeping
the peace. Accusing each other of violating
the PeaceAgreement does not help, because

an

agree-ment which set such

an

early

date for elections? Would it not have
been better to

negotiate some sort of a
power-sharing agreement for a transitional period before holding elections?
I can't deny that the proposal for a
transitional government, acceptable to both
sides could have resolved stHne political
problems. But the Mozambican peace
process had a twofold objective: firstly, the
cease-fire...

an

end to the war, an end to

violence; and secondly, the democratisation
of the country.

Unfortunately the talks took
place between people who were at war, and
there was practically no mutual trust.
The suggestion for a transitional
govermnent was raised during the talks but
neither side was agreeable, each for their
own reasons...

so

we

were

faced with

problems of trust, which we still come up
against. You only have to look at how each
side interpeted the bousing story, the money
15

k
problem, the food problem; each side saying
"OK, you solve the problem yourself... you're
an

adult." Lack of trust is still there, even

now

after the peace agreement

has been

signed. I don't think at that time we could
have succeeded in persuading Frelimo and
Renamo to form

a

transitional government.

So, the only political setUement we could

When all these have been

accomplished we

will then be able to say when the elections
can take place. We must also decide on what
is best for the
season,

elections
not

people and choose the best

since it is not very advisable to hold

during the rainy season. It is also
during harvest

wise to hold elections

year could be very short, but we were
relieved when it was also stated that this
one

period could be extended, and that if
necessary the elections could be delayed.
When the one year period was established,
the general consensus was that if the
transitional period lasted too long this could
bring advantages, but it could also be
dangerous because the government then in
power could become irresponsible in various
ways, because it knew it was going to
relinquish power in a short while, and would
be therefore unaccountable to anyone. An
opposition with too much time in hand to
organise itself could also degenerate. So
much waiting, so much hope. A year was, in
fact, very short. But it was felt that this
would oblige the parties to get organised
and assume their responsibilities seriously,
and this would assist in returning the country
to a normal pace, which has not been possible
practically since independence because of

the continuous violence.
Given the

delay in the implementation of

the peace agreement, there will naturally
be a need to re-schedule all other

activities, including the elections, as both

parties have indicated that they are
willing to. What would you consider to be
a realistic period for the elections to take
place?
I think that the time should be determined

by the degree to which the peace agreement
has been fulfilled. On the military side it is
important that there be disarmament and
demobilisation. Secondly, the logistical

preparations for the elections themselves
must be completed - registration of voters,
location of polling stations, when will the
electoral commissions start to function, and
the necessary
16

funding for all these things.

It

a

the two sides

are

toughening

positions towards one another, and

meeting between president Chissano

and the Renamo leader which
have taken place

should

in Chimoio was changed

Lichinga and then never took place at
all. This meeting would appear to be vital
in order to help overcome the differences.
to

What would be the role of the mediators

persuading the two sides to meet as
possible at the highest level?
In fact there has been a change in tone,
with each side justifying what it should not
be justifying. Each one accuses the other of
being responsible for either violating the
in

soon as

implementing it. This is
not of any interest. What we are saying - if
we were to be given a popular platform to
agreement or not

that end

-

is that we are not interested in

explanations, we want to see a COTunitment,
because the agreement was signed by both
parties, the agreement is practical, and they
have the responsibility to make it work.
We are now witnessing a situation where
political struggles are becoming confused
with principles of peace, and this is
immensely worrying. According to the text
of the agreement, by this time the mediators
should have no role to play; at most the chief
mediator might be consulted if problems
arise in interpreting the text of the agreement.
But all the mediators are ready to give their
help in implementing the agreement, because
as

mediators

now

the mediators have had relatively easy

access.

I say this in

the sense that these days

phone is a means of access, the fax is a
means of access. In this sense the mediators

seems

their

Following the general peace agreement
we

the

time.

reach was to make them agree on establishing

democracy and set down various norms to
achieve this, such as the Law of Political
Parties, the Electoral Law, the guarantees
for the transitional period etc.
As for the time-scale, we recognised that

they have easy access to the two sides in
the sense of helping them to see the
dangers resulting from certain actions
they might take?

we

do not believe that we are

relieved of the

responsibility of

advancing the peace process in
Mozambique, also because we now know
the two parties very well.
Our role during the negotiations has now
been taken over by the United Nations; the
United Nations
sides and

United

are now

we are

between the two

fully confident that the

Nations

will

fulfil

their

responsibilities and see that the agreement
is implemented.
In the process, and in that role that has
now been assigned to the mediators, do

telephone the Renamo delegation, can
speak to president Dhlakama, can phone the
president of the Republic or others involved
can

in the process.

meetings do not take place, and I
only are they
necessary, but essential for the full
implementation of the cease-fire. Don't
you think that the fact that there are no
closer contacts with the parties may put
Such

would think that not

the peace process

in danger?

They don't happen because they were not

provided for in the peace agreement. Our
mission, accwding to the agreement, has
passed to the United Nations. In order
meet with the parties it would
require not the text of the agreement but an
understanding from both sides, that
considering the experience of two years of
negotiations, they could say ‘ these are people
we worked with for two years and therefore
we can woik with them now to undertake
now

for

us to

the second part of our journey’.
I do not believe that there is any

danger,

extremely useful if
both sides were able to realise that the
mediators who were with them for so long
rather that it would be

are people who could help them during this
phase of the peace process.

Was this

apparent marginalisation of the
discussed during the

mediators

negotiations?
I can't say it was discussed formally, but
the problem was raised in the corridors. At
that time it was felt that the assistance of the

mediators would be necessary for the correct

interpretation of the agreement, because
they knew it word for word as well as the
context. But since the main problem then
was to ensure
more

mutual trust, this was seen as

the role of the United

Nations.

delayed going to
Maputo mainly because of what he says
are inadequate housing arangements in
the city. Given the serious problem of
The Renamo leader has

Sapem May,
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accomodation wouldn't it be proper
forRenamo to accept what is now

but how far can one guarantee and the other

available

here

as a

conditions

are

starting point until better
created?

My experience

not

guarantee; we have to bear in mind that
are two

have

mediator is that the
government and Renamo do not trust each
other. They are two political factions who
have been fighting a war for the past 15
years, and therefore you cannot expect them
as

sides who have been at war,

sought to kill each other; therefore

each side is afraid of the other, because the
other side mightkill... the government could
ask Renamo what guarantees
and Renamo could say what

it requires
it wants...

of any great confidence just overnight.

similarly Renamo could ask the government
what guarantees it requires, because the
government also has to have guarantees as

am not

to what Renamo wants to do.

to

establish institutions, contacts and habits

more

So I
surprised when Renamo begins to be
criterious
in
choosing its

I believe that the

problem is not so much
quantity of houses. The agreement
mentions logistical support which must be
given to Renamo as a political party:
provincial headquarters must be provided
one

of

for Renamo. B ut what I have seen and heard

is

more a

question of security. As regards

accommodation for the leader of Renamo,
both residential and

place of work security and houses
which will give the Renamo leader access to
those services he needs to get on with the
peace process. That there should be other
as a

houses which have

accommodation, since Renamo... is not

But for how

likely to entrust its security arrangements to

from

Frelimo in whom it has no confidence. And

house which satisfies the Renamo leader

really see this

if we follow this argument through, I would
also not be surprised if Frelimo were to give

is

accommodation can't be

which has the means to acquire the house,

Renamo accommodation

furnish it and

over

which it

would have more control, because it dosen't
trust Renamo.

So it is vey difficult to say to what extent
side should accept and to what extent
the other should offer. Both sides must give

one

guarantees to each other of what they are

looking for - security.
But how, in your

view, can these
guarantees be made, it seems that the
government has given all it could, while
Renamo remains completely inflexible,
reduced to making demands which
considering the present conditions in
Mozambique must be difficult to respond
to...

It depends on what each
I haven't discussed this

side is asking for.
problem directly

one

long will this snowball

side to the other? For

pass
if a

even

found, it is still only the government

that

are

needed in order to

run an

office,

absolutely certain
that there are no bugging devices, etc...?
If the mediators could play a part in this,
we could give our qiinion, but the United
Nations will have to get involved in this sort
of problem so that it is aware of what each
side is demanding and can draw the line
between the two.

that the agreement is falling

victim to its own makingbecause it doesn't

specify what type of accommodation
should be given to the leader of Renamo,
nor does it stipulate how many houses
the government should make available
to Renamo. Renamo continues to demand

for

more

houses

stalling the agreement

general

because of accommodation. Y ou said that

information available to everyone, Renamo
has refused to accept certain houses because

there was a great deal of mistrust between

with Renamo but based

they have

on

the

security; for example one of
opposite to the Department
of Immigration. The feeling is that each side
wants to take precautions against the other,
therefore ahouse mightbe good, reasonable.
the houses

no

was

the two sides but in this
seems

case

the

opposite

to have been the case,

much trust in each other that
was

with
a

is today putting the whole process at risk,

AFRICA, ASIA
or

LATIN AMERICA

But

knowing the city of Maputo well, I

don't think that

a

house

can

be found

which meets Renamo's criteria?

Perhaps
acquired, one as an
office and another as a place ofresidence...
I think that this could be arranged. But
if two houses

were

each side needs to confide in the other what

it actually wants... because here we may be
rationalising like ordinary people, without
really knowing what each side is actually
demanding. I am convinced that if both
sides wanted to cooperate they could find a
solution because this is not really a question
of winning elections; it is a question of
peace... It is necessary to transform Renamo
into a political party and convince it that the
democratic process is the best means of
struggling for power, and not by means of
armed force.
And in terms of
from

jM'eventing either side
reverting to violence, we must all

work... much better that Renamo has

accommodation

in Maputo, Beira
Quelimane... than Renamo remaining on
the outside with

no

guarantees at

all.O
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so

clause

ommitted from the agreement which

wouldn't you

as a

equip it with the things

and will Renamo be

It appears

accommodation for his subordinates, for
the party chiefs, for other people, I don't

your name

and address.)
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A PAZ VISTA PELO

ARCEBISPO DA BEIRA
Dorn Mme Connives {rien}mrm

rela^åo
de parentesco cotn a duior), arcebispo
catölico da Beira, d segurida maior cuiade
de Mozambique, é um name que se tern
rodeadode controvérsid Nodugedo confiito
armado que durante 16 anos dilacerou o
seu pats, aqueUi figura religiösa foi vista
petopodercom certadescanfianza, devido
as sms critkas contra o governo e das
posizoes a favor das negociacoes com a
Renamo, numaalturaemqueasautoridades
de Maputo näo tinfiqm outra designazäo
para os sens oponentes armadas do que o
simplificado rdtulo de”bancMos armadas".
Malgimsciresdos cltegou aserconsiderado
dereacciondrio, deapoiantedos rebeldes:
Maso méritade DornJaimerevelou-se nos
anos com o seu papel de
mediador, par parte da igreja caidlica, nas
negoeiazäes que culminaram com a

dltimos dois

ossinaturados acordos depaz no dia 4

de

Outuhro de 1992. Numa recente visita å

Beira, Fernando Gonzalves fdlou com o
"honiem de Deus", sobre o que pensa das
perspectivas de uma paz definitiva para

Mozambique. Na entrevista que se segue,
Dorn Jaime fala na primeira pessoa, sobri
asua visäo da "paz e concdrdia “ que tanto
ajudou a alcanzar:
Gonqalves * Como mediador no processo
de paz para Mozambique, que avaiiazäo

1^ do

processo

de implementazao do

acordo? Esta satisfeitoconi a forma como
esta

a

decorrer

o

processo?

Oni outro aspectö posjiivo que
atordo ainda val servindo de

hä é que o
ntmna

de

das pessoas

dcsmobUizazäo

ainda armadas; Parte dos

problemas cconömicos estd a ser
eonsiderada intéfhaeionalmente. Ao nivei

das

zero.

govemo, ainda ajotinua neles a consciencia
de que o acordo deve regcr a vida nacional
até ås eleiföes, isso é impmtante.

foram

levantädds

ambas

as

As

a confianqa era quase

hipöteses de um govemo dc traitsiqäo
nas

converstiqOes mtts

partes näo aceitaram, cada uma

por razOes

pensa-se nas eleiqöes e fadjå uma espécie de
campanfaa eleitOral num memento em que
nös o povo queremos ouvir das duas partes

etc.

garantia da paz, Por excmiplo, {^oblcmas
queeJesnäo esläo a resolver entre si fizeram
com que uma das partes tenha abandonado

Sidvou-sc

a

Em tennos de tempo, um ano, etn principio
vimos que

podia ser p<iuco tempt) mas
situaqäo quando se dissc que
pode-se prolougar, que sendo necessärio as

Näo acfaa que as duas partes foram
empurradas a aceitar um acordo que
preve eleizoes em tao curto espazo de
tempo? Näo teria sido melhor negociar
um
govemo de traasizao antes de se ir as
eleizöes?

Nä quero rccusar que a proposta de urn
de tntnsizao aceite por amba.s as

o

processo

de paz para Mozambique tinha

a

eleiqöes podem ser adiadas.
Nes.sa allura das a)nversazöe.s

quiindo .se

Unfaam a
experiSneia de que o tempo de transiyao
quando é longo demais pode trazer
beneficios mastambémpode trazerprejuiztts
porque o govemo que estd no poderpode-se
sentir irrespon-savel demuitascoisas. porque
vai sair dcmrodepouco tempo, e näoprestarä
contas a ninguéra. Por mui to tempo uunbém
a oposi^äo wgänizar-se pode chegar ao
momenlo em que degenera-.se. Tama
esperanza. Entäo viu-$e que ptvndo um ano
de facto é pouco tempo - mas obrigaria as
pessoas a organizarem-se, a assumimm as
disse

partes pudesse resolver iprobiemas de
caräeter politico. Mas n6.s temos de ver que
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estaviun em guerra e

cnconuamos

conscieucializarara que o processo

deinocratizaqäo do pais näo pbde ser feito

a

convcrsaqöes cnim de pessoas que

prOprias... ptu conseguinte
problemas de confianqa e
mesmo agora encontramos cs.ses problemas
assumir, de alcan^aros objecd vosdoacordo de conluujij'a. Veja sö como até agora cada
e af näobasta fazer o mfnlmo porque é um
parte inicrpreta a histöriadjiscasas,aquestäo
acorc^ de paz. Säo dois partidos que t^m dos dinheiros, a questäo da comida; cada
muita rcsponstibilidade na paz do povo*; parte diz bom Vac'S resolve os prcblemas
sOzinho... quöjdé pessoa adulta’, Portanto a
Näo nos bastam as acusa^^idutuas de nao
falla de confianqa aindjt continua, mosmo
cu mpr i men to do acordo, porq u e dc
acusa?öes temos uma Jonga Jii^ria que em agora deptiis da assinaturado iKordo dc piw.
Näodirei que naquelaal tura cTa umaocttsiäo
si näo nos resolveram o problema*
de fazer com que a Frclimo e a Reiuuuo
Predsatnos de um qompromisso para se
tivessem a suficiente confianqa para
evitarcm öondiqöes que faqam pensar em
formarem um govenw de trtuisifäo.
violéncia. Podem jurar que näo querem
Entäo a parte ptilitica que conseguimos foi
mais violencia mas tambåm é preciso que
de
cX)ncordarera em estabelecer no pais a
cada parte evite criar condiqoes que
dcmocraciac trazarem,comoestä noaeordo,
recordetn a mitra orecurso ä violencia.
^ if^partesemvezdeblhammpdasegumnqa värias normas como é a lei dos partidos, a lei
egarantiadapazestä-scjånumalutapt)lftica; eleitwal, as garantias para esta transiqäo.
Agora hä proWemas que esiäo a surgir e

govemo

dinheiro.

estas

que é precise ter etn conta, problemas desse
compromissO que ambas as partes devem

Naqöes Unidas e dos pafses que
de

danoeralizaqao do pais. Mas

signatäria do acordo de paz, A Renamo e o

estiveram na conferencia dos (k)adores jd se

sem

logo... o fim da gucrra, o fim da violCncim

segundo.

asctHbissöes.

amd parte do
ifcordo que vai bem. Jd estamos a assistir d
cfaegada dos observadores militäres; isto é
muito impOrtanté para a garantia da

vista dois objectivos: primeire, o ccssar-

comportameniq e de programa da vida do
governOe da qx)si^äo que neste mome»ilo
eslä fortemente nas mäos da Renamo, corao

CKttri^J^

seguranqa no pais e para a

em

um ano, era

que as pcssc)as

-
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0
suasresponsabitidattes com maior^riedade
c assim

preparavam-sc as coisas para o pafs

tomar o ritmo nonnai porque

pratkamente
desde a indepcndöida o pafs näo tem um
riuao normal de govemo por causa da
vtolencia que se

instalou no pafs.

Dado

o atraao que: se verifica na
implementazäo do acordo de paz bavera

naturalmente necessidade de re.sca{onar
todas

as

outras

aczöe.s, inciuindo

eleizoes^ iconto ; ambas

as

explica?öes, quereiru>s ver um compromisso

'esfas säo pessotis que

porque Ö åcordo foi a^iriadö por css;is f^cs;
0 acordo é possfvel de se praticar e eles tém
obriga^äo de o cumfaircin.
Estamos nuraa situa^äo em que lutas de
caräcter polflico estäo a confundir-se com
princip los de paz e isso preocupa-nos
imcnso. Segundo o texto do acordo, os
mediadores näo leriam papeJ agora; o
mlnimo
que foi concedido é que o chefe dos

e

mediadores fosse consuliado caso

baja:

traballiaram conosco

portäntö com elas pc^emos fazer ésia
Segunda parte da nossa etuninljada.’
Näo c(Hisidcrt) que seja perigoso, mtts acho
que seria muito ulil que as partes
cttmpieendcsscra que os mediadores que
estiveram com eles lauio tempo säo pesscxis
com quem jxxlem cjtminhar nesta fasc do
processo.
Mas

es.sa

aparente inarginalizazäo dos

as partes

jå

manifesfaram. Quai entäo sera para

problemas de interpretacäo do texto do

niediadnres terä sido discutida: durante

si o

atordo. Mas todos os mediadores estäo

as

reali,sta
elei^öes?
prazo

para a

realiza^äo das

Eu ereio que o tempo

deveté ^er

pelo cumprimenlo qué
tivermos feito do acordo.
parte militär é
imporumte que haja desarmamento e a
desmobilizazäo. Em segundo lugar a
preparagäo técnica das prOprias eleieöes - 6

iregistoeleitOfal,adeicnTunazäo dosdi ver^
lugareSi as eomissöes quandö é que
comezaräo a trabalhar, a economia
necessäriapara Ls.so, Quaudotudo istoesti ver
dizer quando é que as

fettas;

a prestarem a sua

aplica?äo do acordo,

delerminado

estabelecido scrä mais

disponlveis

dado para poder
eleizöes prxlem ser

ajuda

na

porque como

mediadores näo nos crtnsidcramOs jä

livrcs

do

compromisso de promover a paz em
Mozambique, pt>rque até a>nlieccmos muito
bem as dutis partes,

Oquentfe fizetnos durante asconvcrsazf>cs
Na^oes Unidas; säo as
Nazöes tin idas que estäoentrc as duas partes
e ntis contlainos que as Na^öes Unidas vao
cumpfit b scu dever dc pdr o acordo a
passou agora ptrra as

Depots temos tambbm intcrcssc cM;

qual é a situazäo do povo e estxtllier a
meUwr estazäo do ano, porque eleizöes na
estazäo das chuvas näo é muito
tecomendåveL Se for tempo das colheltas
também näo é muito prudente.
em

iinguagem entre
acordo,

os

endurece

que se

a

dois signatarius do

um encontro

entre

o

presidente

Chissanoe o lider da Renamo que deveria

tertidolugar

noChiinQio,foitraasfejido

par» Lichinga e depois acabou por näo se
realizar, O encontro é täo importante

para fentar

hes.se papel

foi
agora reservado abs mediadores, tem
estes facil acesso äs d uas partes no sentido
de Ihes ajudar a ver os perigos de certas
ac^öes que tem tornado?
Depois do acordo geral de ptiz nös ös
processo, e

que

plena

discutiram;

ctxTcdOTes

mas o

e nessa

alutra sd se sentiu que para a intcrprctazäo
auténiica do aexado era necessäria a presenza

doS incdiadwes porque eles conlicccm o
acwdo, palavra pw palavra e o contexlo.
Mas como o principal probleina era dc

gäranlir

a

coHlianza das duas ptirtcs p;ua

coopcrarcm com o mesmo objcctivo do
acoidii, eiitäo viu-se mmsopapel das Nazöes

Unidtts.

presidente da Renaino tem estado a
a.sua ida a Maputo principalmen te
devido äquilo que <liz ser aasencla de
adlar

Republk'a ou entäo ås pessoas mtus ligädas

optimas condizöes habitacionais em
Maputo. Dado queb pals enfrenta urna
aceiituada carSticia de habltazao, näo
acha que a Renamo deveria aceltar as
ofertas que exLstem e tomä-laScomo ponfo
de partida enquantu se väo criando
melhores condi^öes?
A minhä experiencia de mediador
demontrou que o govemo e a Rctiamo näo
lemconriancaentresi. Säo fac^öes pobtlcas
quepas.sarammms tie 15 anos aetHuktterempor conseguinte tiäo é assim do pé para

ao

amäoquesepodemeslabelecerinstinjizöcs,

mediadores temos tido a relativa facil iclätle

Digo isso na fheditk em que
hoje emdia,otclefone,ofax,6 um mciodc
contaeto. Nesseseniidobåumajxrssibiiidade
jg

os

mediadores

poderem fclefonar para ä

keleg^äo da Renamo, falar tXJm 0 presidente
Dhlakama, telcfonar ao presidente da
processo

resoiver alguns diferendos

estäo

nos

O

JNesse

de contaeto.
Neste moraento

problemä äpmeceu

funcionar.

um

ver

negociazöes?

Näodiria que as pmtes

comacios e

comporiameutos de muiut
isso näo me admirä quantlo

imptementazäpdoacprdo.quepapelestäo

Os encontros com as partes näoexisteme
eu estimaria que eles säo näo so

eventualmenteaRenamocomezaasermuilo

a desempenhar os

necessarios como tätt^éniessenciaLs para

criteriosa

piena impiementaZäb db cessar-fugo.
Näo acha que a sua inexisténciaconstitui

Renamo... näo vai conilar ä suaseguranvä ä

perigo para o processo de paz?
Näo existem poique näo estäo previstos

formosveroutralögicadafaliadeconfianza,
näo me admiraria que a Frelimoe.stivesse a
dar casas em que ek poUesse txmtrolar

que

emperrar

a

a

mediadores no .sentido
•i* P^rshadir estas duas partes a
encontrat«m*se

ao

mais alto nfvel tanto

quanto eadp?

um

Dc facto hä urna

cada

um ä

mudanzade Iinguagem,
que näo deve

jusUficar aquilo

ju.stificar. Cada

um aernsa o outro de ser

responsävel ou da vioiazäo ou do näo
eumprimento. O que nos intcrc.ssa näo é
isso. O que exigimos - se tivessemos
populäres para questionaras partes
diriamos que näo estamos para ouvir
*
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a

acordo. A nossa mi.ssäo, segundo o
ä<»rdo, passou pma as Nazöes Unidas. Para
no

que e,s.ses encontros se

nccessärio näo

o

realizem .seria

texto do tteordo, inas a

compreensäo das partes porque tendo em
conta a Cxpcriencia dos dois anos dc
couversazöes ptxliani-.se coavencer e dizer

confianga;

pt>r
na

c.scolha de

b'reiimo dc quem näo tem

castts

porque a

confianza. E

se

mclhor a Renamo jxtrque näo tem cont urnya
ncla.
: Por isso é muito diflcil dizer
agora até que
ponto um deve aceitar e o oulro deve
ofcrcccr. Seria necessärib que ambtts as

partes podessem

garautir ä oulra isstxque
19

eles procuram

funcionamento de

a segutranfa.

Renamo

Mas

como

dadas
o

é que ita su«

easas

visao deVem ser

garantiast ao que me parece

governo

jä deu

o que

podta dar,

enquanto a Renamo parece estar a ser
innexivet, reduzindo-se apenas a

exigSncias que nas actuals condi^öes do
palis parecem difkeis de satisfazer.^.
Dcpende do que cada tam pede, Eu näo

um

gabinete. Tera

a

garantias absdutas de que
nao ha dispositivos de eseuta, etc.^?
Se os mediadores podessem ter um papel
nisso, dariamos o nosso parecer. Mas säo
das tais questdes que as Na^Öcs Unidas t§m
de entrar para saber o que é que c^ parte
pede, e tn^:ar urna certa linha para que se
resolva o problema.
as

questaoque faoje poe em riseo o acordo de
paz.

Nio adia?

Creio que o

problema näo é tanio de
logf&tica a dar å
Renamo como partido, que ao nfvel das
provfndas deviara-se providendar as sedes
da Renamo. Mas oque tenfao visto eou vido
nömero* O acOTdo fåla da

é mals

uina questäo de sejguran^a e da casa
do presidente da RenamocomotesidSnda e

CQtno local de trabalho-casasc(Hn.segurain9a

di,scuti direetamente

o

e casas

problema

a

presldente da Renamo teros
servifos necessärios para
poder ; ; le var avante o

Renamo,
basear

com

mas se me

Informa^äo
geral que^aarece para
na

processov

todostäös>aRenamo tem
recnsado certas

que pejmitam ao

casas

Que haja outras

para

o&

sens

casas

subattemostcasaparaochefe

tém
seguran9a; pQrexem|dc^

do partido^ casas para outras

nåo

porque

creio que nio é o
grande problema; tambétn

pessoas^

nma das easas estava

diante da migra^, A
senslbllidade que existe

näo se

pode arranjar casas

paratodos.

:

équecadaumadaspartes
quer precaver-se

Mas conhecendo bem

da

a

Dutra;portantot}macasa

cådade deM^utonaocreio

pode ser boa, tazoävel,

que e]d<da urna casa que
idisponha das condi^oes
exigidas i peia Renamo.

mas

até que ponto um

garante e o outro näo
garante? É Isso que
tenms que ter em conta^

Talvez

se se arraiqassem
duas casas, em que urna
seria o escritdrio e a outra

quesäodoispartidosque
se

combateram

como

e

pode ser isso.
Mas é prccisoque cada pattc
confie ä (Hitra que tipo de

procuraram-se para se
matar, portanto oada um
teme

a

outra

residéncia,,

Penso que

parte,

pmqueaoutmpartepode
matar„. o govemo pode

coisas quer, ..porque aqninös

perguniaräRenamoque
garantias é que quer, e a
Renamo pode dizer.,.
tambdm a Renamo pode

assim

perguntajf ao govemo,
que garantias quer
porque o govemo
também
fazer

a

tem

que ter

podemos eslar

de facto

garantias do que vai

Aparentementc oacordocsti aser vitimu
do

para i o outro^iiporque mesmo que: uma
das condi^öes que satisfazem o
presldente da Renamo seja encontrada,
ainda é o govemo que tem osmeios para
arranjar a casa, mohiiä>la e equipä>Ja
casa
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raciodnar
cidadäos

indLspensaveis

para o

seu

prdprio

proccsso porque

näo

especiflca que tipo de casa deve ser dada
ao presldente da Renamo, o numero de
o govemo deve disponibiBzar a
Renamo. Esta vai exigindo e val

casas que

condicionando

acordo

questäo das
houve muita desconflanca
entre as partes mas neste caso parece ter
havidoexces.so de conflanca mutua, agiu-:
casas. Diz

se

o

O

que

d que cada

parte
ex ige.
Estou
conveoddo que se as duas
partes squi&erem cooperar
elas podcm resolver, porque

D0mJ«.iMtGonf<th4S4opr4SidepieJoaqtåm Chmano

Mas por quanto tempo esta bola de neve
continuari a ser passada de um campo

meios

a

simpies; mas n^ sabemos

Renamo.

com os

como

a

que

muitodeboaféaopontodeonutiFuma

problema näo é de ganhar elei^öes: é
problema de paz... é preciso transfcamar a
este

Renamo num

partido e garantir-lhe que o

democrädco é a melhcw da para
Intar pek» poder e näo a via das aimas.
Quando se trata de evitar que urna das
partes recorra ä violéncla, todos temos qne
trabmhar... é preferfvd a Renamo ter casas
em Mapnto, na Beira, m Chiellmane,.,,, do
que termos a Renamo de facto nas
possibitkJales de poder conönum fora sem
processo

garantias.O
Sapem May, 1993
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HAM'S ASSASSINS NEARLY

DERAILED THE NEGOTIATIONS
PHILIPPA GARSON

T

HE RIGHTWINGERS

WHO

attempted to derail negotiations and
thwart the transiticxi to democracy
by assassinating Chris Hani were victorious
in some respects. They succeeded in
polarising the country that much further,
bringing it a step closer to a "race war.”
The murder of the one man who was able
to channel

the anger of the militant youth to
constructive ends has precipitated a crisis
for the ANC and its allies, the SACP and

sensing that the wave of anger could turn
quickly to race hatred, reminded their
constituency time and again that the woman
whose action led to the apprehension of
Haiti's alleged assassin, Polish immigrant

his

willingness to negotiate with the Nats at

Haiti's funeral. Executive member Trevor

Manuel,

was

assaulted when he tried to

restrain

youths looting in Cape Town.
Foreign affairs head Thabo Mbeki was

Walus Januz, was one of his white

shouted down when he addressed crowds in

neighbours. Numbed with rage, the youth
were deaf to this gentle reminder.
”1 thought negotiations were the only
solution but now I have changed my mind,"
commented ANC Youth League member

Boksburg (the traditionally conservative
white town that

was

Hani's home), while

ANC Youth

League leader Peter Mokaba
got the biggest ovation with his "kill the
boers, kill the farmers" talk.

Cosatu. The peace-talking,
intellectual soldier with

"Shakespeare in his pocket"
apowerful symbol, one
the youth and the ANC's
was

military cadres never failed
to relate to. When he talked

peace to these supporters
disillusioned with the

crawling pace of change and
angered by the apparent
capitulation of their leaders,
they listened.
Shortly befwe his death
Hani said; " I don't accept
the PAC's talk of the year of
the great stcxm because I
feel we have achieved

something in this country
where those who oppressed
us

in the past are

ANC and COSATU leaders at the 1992

actually

talking to us and showing
readiness to negotiate for democratic
elections."
At the time of his murder, he was also

lobbying for the establishment of a p)eace
craps to combat township violence and
replace the discredited self-defence units
set up to defend communities against Inkatha
and "third force" attacks.

After the

unforpttable morning of April

10, when 50-year-old Hani, general
secretary of the SACP and former
commander of the ANC's

military wing,
gunned down outside his home, the
country stood poised for explosion.
was

Nelson Mandela and other ANC leaders.
Sapem May, 1993

SharpeviUe Memorial rally. Chris Hani (3rdfrom right)

Solly Nhlanyane at a rally in the Vaal
township of Sebokeng to commemorate
Hani's death, advocating instead that the
ANC arm communities to wage war on the
far right Afrikaner Weerstandsbewéging
(AWB).
"We had (the

Boipatong massacre) and

Mandela said we should be restrained in our
respxinse. We now have this and he will say
we should be restrained. We are tired of

being restrained," said South African
Students Congress official, Paseka
Motloung.
Nelson Mandela was not the only ANC
leader who

was

booed when he reaffirmed

was

there.

Responding to the increasingly blatant
rift between militants and moderates, ANC
chairman of the Pretraia-Witwatersrand-

Vaal region

Ti^yo Sexwale, said: "Our
policy of non-racialism is not an easy one to
sell when temperatures run this high... for
us it is an uphill battle. Angry young people
accuse us: Tou come with your policy of
non-racialism
you must be mad.'"
"There certainly is pressure on us to
compromise. We won't do that, because
without our policy of non^acialism we just
won't be the ANC anymore." Sexwale has
increasingly been called on to fill the
leadership void left by his close friend's
...
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[
relatively obscure Charles
Nqakula, formerly SACP deputy secretarygeneral, has now taken up Hani's position in
the organisation.
Haiti’s empathy with the militants led to
many a rumour about the "Hani/Winnie
Mandela" axis and speculation of a possible
breakaway of hardliners led by Mandela,
Haiti and fiery Natal Midlands leader Harry
death. The

Gwala. The

rumours never

amounted to

much. However Mandela, backed

by

bones about her
dissatisfaction with the elite "sell outs" in

Mokaba, made

no

the ANC leadership too hungry for the power

"struggle".
Herrebellious voice grew louder after Hani's
seat to remember the goals of the

death, when she called in warlike tones for
the youth to reclaim the organisation.
too

Gwala

called for a review of the ANC's strategy

pursuing negotiations. The ANC
leadership was quick to portray the brazen
militancy as nothing more than opportunism

of

which tainted Hani's

name.

Said SACP

chairman Joe Slovo at the funeral; "Those,
whether in or out of our organisation, who

killing as the only answer can never step
into Hani's shoes. Unlike these demagogues,
see

things to get a cheer."
Illuminating the growing divide between
militant youths and the ANC leadership is
the brewing education crisis. Youths have
Hani did not say

World Trade Centre in

Kempton Park

outside Johannesburg have even bigger guns
at

their heads,

a

date for

knowing that if they don't set
general election and get the
structures of interim government, a transition
a

executive council with several sub-councils,

moving within weeks, they will lose the
advantage to the rightwing fanatics and
PAC militants just itching to fight it out.
The government has agreed on the need to
set a

date for elections and the framework

for transitional executive council is

being
hammered out. The issue of joint control of
the security forces remains an obstacle,
with the ANC resisting government
proposals to simply incorporate about 12000
MK members into the existing structures of
the South African Defence Force,

and

holding out fw the evolvement of a new
force subject to shared political control.
After initially throwing as many stones as
possible in the way of progress at

negotiations, the parties who have a vested
interest in posqxrning elections into the far
distant future until they have won federalist
guarantees, Inkatha, the Conservative Party
and Volksunie, have been surprisingly docile
in recent weeks. Neither has the PAC, also
seated around the table, attempted to put a
spanner in the works.
The right wing has made vigorous, if only

taken to the streets in recent weeks,

partly successful, moves to consoUdate itself

sometimes

in the wake of the assassination, and more

embarking

on

violent protests,

boycotting schools in protest against their
inadequate education system and
government recalcitrance over the payment
of exam fees... a flashpoint likened to the
forced learning of subjects in Afrikaans
which triggered the 1976 Soweto Uprising.
The ANC has distanced itselffrom the youths
actions, slamming the incidents of violence
and imploring them to return to school.
These alarming rifts, coupled with a
beleaguered, equally spUntered government
that grows more illegitimate and less able to
govern with each passing day, and an
increasingly boisterous right wing, are
pushing the country that much closer to the
edge of the abyss.
Ironically however, the impending crisis
has had a sweeping, cathartic effect on
South Africa's politicians, forcing a new
urgency on talks and shifting the emphasis

ANC youths, fed up with the increasingly
moderate stance of their leaders are said to

a

last resort. But the traditionally

fragmented right is once again showing
signs of dissent within its ranks.
A spate of attacks on white farmers, a
bomb blast in Natal and a gun attack on
white civilians in an Eastern Cape Hotel,
killing five, followed Hani's murder, with
APLA claiming responsibility for the Cape
attack. A man claiming to be APLA's
Internal High Commander and calling
himself Carl Zimbiri said the attack was the
start of a three month campaign ofrelentless

activity whichwould leave the country
shaken. He also said scores of youths were
joining APLA. The government has
responded to the upsurge in attacks on
farmers by pouring thousands of rands into
beefed up security.
While the PAC, and

particularly APLA,

has no doubt been given aboost by the Hani

assassination, with unemployed and
disillusioned MK cadres joining ranks, there
is strong

doubt about the armed wing's

ability to wage effective war. The
organisation lacks both funds and strong

leadership to effect anything more than
sporadic, low profile guerilla resistance.
Centre for African Studies director Eugene
Nyati says there is no conclusive evidence
that the recent spate of attacks on farmers
and other white civilians point to any change
in APLA's military capability. "They may
have the ability to conduct sporadic violence
of this nature but it would take much more

seriously dislodge the govenunent or

streaming to the PAC, feeling more at
agenda of its military
wing APLA.
Barely had the dust begun to settle after
the Hani assassination when a daily

to

home with the war

undermine negotiations. The PAC's taking

newspaper revealed another rightwing plot
to assassinate South African Communist

negotiations."

Party chairman Joe Slovo. Last week a
bitter row broke out between the ANC and

anununition into the country from frontline

govenunent, following the newspaper's
disclosures, about why the police delayed

unabated carnage
Inkatha supporters

informing Slovo of their knowledge of the
murder conspiracy. One man, Jan Beck has
been

charged with conspiracy to murder.
security fwce generals

Prominent retired
have

come to

the fore to lead a new, united

Afrikaner Volksfront to achieve the goal of

self-determination for Afrikaners. Former
South African Defence Force chief

government and democratic elections. Now

Constandt Viljoen,

the various

is
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is

be

from obstacles to deadlines for interim

parties around the table at the

propagating the view that military struggle

spearheading the move,
steering clear of war talk however.

part in negotiations could be a double
strategy or an admission that deep down

they don't have the capacity to disrupt
surplus of AK 47's and other

The

particularly Mozambique, the
between ANC and
in Natal, the soaring
crime rate and stepped up attacks on white
civilians are however, contributing to an
increasing anarchic, gun-toting society, one

states,

in which free and fair elections would seem

nigh impossible.
Meanwhile Walus, a Conservative Party

Derby-Lewis and his wife
Gaye, will be tried in the Rand Supreme
leader Clive

Court

on

June 23 for the murder of Hani.O
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RWANDA:
SMALL

COUNTRY, BIG PROBLEMS
Franz De Smet

M

AIZE GRAINS

on

the runway

of

Kigali Airport signal a stop-over
by cargo planes chartered by the
World Food Programme. The three planes
bring in 130 tonnes of food each day. In a
comer of the airport stands another cargo,
with the dual logo of 'Sky Air' and 'Safarian
Airlines' painted on it. Rwandan soldiers
unload ammunition from its belly. The
freight comes from South Africa, according
to local sources. A Johannesburg weekly
newspaper, 'The Weekly Mail', confirmed
that Armscor, South Africa's arms
manufacturer, is a regular supplier of arms
and ammunition to Rwanda. But the

served with running water, and basic
schooling is jM'ovided for.
B ut there has been no jMactical way out of
structural poverty in Rwanda, one of the
most densely populated countries in Africa.
are

of Habyarimanaplays only aminorrole, but
the president is

still capable of blocking the
running of the country.
The war factor is helping him a lot. Waves

effective

war

escalates in the

tiny Central African nation,
away, as the crow flies, and the

kilometres
RP do not

seem to retreat to

its former

positions, as agreed upon in Dar-es-Salaam.
Neither

are

the 600 French paratroopers

They were flown in 'to protect all
expatriates', and will be withdrawn no sooner
than the Organisation of African Unity
(OAU) and the United Nations succeed in
deploying an interposition force. This peacekeeping force will be stationed between the
present positions of the Rwandese army and
gone.

the former lines of the rebels.

Visitors

stmck by the degradation of
Before the war, Rwanda did not

are

the country.

matter much to

Western donor. Aid has

always surpassed coffee and tea, the
country's main foreign exchange earners.
President Habyarimana's government
which came to power in a military coup in
,

1973,

regarded as the heir of the revolt
Hutu-majority (85 per cent of the
population) against the traditional Tutsiwas

of the

mlers,

a sanguinary uprising that in 1959 parallelled the movement towards
independence. The Hutu-majority base gave
the regime a semblance of democracy.
Beyond doubt was the fact that
Habyarimana used his scarce means in a
sensible way. The country has a well-

62

maintained network of roads and tracks,

telephones work, large parts of the country
Sapem May, 1993

Yoweri Museveni

Birth rate is just at 3.6 per cent a year. The
almighty catholic church has been willing
to accept 'artificial' means of family
planning. The hills are congested, and even
before the war, famine was widespread,
especially in the south - a region where the
Hutus feel they have been let down by their
brothers from the north, where Habyarimana
comes

from.

Soon after the outbreak of war, stories of

of terror - the bombing

of public places like
dancing halls, widespread
banditry, the disappearance and mysterious
deaths of opponents are commonplace in
hotels and

Rwanda. Ethnic massacres in the hills have
flared up on a considerable scale, bringing
back the cruel memories of the 1959 - 62

days, when Hutu peasants hunted down
their Tutsi neighbours.
An international non-governmental fact-

widespread corruption by the family-in-law
and by the clan of the president sharpened
the antagonism of the south. When in April

Watch' and the Paris-based 'International

1990Mobutu of Zaire bowed to international

March reports

and solemnly renounced his
monopoly of power, Habyarimana followed
reluctantly. Since then, the political scene
in Kigali looks very much the same like in
pressure

Kinshasa: the four best established

opposition parties have put in place an
'interim government' in which the MRND

finding mission which included 'Africa
Federation of Human

Rights', confirmed in
by local human rights
organisations of mass murder againstTutsiclans and political opponents.
Only the small size of this country made
the commission omit the term 'genocide'
from its final statement. The ethnic killings
are deliberate, systematic and provoked by
the highest authorities, concluded the report.
23

adversaries by secret
paramilitary forces was coordinated by the
immediate entourage of the president: "The
deliberate sharpening of the ethnic tensions
aims at strengthening the solidarity among
the Hutu and the strengthening of the regime
of president Habyarimana. At the same time,
the violence is used as a pretext to slow
down the process of democratisation".
The findings are criticised on the basis
that this commission spent only one Sunday
The hunt for political

afternoon in rebel-held territory

Peasant farmers

before the

get a clear insight into the final objective
the 'Rwandan Patriotic Front'.
The RPF draws its best commanders and

to

fighters from Uganda's ruling NRA
(National Resistance Army). The RPFccmimanders the EngUsh-speaking and not
French-speaking children of the Tutsiexodus after 1959-62 - do not deny that they
-

raised and trained in the

guerrillabrought Yoweri Museveni
to power in Kampala, in 1985.
They deny emphatically that they are
based solely on theTutsi clan. RPFpresident
Alexis Kanyarengwe is a Hutu colonel who
once stood by the side of Habyarimana
when he took power in 1973. He was ousted
later in the eighties, after a failed attempt to

were
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president.

Opponents of the RPF charge that the
leadership are anything
but figureheads. The RPFclaims that it only
continues the war to p^essurise Kigali into a
powersharing agreement.
Hutus in the front’s

Talks between the Rwandan government

commanders

can

be

seen

at the

'Hotel

Méridian' in

Kigali, where five of them are

stationed

members of the GOMN, the

as

'neutral' group

of military observers
deployed by the OAU in the vain effort to

monitor

a

cease-fire that has been broked

several times. The Méridian is an excellent

and the rebels have taken

outpost where the French

commanders are

Tanzania, in an

also

RPF

commanders

place in Arusha,
attempt to bring about a

political settlement that would curb
of president Habyarimana,
integrate the RPF into the regular army, and

broad

the powers

stationed.

acknowledge that their forces are simply
inc^able of controlling a population of one
million. So they had to be displaced for

and their families in a Rwanda village.

newfighting broke out in February. So the
violations of human rights by the RDF are
largely ignored. In fact, it remains difficult

movement that

overthrow Rwanda’s

long-outstanding issue of the
refugees - mainly Tutsis who fled the country
after ethnic clashes with the majority Hutus.
The refugees including their descendants in
Uganda, Zaire, Tanzania and Burundi have
settle the

been estimated to be around 2.5 milhon. It
will be extremely difficult fwa small country

like Rwanda,

already overcrowded with 7.5

million inhabitants, to accommodate a mass
influx of would-be settlers.
With each RPF advance more

peasants
are driven southwards frcHn their hills. The
Red Cross and other relief organisations
estimate that there are now about one milhon
Rwandans

on

the

run.

Walking through their camps, in the
vicinity of Kigah, reveals how these people
have reasons to flee. Diplomats have accused
the RPF of using controlled terrOT: kiUing
some to force the rest to flee. Why? RPF

reasons a way of admitting that
these peasants, the majority ofwho are Hutu,

'security'

do not welcome the RPF as their liberatOTs.
The latest RPF offensive was

clearly

suppOTtedby the UgandanNRA. InFebruary
a Ugandan army truck was captured in
Ruhengeri, the birth place of both
Habyarimana and Kanyarengwe. The RPF
fighters are clad in Ugandan tunics, and
most of their weapons come from NRA
arsenals. Rwanda’s Chief of Staff,

colonel

Déogratias Nsabimana, said in an interview
that the NRA is directly involved; and claims
to have proof that six battalions from
Uganda's Lira district operate or have
operated on his side of the border.
Even as this claim may be exaggerated,
one look on the map shows that Kampala
can easily cut the rebel’s supply lines from
Uganda. Observers say that the main reason
Sapem May, 1993

why President Muse veni is not acting against
a year ago, under
pressure from the IMF and the World Bank,
he began to demobilise parts of his army,
including some of the Tutsi refugees that
helped him to power, and who now have
joined the new RPF offensive.
On March 2nd, the pro-Museveni daily.
The Monitor, explained that Kampala was
the RPF is because about

involved in the

war

in Rwanda because of

positive and negative reasons. On the one
hand, there is the possibility of a Tutsi
homeland' carved out in the northern hills of
Rwanda which would also accommodate
the

ruling Tutsis in Burundi should they be

driven out of power. In such an event, the
Tutsi homeland’ would be in the orbit of
Museveni.

Others indicate that the consequences of
eventual RPF defeat can not be digested
by Kampala. "There could be more than
10,000 armed and angry men making their
way back into Uganda as refugees, and this
would add to the problems Museveni already
an

faces; it is his task to
he

see

that he does what

that the Rwandan

refugee
question ceases to be a Ugandan problem”,
can to ensure

remarked

Rwandan

one

diplomat in Kigali.

women
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at

a

Lack of water means that scabies, other skin

on these fields. All relief agents in
Kigali agree that a new Somali scenario is
developing, unseen by the world.
If Kigali is not smothered by the refugees,
all the RPF has to do is wait for the general
famine to wreck the regime. The chances
are that before long, the war will transform
itself into a complete civil war. Travelling

diseases and

on

The brutal

reality is that inside Rwanda
inevitably. The
one million internal displaced are camping
on and plundering the fields of another
the tensions will boil over,

million Rwandands. The conditions in the

hastily build camps, where a piece of plastic
sheeting is a sign of luxury, are appalling.
contagious plagues are
spreading fast. In March, three weeks after
the hick-up in the war, 80 per cent of the
camps were covered by sporadic food aid.
Besides the 130 tonnes a day that the
airlift brings in, another 230 tonnes a day is
needed for the basic needs of the displaced.
The WOTld Food Programme buys this
maize, sorghum and beans in Uganda - a
cmel irony. Because the vital supply route
through Uganda towards the Kenyan port of
Mombasa is cut off, the trucks spend three
weeks on bad tracks through Tanzania before
reaching Rwanda. Worse is to come. The
rainy season is showering the shacks in the
camps. This is the season to sow and plant.
But the northern fields are empty, occupied
by the rebels. These are the richest lands,
producing 65 per cent of all food production
in the country. In five months nobody will

revolt

the frontline, one will sooner than later

hit upon scenes that make the blood run
cold. Entire Tutsi families are having their
throats cut

by their neighbours, enraged by
thundering in the hills less than
a mile away. This reporter saw 15 corpses
on one trip, on the hill ofMbogo - a wounded
five month old baby died before my eyes
upon arrival.
“These are certainly no isolated cases this happens all around after sundown”,
commented sadly alocal priest whileburying
the mcMtars

the dead. On another hill

we came upon a
burned-down rugo, the traditionally habitat.

I was shown the corpse of a baby in foetus
position, completely charred. It would
certainly have made a picture that would

have shocked the world. There
camera

around. Most of the

was no

dying

goes

unreported.O

family planning center.
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GHANA'S ECONOMIC RECOVERY:
AN IMFAVORLD BANK SHOWCASE?
Samuel Sarpong

G

HANA’S

RATE of inflation

reached close to 120 per cent before
the inception of the Economic

Government intervention in the economy

through the creation of a large and inefficient
public sector with a proliferation of a regime
of price distribution and import controls
were then considered tobe themajor factores
which aggravated the economy eroding
incentives for production, savings and
investment.

Export earnings fell sharply, foreign
financing all but dried up and with balance
of payments deficits widening and payment
arrears building up, credit confidence in the
economy got badly shaken.
sum

total

was a

decline in output

growth. In some cases, it turned negative
and per capita income fell shaiply.
The overriding objectives of the
adjustment programme were to improve
the macro economic environment by
restoring fiscal discipline, by applying
^propriate monetary policies designed to
enhance incentives for production, thereby
revitalizing economic activity in general.
Ghana’s economic reform strategy was
based on deregulating the economy, moving
away

from government controls and

intervention towards greater

reliance

on

market forces.
But in

as

much successful

as

Ghana's

adjustment performance has been, it has
been marked by a slower private sector
response,

particularly outside the mining

sector.

Following a cumulative decline estimated
of about 15 per cent over

the decade

preceding the ERP, real GDP grew nearly 5
per cent per annum, inflation has declined
markedly, and the balance of payments
position moved from deficits to surpluses
up to 1991.
Increase in producer prices have helped
to expand production of cocoa and food
26

has boosted industrial production, especially
in the

Recovery Programme (ERP) in 1983.

The

crops, while the removal of price distortions
and easier availability of foreign exchange

mining sector.

The structural

composition of GDP has

changed, showing now arise in the share of
value added in the service sector in total

GDP and

a

reversal of the decline in the

share of the industrial sector.
A major progranune of financial reform
helped to restructure the banking system
and recapitalize the banks, while the
prudential environment was changed to
make for higher standards of accounting.
The government launched a programme

enterprise reform,
significantly reducing the size of the public

of

state-owned

sector

and

increasing efficiency.

However, the world economic crisis
resulted in

a sharp decline of primary
commodity prices including those of cocoa
and gold, Ghana's top foreign exchange
earners, plunging the country into deficits

last year.
The gold price which had fallen

by 10 per

1990 to US$ 380, dropped by a
further 10.5 per cent to below USS 340 last
cent in

year.
Overall economic

growth fell from 5.3
per cent in 1991 to an estimated 3.9 per cent

Agriculture recorded an overall decline
mainly due to unfavorable

of 0.6 per cent

programmed by almost a third with virtually
all expenditure items recording excesses
over targeted levels. Most of the money was
spent on wages and salaries as well as with
related settlements adding over 50 billion
cedis.
As

a

result net claims on Government by

banking system increased by over 100
billion cedis, in contrast with a programmed
reduction of 72 million cedis; credit to the
the

private sector also expanded significantly.
Due to deterioration in fiscal environment,

aggravated by a shortfall ofUS$ 67 million
cocoa exports and to the withholding or

in

non-disbursement of aboutUSS 170million

aid, the overall balance of

payments recorded a
US$ 140 mUUon.

deficit of more than

Despite all these setbacks some progress

weather conditions.

The industrial sector, grew by 5.8 per cent

compared to 3.7 per cent in 1991.
The high growth rate, resulted among
other factors, from

measured by the

price index is now projected to
just over 10 per cent on an annual average
basis, ccHnpared to 5 per cent originally
targeted and the balance of payments will
record a substantial overall deficitas against
atargetedoverall surplus ofUS$ 140million.
The budget deficit defined to exclude
foreign grants and capital expenditure
financed by external sources, is now
expected to reach 177 billion cedis (about
6.3 per cent of GDP) compared to a
programmed surplus of 16 billion cedis
(about 0.6 per cent of GDP), in 1991.
Current expenditure outstripped the

in concessional

in 1992.

national

The inflation rate, as
consumer

the expansion in the

electricity grid under the rural

expansion
electricity
distribution networks, improvement in the
provision of potable water in the rural areas,
highway and feederroad construction,
private and public sector estate
developments and improved ore recovery.

electrification programme, the
and upgrading of some urban

has been recorded in the West African state

economy.
Kwesi Botchwey,

Minister for Finance
noted that while
is expected to offer a more favorable

and Economic Planning

1993

international environment than 1992, it
remains
that

a

seen

far less benign environment than

in the mid-80s.

"As such, the

role of domestic macro-

economic and structural reforms in keeping
up and indeed raising the tempo
will be crucial", he stressed.

of growth
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The fundamental obj ecti ves of the macroeconomic programme for 1993 are to achieve
real GDP of 5 per cent with

agriculture and

Either the government cuts

the wage bill or

the projected level ofcollections on dranestic

Short of rolling back salary increases, the

goods and services is petroleum tax which
alone is expected to yield 216.8 billion

increase

revenue or

both.

manufacturing
receiving
special
attention; employment
generation of at least
50,000 new jobs; to

cedis.
To many

Ghanaians,

however,

the

1993

budget appears

very
harsh but the government

lower inflation to 8.5 per

argues

cent, generate an overall

measures are not

balance of payments

the value of the cedi

that if tough

surplus of about US$

would be

240

and

million

and

improvements

in

education,

taken,

badly affected

the

Economic

Recovery Programme

health,

derailed.

sanitation and water

The

supply.

measures

are

certainly not palatable
and the explanation given
by the Minister of

The 1993 budget aims

achieving a small
overall deficitexcluding
at

Finance that Ghanaians

foreign grants of about

have to suffer because

21

demands

billion

cedis

as

for

salary
by certain

compared toa deficit of

increases

176.6 billion cedis for

workers

1992. This translates

acceded to, because of

into

had

to

be

modest surplus of

political

about 15.3 billion cedis

untenable

if

foreign grants are
included, compared to a

suggests lackof adequate

deficit of 144.7 biUion

with the situation.

a

financial control to deal

in 1992.

Whateverreservations

Total

expenditure
including net lending
will amount to 652.1

Ghanaians have over the
harshness of the 1993
GHANA’S president Jerry

Rawlings

budget, the reality is that
they have to brace up to
make the budget work or

billion cedis which is
about 28 per cent above
the 1992 level. Of this total, recurrent

expenditure will amount to 493.2 billion
cedis representing 75 per cent of total
expenditure with the wage bill component
for the civil service and related services

accounting for 34 per cent of total
expenditure and 46 per cent of total recurrent
expenditure.
With the addition of the salary component
of outlays to subvented organisation, the
public sector wage bill would be more than
50 per cent of recurrent expenditure.
By far, the most important revenue
measure

for 1993 has been the increase in

petroleum tax.
The

have

reasons, is
it strongly

as

options for correcting the imbalance
been laid squarely befcare the nation.
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government has indicated that it would

allow their sacrifices in the past to come to

accelerate the process of redeployment in
those government organisations and

nothing.

parastatals which are still over-staffed and
privatisation of state-owned enterprises
which can be more appropriately and
efficiently handled by private investors.

propped up the Economic Recovery
Progranune to the extent that it has become
a model in the developing world.ö

All these will nevertheless take

time to make

some

impact on the imbalance
which need urgent correction, so the only
immediate way for government revenue to
an

be increased had been to increase tax

on

domestic

goods and services is
from an

estimated at 293.1 billion cedis up
outrun of

129 billion cedis last year.

To advertise in

SAPEM,
phone T26060 ,or write
to:

on

petroleum products.
Tax

It is their sustained sacrifices which

A
majcff ccanponent of this large increase in

POBoxMPIII,
Mt Pteasant,

Harare,
Zimbabwe,
27
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GUEST COLUMN

VIOLENCE IN SOUTH AFRICA

I

F THE QUESTION of violence in South

APLA as the main culprits

Africa is to be properly answered, we can

of violence is ineorrect.

clearly see that the man who is being

in the escalation

He said that "the refusal

by the PAC to

rewarded by lifting of sanctions and all
forms of pressure (De Klerk) is responsible

distance itself from APLA statements and

killings and lawlessness in South

peaceful process, as well as its refusal to
sign the Peace Accord constitute a serious
obstacle to multi-party negotiations."

for the
Africa.

For the National

Party the reform process
guided by the leadership of the
oppressors. The racist parliament must be
the supreme body that will approve ot veto
the outcome of the negotiation exercise.
The PAC and other progressive

The PAC has committed itself to the mutual

be

must

organisations in Azania demanded a neutral
chairperson and a neutral venue fca: the
entire negotiation p-ocess.
Addressing his racist tri-cameral
parliament, De Klerk talked of a bright
international situation and gave sceptical
signals about the internal situation.
The international community De Klerk is
referring to is the Western imperialist
countries.
South Africa's

image in Southern Africa

is horrible. The involvement of the racist

regime in the Angolan and Mozambican
conflicts are living examples. South African
aircrafts that have been violating the
airspaces of independent Southern African
have been brushed aside without any
seriousness attached to the matter. In any

states

case

deeds, and it dualistic conunitment to a

the B oers were not doing this act for the

first time. South Africa

with both

signed agreements

Angola and Mozambique which

it violated before the ink was dry.
To add salt to the injury, the

late

cessation of hostilities and if all the factors

responsible for reactionary violence have
been addressed to, the PAC will definitely
campaign for reconciliation. Apartheid is
still alive in South Africa. According to our
Chairman, John Nyati Pokela, apartheid is
not just a set of discriminatory laws in the
South African statute books, it is a colonial

legacy that is designed to dispossess the
African majority and violently protect
minority privileges.
The

government-supported mercenaries
people, just last year in
Boipatong. The SAP and SADF have
admirably watched people being killed by
elements like Barend Strydom. Chris Hani
was killed by a Polish immigrant who was
protected by the police. The arrest of Waluz

communities. Racist South Africa is the

Sarajevo of Southern Africa. De Klerk has
admitted terrible killings of women and
children.

designed to proteet him.
Time has

come

that the international

community must know that the De Klerk
regime has agreed to demands to release
political iwiscaiers in order to kill them outside
prison. They also allowed political exiles to
come

back in order to murder them inside

the country.
De Klerk’s statement has

prepared the

attended the

Makwetu,

signing ceremony of the
the
an indication of the PAC’s

National Peace Accord. His presence in

meeting

was
commitment to peace and abhorrence of
violence. De Klerk's accusation of PAC and
28

is both

morally and legally correct..We
patiently watching with keen interest if
Waluz is finally to hang for Hani's death.

are

to

is
keep the Boers in power. Even the idea

that there

can

be

no

free and fair elections

because of violence, is as true as

there

can

be

no

saying that

fair elections under this

racist government.
De Klerk's government was put in power

and is

being maintained by the sword,

therefore the whole of South African
situation is

a

product of violence. I firmly

oppressed and
dispossessed majority. Thus far, I have
heard more promises to the oppressors than
the oppressed.
The transfer of political power must be
addressed and attained. The land question
must be the first priority of the
democratically elected government. De
Klerk's regime must stop blaming innocent
people and countries.
better future for the

The Goldstone Commission has accused

To those circles that still continue to

political organisations and parties
perpetration of violence. The South

sharply criticise us for continuing with the
armed struggle at a time when everybody
(including PAC) seem to be talking, we

so

The PAC President, Clarence

violence. The P. A.C. will not bow down to
De Klerk's Comnussions whose purpose

is

present policy - to retain the death penalty -

both internal and international

PAC and its military

wing APLA and shield the main culprits of

properly organised mass action can defend
the oppressed people of Africa.
De Klerk claims that he is sorry about the
death of innocent people - black or white.
He is equally sorry about the crimes of
settler-colonialism (Apartheid). The super
profits and white privileges must be
maintained. If political leader's in racist
South Africa have embraced the process of
change, be it through negotiations or armed
struggle, it must provide a brighter and

The issue of violence should be of great
concern to

attempts to pin down

believe that only revolutionary violence and

ground for another front of "legally"
murdering our people. He further stated
thaL "The government is convinced that the

on

is the Press Attache for
the Harare P.A.C. office.

have massacred

South African soil, a strange but painful
coincidence.

Mozambican leader, Samora Machel died

Lawrence Fezite Mvula

many

for the

African Police and South African Defence

elements who gave evidence to the
commission against PAC and APLA, are

regarded as independent and non-partisan
forces. This Commission's reports are just

wish to remind them that we have stated

again that we are committed to
continuing with all forms of the struggle,
time and

the

principal one being armed struggle.O
Sapem April, 1993

MALAWI; EXPORTS

PROMOTION, FOOT DRAGGING
Chatonda Mhone

T

HE MALAWIAN government has

finally launched an Export
Development Finance Scheme
(EDFS) aimed at promoting the expansion
of the country's export base.
The scheme is being financed with a loan
from the World Bank through the
Preferential Trade Area (PTA) Bank
amounting to US$ 10 million.
The scheme has been established under
the auspices of the Reserve Bank and will be

operated by locally accredited financial
instimtions such

as

the National Bank of

Malawi, the Commercial Bank of Malawi,

export transactions.

has

The exporters have received the news
with optimism because the scheme would

provide funds on a short-term basis for up
to 180 days without collateral which has
been normally demanded by cormnercial
banks.
The scheme is

one

of several

the business envirorunent in Malawi. Last
year the government came up
investment promotion act in

with an
order to
prtnnote, attract, encourage and facilitate
both local and foreign investment into

the Finance Corporation of Malawi, and the
IndeBank Financial Services Division. The

Malawi.

objective of the scheme is to promote the
growth and diversification of the export
sector through the provision of an export
fmancing scheme designed to particularly
develop the expert potential of small and
medium scale enterprises (SMEs) engaged
in the manufacturing, processing and
exporting of non-traditional products.
The scheme may also finance processed
traditional exports such as tobacco, tea,
sugar and coffee handled in relatively smaller
quantities.

frustration that since the act

The scheme

covers

shiixnent and post-shi{Hnent financing and
export credit-guarantee facility. The
scheme is designed to supplement the
for

of financial institutions available

lending to qualified exporters. It is also

intended to reduce the risk for the financial
institutions and thus facilitate the access of
SME's to export financing.
The move was welcomed by the Malawi

Export Promotion Council which has all
along advocated the creation of a favorable
export investment climate. The Council has
called for the establishment of export credit
guarantee schemes, a foreign exchange
revolving and export credit insurance for

came

development into setting

into

of
has been meagre. So far the only
development is the identification of the
members who are to be appointed on the
Malawi Investment Promotion Agency
(MIPA) board erf directors.
The delay is causing concern among
existing and potential investors within and
outside the country. The absence of MIPA
up

anagency

of

implementation

and

the

non-

prime
concern to the business community. As an
example, they point to the fact that although
mention of incentives

pertaining to export

processing zones (EPZ) is made in the Act,
nobody knows where these EPZ's will be
situated and the procedures governing them.
It is no wonder that despite the air of
optimism on the launch of the scheme,
exporters are skeptical of its immediate
operation because ofofficial footdragging.O

ZIMBABWE’S HUNYANI HOLDINGS
IMBABWE’S RAmit MANH»

FACTORING giant* mNTAm
ifOLDmeS,
in which the
government retains the majority of

sbwebolitlng* has suspended capital
deveh^sm^ prefects until m financial
simationBBproves.
Only essentia! maintenance would be
undertaken to

madunoy 1»

ensure

that

plant and

in good working order,

said a con^pany atatemeut

rdeased to

sharehhideta.
Is operating under a severe

fmancial instimtions to offer to their clients

debtburddt, rnrfliSBcxpmkmccdadriiSSc

in order to meet export CM’ders or mitigate
the effects of loss of liquidity while executing

d«;::^jdbariiiess;,^aiidthegovetnmentha(I
pledged to n^eef %7 million (about US$
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{Konouncements, there is still the problem
establishment of MIPA remains of

But the business community has expressed
existence

implications on the
implementation of the incentives which are
directly correlated.
A survey of major industries carried out
by the Associated Chambers of Commerce
and Industries in Malawi reveals that inspite
of all the hyperbole which followed the
legislation of the various incentives, there
seems to be nothing in reality. The Survey
confirmed that the Malawi government is
indeed beleaguered with bureaucratic
procedures so much so that despite all the

both expOTt jmo-

an

resources

measures

the government is implementing to improve

serious

5,9 nulUon) to keep the ct»npany afloat
The com{Kuy has
to respoad to
cttstoaiers' dmtmds due to lack of tnod^
to {rfocura raw materials,

Resuucturing measures currently
tmderway m the company are expected to
resultin areduCtionof thcintereidlHudea,

enhance pcafitahility, and allow it to meet
Customers* iequinnnent&.

Losses incured by the company in the
^ months ending

March 1993 mnounied

to Z$ 4166 mdtii» compared to a profit of

overZS 11 million in the smne period last

year.O
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MALAWI: MULTIPLICITY OF TAXES
MAY CURB EXPORTS
Chatonda Mhone

T

outputs of tobacco, tea and sugar.
The output in the industrial sector is
Recast to increase by 3.3 per cent CMnpared

Merchandise exports amounted to
MK1,427.1 million in 1992 compared to
MKl .333.0million the previous year. Exptxt

register a surplus of K183.6 million in 1993,
a drop of 24.6 million Kwacha from that of
1992. While the current account is expected

due to the 15 per cent

12.3percentmainly
and 22 per cent

Chimango pointed out that a reasonable

devaluations of March and June last year.

irrcrease in the exports

Imports amounted to MK1,219.4 nullion
during the year against MK 1,185.5 nullion

is

to

combined

a

drought,
with the suspension of

crucial balaiKe of payments

(BOP)
international donor
community reversed Malawi's impressive
growth rate to a standstill.
According to Malawi Finance Minister,
Louis Chimango, the perfomance of the
economy had slowed down in 1992 as
compared to 1991. Real gross domestic
product (GDP) declined by 7.9 per cent
conpared to a growth rate of 7.8 per cent
support finance from

recorded in 1991.
He attributed the fall in GDP to a shortfall

agricultural sector as a
result of the drought. Real output in the
agricultural sector declined by 25.2 per cent
in 1992 compared to a growth rate of 12.8
per cent in 1991.
Chimango added that the ratio of
investment to GDP fell from 20.0 per cent in
1991 to 19.2 per cent in 1992 largely due to
in the smallholder

a

suspension of aid by western donors and
spate of labour strikes between May and
June last year which led to unprecedented
salary and wage increases in both the
government and the private sectors.

HE EFFECTS of the

fall in available external

capital inflows.
continued to

The Malawi economy

experience a deterioration in its BOP
position. The overall balance of payments
position recorded a deficit of MK502.5
million in 1992 compared to a suiplus of
MKll.lmmioninl991.
Malawi has in the past

depended on a
World Bank supported structural adjustment

unit values increased by

in 1991. To this end the deficit in the trade

balance went down

MK662.6 million

by 3.5 per cent from

as a

result of increased

imports especially food items due to the
drought as well as the devaluation of the
"The outlook for 1993 is

an

increased

visible trade balance deficit due to an

expected increase in imports as a result of
the on-going import liberalization
programme and the unfavourable terms of
trade," Chimango added.
Tobacco still remains the main export
crop in Malawi despite government
commitment to diversification. Tobacco

expats increased by 4.9 per cent from
MK982.1 milUon in 1991 to MKl.029.8

The other major export

programme (SAP). B ut in May last year, the
Bretton Woods Institute suspendedUS$2()0

crops are tea, sugar, cotton and coffee.
But on the outturn for 1993, economic

million in BOP support

performance is expected to improve with
GDP projected to rebound by 11.2 per cent

until there was
"tangible and irreversible evidence of
progress on human rights" in Malawi.
The government oflife President Kamuzu
Banda has addressed the donors call for

"good governance”, calling forareferendum
on June 14, in which 8.5 million people will
decide whether to maintain the existing
one-party system or

switch to multiparty

politics.
Inflation

rose to

22.7 per cent - although

unofficially it is estimated at nearly 30 per
cent fron 11.9 per cent in 1991 mainly due
-

30

as a

result of the latest rains.

The

2.1 per cent

sector, the

to

record

in 1992. In the external

trade account is expected to

a

deficit of K851 million.

volumes of tobacco
expected this year. But he added that
lower earnings out of tea sales are anticipated
due to an expected drop in volume exports.
Imports are projected to increase by 8.2
per cent while the current account deficit is
expected to go up from K796.1 million in
1992 to K851.7 miUion in 1993 due to
increase in shipment costs and external debt

currency.

million last year.

to

tightening of fiscal and monetary*
policies and the ready availability of food
are expected to lower inflation to 20 per
cent. The agricultural sector value added is
forecast to increase by 40 per cent. This is
expected to come mainly from the smallscale agriculture whose output is projected
to grow by 63.5 per cent. On the other hand
large-scale agriculture is projected to grow
by 3 per cent. This is attributed to higher

servicing. The deficit on the current account
by net inflows on the capital
account amounting to K928.5 million.
In
1992, the economy suffered
considerable shrinkage in real per capita
income of about 11 per cent and a low
domestic savings rate of 3.7 per cent
triggered by income loss arising from an

will be offset

escalation of the rate of inflation.
Economists believe that repercussions of

of full
recovery" in the years ahead. They believe
that the economy needs very careful
monitoring both from the points of view of
fiscal and monetary prudence as well as
establishing priorities for revamping growth
primarily in the smallholder agriculture and
1992

in

are

some

bound to "haunt prospects

industrial and social sectors.

The budget has been met with an apparent
lack of enthusiasm from both the

business

community and public. Government fiscal
policy will emphasise on broadening the tax
base and shifting from taxation toward
consumption, resulting in steep rise in
charges for goods and services and in effect
reducing consumer demand.O

Sapem May,
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eiTERTAINMENT, ARTS AND CULTURE
WEYA VILLAGE LIFE SEEN THROUGH
VISUAL-ART
Clemence mabaso

V

ISUAL ART

as

a

communication has

medium of
an

narrated in the

simple language of pictures,
warning to others and is an
exhortation to preserve a people's beliefs,
customs
and
traditions
by the
unsophisticated village women from Weya.
Sad though are the rewards that accrue to
the women artists and painters.
"Who should gain from this art?", asked
one woman artist, adding "the revenues to
us artists are very poor. I am surprised to see
the mark-up prices put on my piece of work

inunense

serves as a

power to express and unfold before
one's a world rich of a people's day-to-day

life, dreams, aspirations or failures, it is an
encyclopedia rich oflife. In fact a collector's
life book and not

just another coffee table
Today weknowhow,athousand
years ago. Southern Africa's Hottentots lived
from the rock paintings found scattered
collection.

across

Zimbabwe

or

Botswana. It is not an

exaggeration to say these rock paintings
depict a spiritually rich yesteryear.
Zimbabwe still retains this artistic talent
in abundance

as

demonstrated

visual art exhibition of the

by a recent
Weya people of

north eastern Zimbabwe held in Harare's
western

suburbs,

on

February 2, at Cold

The Art

ofthe Weya Women by Ilse Noy

Comfort Farm.
The exhibition which coincided with the

launching of a book about Weya people's
of hfe, generated a lot of interest from
guests who included senior Zimbabwean
government officials and foreign diplcnnats.
way
I

Located 170 kilometers north-east of

Harare, the Zimbabwean capital, alcxig the
boarder with Mozambique and Zambia, the

i

I

Weya people have a unique way of
communicating with the outside world
through their visual-art without losing its
sense

of Reahsm.

The stories from real life, are transfcMmed
unto

2/5

metre cloth

using porridge as the
majOT drawing tool, while different paint
solutions in different colours, add to the
aura

of

fantasy found in the country's

folklwe.

Mary Chitiyo's work on Equal Rights was
among the most stunning, depicting women
doing whaL according to traditional beliefs,
is thought to be generally men's work such
girls cutting wood in the bush, women
ploughing the fields, young girls attending
tolivestock, while men are drawn washing
as

Sapem May, 1993

by the organisers of this exhibition. From
the Z$6121 see on my work, I only receive
a salary of Z$225," she said.
The Weya woman was particularly bitter
at receiving the same salary as that received
by another woman who did the same work
but of poor quality as evidenced by the
mark-up price of Z$459 shown on her piece
of work.

n^kins, coming frran the well carrying
bucketfuls of water on their heads, cooking
or pounding grain with mortars and pestles.
Little boys are shown carrying babies
strapped on their backs.
Another woik of equally immense power
is that called Tsvingubvi
by one of the
Weya women. A baby girl is given to a man
as an assurance of peaceful co-existence
following moral injury perpetuated against
him. When she grows up the girl falls in
love with another man altogether. Reahsing
she has failed to fulfill a promise made
without her consent, she plans to flee from
the village with her new found love. This
annoys the man who was offered the girl as
his future bride

or

wife. Not to be outdone,

he after discovering the plot follows hard on
their heels,
new

only to find they have built a
home. Here, the viewer is brought to an

abrupt stop

the painting explodes with
the man's anger as he sets ahght the newly
wed couple's home.
This rich folklore
as

But the woman's sentiments were disputed
by the Principal of WeyaCommunity
Training Centre, Alois Matongo, who said
the woman artists had no fixed salary. Their
work, he said, was fwiced according to the
area of cloth, the time, amount of paint used.
From the marked-up price, the training
centre deducted transport costs, quality
control costs,

and costs of market

identification.

"Our ultimate goal is to find our own

market", he said. Adding, "but we won't
rush to that market,

we

still need to learn

from those with more experience of foreign
market and the necessary
concluded.

contacts", he

Where then does this leave the poor

unsophisticated Zimbabwean woman artist?
Is anything being done to redress this pathetic
state of affairs? Zimbabwe abounds in such

artistic talent.

But, this talent has to be

identified, tapped, developed and supported
with the necessary

capital.O
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TAKING TENNIS TO THE GRASROOTS
A CORRESPONDENT

F

IVE

YEARS

its

AFTER

the

implementation,

Tennis

Association of Zimbabwe (TAZ)

development programme is slowly bearing
fruit.

Inaugurated in 1988 with the aim of taking

privileged children in
suburbs, the TAZ
development programme looks like it is
going in the right direction with more than
10000kids from around the country actively
playing tennis.
This is quite an impressive achievement
taking into account that at independence in
1980, there were no more than 500 people
playing tennis in this country with the
majority of them being white.
Only a few blacks, who had access to
tennis facilities, played the sport but not at
a competitive level mainly because there
were no coaches to guide them and most
high density suburbs had no tennis courts.
the sport to the less
the high density

The need to take the sport to the

high

density suburbs was quite evident. How and
what to do was not clear at that time and by
1984 nothing concrete had been done by the
TAZ. Only Larry Katz of Bulawayo and
Albert Nhamayebonde of Harare had some
coaching schemes in the high density areas.
However, Jean Koch, the chairperson of

coaching in the high density
They were Norman Gurr, Jean
Koch and Patrick Masiyazi, thecurrentTAZ
director of development.
After three months of iiv-depth assessment
and evaluation of the existing set-up and
rigorous negotiations with the Harare City
Council, Ministry ofEducation and Culture,
Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare and
with the Mashonaland Termis Board (MTB),
seven fulltime coaches were engaged to
work with over 7 000 children by January

for tennis

suburbs.

1987.
While the MTB had set in motion its

the TAZ,
grappled with plans for a national
development scheme. In October 1988,
Roger Dowdeswell was engaged frcan the
scheme in 1987, the parent body,

United States

as

national coach. And the

national development five-year programme
was

launched.

Dowdeswell's task was to set up a suitable
national grassroots development scheme.
He had a six month contract in which to do

part-time tennis coach was engaged as

development programme now

annual budget of $120 000.

incorporate players on provincial ladders
from all walks of life. Masiyazi was the
successful candidate to understudy the

Dowdeswell

supported with rackets and

tennis balls.
The TAZ development programme has to

his assistant.

national scale. Modifications were done to

two-year "coaching of coaches" scheme for
10 young men who were drawn from

The TAZ

operates on an

scheme well

and

local soft drink

a

August of the following year. These were
all full time employees of the TAZ. For
Bulawayo, all schemes already in place
were assisted with equipment.

Patrick Masiyazi, an ex-high school teacher

manufacturing company. United Bottlers.
This money was used mainly to pay for a

sponsorship from

only awaited availability of funds and
equipment.
With Dowdeswell now canvassing for
equipment from the United States and the
TAZ launching its campaign in Gennany
through visits by Masiyazi, the future of
tennis in Zimbabwe looked bright and by
January 1990 there were three tennis coaches
in Manicaland working on 2 500 children,
two in Midlands lodcing after2000children,
one in Mashonaland West coaching 900
children and eight in Harare who were
working with 7 500 children.
There was to be one coach in Masvingo in

travel across the country. On the other hand,

this and he had three months of extensive

eventually managed to secure a $3 000
annual

So successful was the launch of the scheme
that its expansion to cover all eight provinces

Regular liaison with the world's tennis
controlling body, the International Tennis
Federation (ITF) in London has kept the

impressed with the
concept of the scheme in Harare that he
recommended that it be implemented on a

the Zimbabwe Tennis Coaches Association,

Mills and Gilbert Mafara, to name but a few.

was so

date made great strides and the most notable

grooming of 18 year old
Gwinyai Tongoona who rose to become the
first black tennis player in Zimbabwe to win
an Open senior tournament when he clinched
achievement is the

Championships
1990 and the Highlands

the Mashonaland Senior
men's singles title in

1987 six coaches

although there was a deliberate bias towards
the high density suburbs.
Dowdeswell left the country in April 1989
hopeful that his contract would be renewed

Open in 1991.
Tongoona also made history by becoming
the first black player to be elected to the
Zimbabwe Davis Cup team earlier last year.
However, he has not yet played for
Zimbabwe in this competition.
Today, Tongoona is on a tennis
scholarship at the John Newcombe Owen

instructors.

in October for another six months. But

Davidson

resounding success of the
"coaching of coaches" scheme, three people
were tasked with finding a suitable way of
disbursing $10 000 donated by Coca-Cola

unfortunately it was not.

Academy in Texas, United States.

Harare's high density

suburbs of Mabvuku,

national coach.
In

January 1989, the national grassroots

extended to cover five schools
five in Gweru, and 35 in Harare

Highfield, Mbare, Mufakose and Warren

programme

Park.

in Mutare,

This scheme, conducted by top coach and
former Zimbabwe rugby team captain, Andy

Ferreira,

was so

With the

32

successful that by January
were qualified tennis

Some of the players

who benefitted from

these early stages were Gwinyai Tongoona,

Gwinyai Zengeni, Alison Vaughan, Diana

Competitive Edge Tennis

Both national and

provincial ladders are

dcMninatedby children from the scheme.
Some of them have already represented the

now

Sapem April,
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Africa
They are Gilbert Mafara (17
years), Daniel Kasambira (18), Reginald
Mupingu (17), Zibusiso Ncube (15) and
Jessi Koti (14).

country in international events in
and

overseas.

The others

are

Genius Chidzikwe of

Mutare, Fungayi Munjanja, Douglas

Chingoka, who are all in the under-14 age
group, Patrick Karoro, Colin Mhlanga,
Victor Mhondiwa, Shingi Nyamwanza,
Sandra Kuwaza and Tendai Chingoka, all
under-12's.
But it has not been all smooth

sailing for
it has,
the other, been hit by

the TAZ development programme as
in

one way or
insufficient funds and lack of financial

support from the government.
All the members of the TAZ board do
tennis work voluntarily and fund raising has
been very

difficult in the past few years
mainly because of the economic structural
adjustment programme. In all these last five
years, the government gave a one-off
donation of $13 000. This falls far short of

expectations given that the sport has
achieved

so

much in five

Children in the

high density areas being taught the basics of the game.

years.O
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SAPEM INTERVIEW

THE MAN BEHIND THE

“DREAM TEAM”
Widely travelled German coach, Reinhard
transformed the Zimbabwe
national soccer team from a second rate
outfit into one of the most feared sides in
Africa. He spoke, in Harare, to SAPEM's
Tendai Dumbutshena on the state offootball
in Africa and what has to be done to catch
up with Europe and South America.

What about the coaches?

Fabisch has

Dumbutshena: It is

African countries have
and

All coaches here have

Reinhard Fabisch

recognised that
vastly unproved

longer cannon fodder for
European and South American teams.
What has caused this improvement?
no

are

weeks where he learnt

countries. Their mental and

What has still to be done for Africa to
catch

up
America?

with Europe and South

The administration of the game has to be

improved. Many administrators do not have
the game at heart. They look for their own
financial and

career

benefits. This is

some-

thing that doesn't help the game. The lack of
funds of course makes things difficult.

PhysieaUy and technically,
African players have a
natural advantage over
European players as far as
mobility and dribbling skUls
are

concerned.

are in Germany, which
help improve football in Africa?
In Germany, we have about 50 pitches
in every town of the standard ofZimbabwe’s
national sports stadium. In Zimbabwe for
example, there are only four or five good
pitches in the whole country. It is one of the
factors that make it difficult to improve the

have reached the final

qualifying round of
the World Cup. This proves that they are
catching up already. The g^ has become
and I

am

convinced that it will be

bridged soon.

Do you see

catching

Southern African countries
with the North and West

up

Africans who
football

on

so

far have dominated

the continent?

Yes. At the moment, two Southern African countries
34

-

Zambia and Zimbabwe

-

lot. But it has to

While the Zimbabwe national team has
been

have

doing well, club football
gone down. Is this

seems
a

to

valid

observation?
It is due to

a

number of players

number of factors. The

playing in foreign coun-

tries has drained clubs of talent. Another

It also has to do with self-motivation. A

player in the national team thinks that he
does not have to exert himself at club level.
In

Germany every national team player
knows matches he plays at club level are
important for his national team career.
are always watching him and he cannot get away with a string
of poor club performances. Most often I
cannot
recognise national team players
when they play for their clubs.
We also do not have a highly competitive league here. The gap between the top
teams and average ones is too big. Furthermore, there is a big gap between average
teams and those at the bottom. ConsequenOy,
it is difficult for players to motivate themvery

could

standard of football.

a

factor is the lack of incentives at club level.

narrower

What facilities

limited football

happen on a wider scale. A number of
experienced coaches can learn from that. It
is critical. Again lack of money is an inhibiting factor.

Fabisch:

They have learnt from European
professional
approach has improved. Many African
countries have sent players to Europe to
widen their experience.

a

background. They might have been players
themselves but what is missing is international exposure. They need to go for coaching clinics abroad, to see what is going on in
other countries especially Europe. They have
to be attached to clubs to learn training
methods in Europe and South America.
To a certain extent we are doing this but
it is not enough. Last year I sent my assistant, Roy Barreto, to Germany for four

What do you

think of the quality of
players - their physical fitness
and mental attitude? Is there scope for
improvement?
Yes, especially in mental outlook and
professional approach to the game. They
need to improve. But physically and technically, African players have a natural advantage over European players as far as mobility and dribbling skills are concerned. They
have to concentrate on the mental aspects of
the game and be provided with better facilities. If they do this, they will be as good as
top European and South American players.
African

Scouts and coaches

selves.
National players can get away with playing at 50 per cent of their capabilities.O
Sapem April,
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AFRICAN SOCCER:
NATIONS HARVESTING WHERE THEY DID NOT SOW!
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

HE RECENT AND most

T

of the Zambian national

National

tragic death

soccer

team has

highlighted the importance of a national
soccer team to a country. Zimbabweans took the
loss of the Zambian soccer giants as their own
loss. Indeed the whole sub-region mourned the

raised fundamental

death of the Zambian national

to harvest

soccer

team in

a

that showed how

important a successful
national soccer team is to the whole region.
This year Zimbabweans fell in love with their
“dream team” until it was humbled by the Guinea

manner

national team. In fact, after that defeat, the
Zimbabwean coach Reinhard Fabisch blamed
the Government of Zimbabwe for that defeat
when he cited what he

thought was inadequate
financial commitment to the team by the
Government, the National Sports Commission
and the Zimbabwe Football Association (ZIFA).
It is evident that, more than ever before, being
in the finals of the Africa

World

Cup has become

concern
was

in all the African countries. So national

the matter of

soccer

Cup of Nations or the
a matter of national

performance of the national

team, that on the case of Zimbabwe,

Members of Parliament debated at

length how

the "dream team" should be funded in order to

win national

glory by qualifying for World Cup

finals to be held in the United States of America
in 1994. It is also evident that
soccer

team can be used to

a

winning national

promote the type of

nationalism that is

exploited politically and
financially. In some countries, the national soccer
team, is regarded as the only aspect that unites
the nation given the political and economic crises
that have torn the nations apart.

The

general public in Zimbabwe raised
questions that were to constitute a national topic
of discussion touching on such issues as the
status of players in national soccer teams, their
security schemes, remuneration and insurance,
transport facilities and the conditions under which
they work as they prepare for international
competitions.
Many people must have concluded that while
many African countries are ready to capitalise on
the success of the national
not exist clear national

the

success so

Sapem

much
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soccer

teams, there do

policies that guarantee
expected by the countries.

Policy

The Zimbabwe Football Association saga also

questions as to how far
governments should go in being responsible for
national soccer teams. What policies have been

formulated to ensure that a nation does not expect

glory where it did not sow? What

status do these national heroes occupy anyway,

in their own countries in Africa, and what happens
to them when their "tour of

duty" has ended?
happened to those who served the
nation gloriously but are no longer in the hmelight? How are the "supergods" of soccer, the
coaches who expected to ensure success without
What has

fail, identified, trained and rewarded for their
national duty? What makes

such a lucrative sport
unprofitable so as to depend on
government funding?
The current problems affecting the status and
financing of national soccer teams in Southern
Africa are quite historical. While all the countries
in the sub-region have shown tremendous
political will at independence to set up ministries
or departments of sport, there has been no
commitment on their part to take sports as a
crucial area of national development. Ministries
or department have been created without clear
objectives and policies to make them instruments
of sports development. Half-hearted measures
in both the setting up of administrative structures
and the appointment of staff to run sports
departments and formulate sport development
policies and programmes are the common
characteristics of government sports initiatives
in the sub-region.
Zimbabwe is aclassical example in this regard.
Soon after independence, a Ministry for Sport
was created but not given enough funds to develop
national sports development programme. In fact,
it seems that when the Ministry was created there
were people in Government - who believed
strongly that sports development was not the
responsibility of government, but national sports
as

soccer

associations.
A few years after its establishment, the Ministry
instituted a sports council whose main task was
to

levy sports associations in order to raise funds
that were used mainly to pay allowances of the

members of the council. At one stage, the council

assigned itself the responsibility of restructuring
sports associations in order to make them more
multi-racial. Neither the National Sports Council
nor the Ministry produced a national sports
development policy that would have spelt out the
responsibility of government, the private sector
and associations in the development of sport.
Most of the funds voted to the Ministry and the
National Sports Council were not used for sports
development programmes. These were diverted
towards buying airticketsforministry delegations
to meetings of the Zone Six sports body and
Supreme Council of Sport in Africa, and the
sponsorship of ill-prepared sports teams to the
Olympic Games, the All-Africa Games, the
Commonwealth Games and the Africa Cup of
Nations.

The National

Sports Stadium

When the Government of Zimbabwe built the
National Sports Stadium, many sports enthusiasts

expected the facility to become the base for
systematic national sports development
programme. There were plans to build a sports
academy at the stadium and to expand various
facilities adj acent to the stadium for practice and
training.
In a period of five years, the sports academy
idea crumbled while the only new development
that took place was the expensive walling-off of
the stadium which already had a tight security
fence, security guards and security lights. Nothing
was ever heard of the development of adjacent
sports facilities.
The hesitation to

use the National Sports
national soccer teams and to
facilitate training of coaches, team managers and

Stadium to develop

club administrators was

quite consistent with the
inability to consult national sports associations
on how to effectively use this excellent facility.
It

seems

that the Government of Zimbabwe

was

prepared to allow excellent office space in the
stadium to remain unoccupied for years than to
allow national sports associations such as the
Zimbabwe Football Association to

use

them

as

administrative offices.
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As a result, this most sophisticated sports
facility has been reduced to a venue for irregular

athletics and
neither

a

soccer

contests. The stadium is

home for the national

soccer

team nor

facility for the enhancement of high
disciplines of sports. Except
for being the biggest venue for sports competition
a

achievement in all
in the nation,

the stadium's role in sports

development is not very significant. Therefore,
the National Sports Stadium is an example of
how a good investment in sports has not made a
significant impact on the quality of sports
development because of the absence of a national
policy on the use of the facility. This problem is
common

to all countries in the

sub-region.

Club-level Soccer
The

development of soccer at club-level has
also been problematic in most of the countries of
the sub-region. Except for support from the
business sector, little support has been received
from governments and local authorities to develop
club-soccer. When the poorly funded clubs
finally get to the level of participating in league
championship, their demand for transport to
travel across the country, uniforms and
equipment, become a devastating reality. Funds
are not often available for good reserve and
junior soccer teams. The teams have inadequate
time or resources to develop effective training
programmes. There are poor incentives and no
social security schemes for those who are not
able to find work and who take club soccer as

full-time

employment.

When the teams have produced players

under
conditions and begin to participate in
leagues
and
international
championships, they find that a larger percentage
of their gate-takings is taken away by institutions
which in the first place should have been
responsible for providing the funds for their
development. In the case of Zimbabwe, City
Councils which own sports stadia require
unreasonably large percentages of the gatetakings, while the sports commission's levy is as
high as 20 per cent. Other percentages of gatetakings go to the football association, while the
state police that come to keep peace, are paid
allowances for providing security. The rest of the
funds are used mainly to meet costs of
accommodation, food and transport. Very little
these poor
national

of these funds is invested in the actual

development of soccer, the training of coaches
and managers, and talent identification projects.
Even when the clubs have finally produced
individuals with excellent

potential for soccer
administration, coaching and sports medicine,
the do not attract financial

support of state

governments or sports commissions.
too are as

38

erratic

as

sponsors.

Supporters

When

a

club is

facing trying times, every one deserts them.
Players are left in limbo and the coaches are
blamed for crimes they did not commit. The time
when soccer clubs should depend on sponsorship
because they do not attract adequate gate-takings
is often the time their sponsors desert them
because these sponsors are simply interested in
being associated with success and not with longterm development of a soccer club.
The welfare of players at both the club and
national team level is

an area

of crisis in African

punishment. The players are not known until the
team begins to win. Coaches are not important
until the national team wins. What the national
team requires is not appreciated and not even
recognised until the team begins to win. There is
not adequate advance planning for their release
from their other engagements and their travel to

and fro international

is left to

a

potential to win
realise

engagements. Fundraising

time when the team has shown the
games

and often too short to

adequate funds.

Players are the concern of coaches and
administrators who make sure that they report
soccer.

The

for

training and games. Nobody seems to care
about where these players spend their nights, and
the families they have to support. When they are
injured, funds are not available for specialist
treatment and they are made to behave as if it was
their fault that they got injured. Inspite of the

good gymnasiums that can help in
body building and in the preparation for tough
games, players have neither the time nor the
existence of

resources

to use such

modem facilities.Even

though information on sports nutrition is getting
to many soccer administrators, players at club
and national team level do not often afford good
diets because sports nutrition is not considered
essential.

It

seems

Way Forward
is left to chance. This

that everything

is

why an excellent record of success shown so
far in the preliminaries for the World Cup and
Africa
team in

Cup of Nations by the national soccer
West, Central and Southern Africa is to

a great extent a fluke or
Given these odds and the

results of raw talent.
prevailing conditions

in which these national soccer teams have

produced such success, there is no reason not to
celebrate now. There is no reason why these
nations are not patronising their national heroes
because who on earth, given these obstacles of
poor funding, poor facilities and inadequate time
and poor management can produce such excellent
soccer.

Last year,

National

It is evident in most countries of the sub-

region that it is "private or club business" to
develop the players and that it is "national
business" to see that the good players are called
up and given a good "commander" to turn them
into a national army that must fight for national
honours. When the nationalcaU-upcomes, soccer
players are reminded instantly that they must be
patriotic and should not ask what the nation
should do for them and what they should do for
the nation. Suddenly the nation expects a coherent
team out of players who have never played
together before.
While there are no development programmes
to

build

a

national

soccer team,

there

are

also

no

adequate plans and resources to enable the
identified national team players prepare
adequately for the impossible task ahead.
Incentives which are promoted, are mainly for
winning games and not for consistent

development and potential. Time available for
the players' preparation for the international
matches is not only inadequate, but is also used
to try out players, and for the national coaches to
know the players and try out their techniques.
Because the players are expected to go out
there and win irrespective of the inadequacy of
their preparations and of the required resources
to develop a winning mental frame, playing in
national

soccer

teams

the SADC culture and information
responsible for sports made a

sector that is also

Duty

in Africa is almost like

very

important statement on the importance of

sport when it stated "there is no doubt to date that
the practice of sports has become a worldwide

phenomenon in the contemporary world. Like
any other field of activities sports ought to be
called on to play a role in the making of a new
world."
Countries of the sub-region cannot fulfill this
objective if they do not develop clear national
policies on physical education and sports at
primary, secondary and tertiary sports
development and training, sport facilities, sports
management, sport medicine, sports industries
and sports funding. These are areas which require

huge financial investments by both government
and the private sector and which require wellformulated national development plans to be
implemented by well-manned and efficient
structures. Soccer is no longer a "hobby activity"
but a business, a culture, a national heritage and
political concern. It cannot therefore, be handled
in the

manner

that does not maximise on the

nation’s material and fmancial resources. The

sports sector has a
become the most

tremendous potential to

dynamic sectors of national

development in the countries of the sub-region.
is therefore of paramount
importance. Countries in the sub-region cannot
afford to treat it in such a haphazard and indifferent
manner they have done so far.O

Investment into sport

Sapem May,
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TRIBUTE TO CHRIS HANI
pallo Z. jordan

ARTIN THEMBISILE HANI,
General Secretary of the South African

M

Communist

Party, was brutally
assassinated on Saturday 10 April 1993, in the
driveway of his garage in Dawn Park, a suburb of
Boksburg. Bom of peasant stock in CoBmvaba,
in the Transkei, in July 1942 of a migrant worker
father and
Hani

a

mother who

never

learnt to read,

found him aloof and

enigmatic when they first
in 1986. In time they
were to discover an
easy-going, jocular and
extremely charming person behind that media
created image of the "arch-terrorist".
Among his colleagues on the leading bodies
met him at Luang wa Valley

of the ANC Chris

was

known for his candor and

honesty. He did not suffer fools gladly and

prided himself in his origins and never lost

touch with them.

His father's wages and bis mother's devotion
saw

their

son

through the Catholic Mission

schools, where he received his primary education,
Lovedale arjd later the

University College of

Fort Hare.

Growing up during the highly politicized
1950s, Hani was attracted first to the ideas of the
Unity Movement, then well represented among
teachers in the Cape. By the time he left Lx)vedale,
in 1958, he had transferred his allegiance to the
ANC Youth League. He came to Cape Town
where he joined an attorney's firm as an articled
cleik in 1962. During the course of the same
year, he was recruited into the underground
South African Communist Party. Fledgling cells
of Umkhonto We Sizwe (MK) had been set up
since December 1961. He became part of these
in 1962. On joining MK, he adopted the nom de
guerre "Chris Nkosana". He shed "Nkosana"
somewhere along the way, "Chris" stuck to him
as if it had always been there.
Few could have guessed then what an indelible
mark this young man would make on the politics
of his country.
Chris topped

the poll in the leadership stakes
at the ANC's National Conference in July 1991.
In November 1992 the Makinor Opinion Survey
found that, after Nelson Mandela, he was the
second most popular politician in South Africa.
A

man

of

could strike

a

rare

quality and varied talents, be

chord with aged peasants in the so-

called homelands, workers in the factories and

mines, squatters in the teeming informal
settlements and with the youth of the urban
areas. Yet be was equally at home among erudite
scholars. His knowledge of classical Greek and
Latin literature was legendary and surprised Dr
Cerrit Viljoen during a brief encounter at the D.
F. Malan talks in 1991. He could hold his

own

among businessmen and diplomats. Top white
South African editors and journalists at first

Sapem May, 1993

The late Chris Hani

would

push an unpopular cause if he felt it was
right. This inevitably cost him the friendship of
some. ANC supporters saw him as an
implacable
and consistently militant opponent ofracism and
economic exploitation.
Chris Hani

was

the first

man

across

the

Zambezi when MKjoined
in the Wankie campaign.
were not

the fighters of ZAPU
Many of his comrades

to return from these

battles. Those who

lucky were apprehended, tried and jailed
by the Smith regime. Others perished in the
furious battles that raged over a front stretching
from Wankie to Sipolilo.
When the ANC leadership saw the need to
systematically rebuild its organizational
underground inside South Africa, he was the
were

first member of its N ational Executive Committee

(NEC) to enter the country on the mission. He
subsequently based in Lesotho from where be
regularly led military operations into South

Africa. He earned the respect and love of the rank
and file

fighters of MK as

a

leader who led from

the front. He once again demonstrated his military
prowess in the campaigns waged against UNTTA
in Angola during 1983 and '84.

Chris Hani's courage was one dimension of
this

highly talented person. An extremely
passionate man, he often had occasion to tell MK
trainees that passion in a revolutionary struggle
was not out of
place provided it was guided by
the compass of reason. Consequently he
emphasized a thorough knowledge of the ANC's
Programme, Strategy and Tactics while be was
MKConuiussar, ensuring that the training camps
were well provided with reading materials,
educational programmes and a literacy
programme for those denied a basic education.
Chris was recognized as a military and political
strategist in both the ANC and the SACP. He
personally attributed this to his intellectual
training to which be also trax:ed his hatred of
tyranny. He had few pretensions as a Marxist
theoretician and regarded his commitment to
socialism as the logical extension of his passion
for freedom. Throughout his adult life be held
fast to the view that the inequalities imposed by
racial oppression would remain with us as long
as the institutions
sustaining economic
exploitation were left uiunolested. In a country
where all the property-owning classes derive
from the White minority and the propertyless of
Black majority, national considerations alone
dictate the seizure of economic assets in order to

bring about equality. The sense of urgency with
which he advocated economic programmes that
would uplift the poorest and most exploited
derived more frum his personal experience and
knowledge of realities of poverty than from
political dogma. When South Africa embarked
on the road to
democracy, Chris was determined
to see that the working class, the urban poor and
the peasants were not left out. To friend and foe,
he came to personify a commitment to these poor
and the dispossessed. The White capitalist media
painted him as an ogre precisely for that reason.
A life long Communist, Chris nonetheless
rejected the Stalinist [»'actices to which the party
he led had in the past fallen {wey. In both the
SACP and the ANC and was never tempted into
condemning those who held heterodox views.
His vocal condemnation of the

excesses

of the

39

Security and Intelligence organs of the ANC
leading bodies earned him wrath of
some ofhis colleagues but areputation for fairness
among the rank and file. Though his name became
closely associated with the suppression of the
mutinies in 1984, he was among the first to call
for an amnesty of those implicated in it.
He was always strict with himself, remaining
physically fit and maintaining a punishing
inside its

schedule till the last. Chris, however, never

became the stem, ascetic, military man. He made
time for simplejoys offriendship, good company,

reading and sport. He loved life, was warm,
generous, extremely humane with a great sense
of humour.

"My life could be very short", he used to joke,
pack into it as muchjoy as is possible".
A sharp intellect gave him the ability to cut
through much of the humbug that usually goes
with politics. He was a Tartar in political debate
yet he was also a very modest and caring human
being. In both the Luthuli Detachment of MK
veterans and among the members of more recent
"I have to

detachments established after 1976, Chris Hani

known for his

ability to relate to all. As a
Commissar of long standing be made himself
accessible to all, and had that unique ability to
listen to and take seriously the views of others,
especially junior to him in rank.
was

Oliver Tambo

once

told

us

that

a

liberation

army produces a soldier of a special kind. A
combatant with a strong sense of responsibility
towards the people in whose name she/he is

fighting; animated by patriotism and partisanship
to the ideals of democracy and freedom. A soldier
of the revolution is disciplined, not because of
fearofthe commanders, but possesses adiscipline
that derives from a deep commitment to the

values, principles and ideals of the revolution.
She/he must feel rooted in the

people and the
struggles of the people, large and small. A
combatant who is first a political activist and
only secondly a soldier.
Chris Hani tried to hve his life by that code.
His assassination leaves a yawning gap in the
ranks of the movements leading bodies. He shall
be sorely missed. The oppressed people of
SouthAfrica gave Chris Hani a tribute second to
none. On Wednesday 14 April 1993, millions of
Black workers shut down the cities of South
Africa in

a largely spontaneous strike to hold
eighty five commemorative ceremonies across
South Africa. The day of his funeral, 19 April
1993, saw the largest ever general strike in South
African history, with many cities reporting a 100

per cent response onthepartoftheBlack workers.
Chris Hani is survived by his wife Limoho and

bis three

daughters Neo, Nomakhwezi and

Lindiwe.

His work will continue to be
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an

inspiration.O

CHRIS HANI:
SOLDIER OF FREEDOM
JOE MODISE

N BEHALF OF

people's army,
and on my
personal behalf, I convey our deepest
condolences to the wife and family of Chris
Hani. You are in our thoughts and we are drawn
together by our common sorrow and pain at the
loss of a man we all loved and respected.
By assassinating Cde. Chris Hani, the enemy
has wounded us deeply. For our people, and
particularly those who found their way into the

O

our

Umkhonto We Sizwe (MK),

ranks of MK, Chris Hani was the embodimentof
the noblest ideals of freedom and
Chris Hani

was a

democracy.

soldier of freedom in word and

But his

was

not

hurt friend and foe

a

wild

passion that could

alike; the people and the

oppressor without discrimination. He tempered
his passion with reason based on a clear

understanding of who the enemy was. It was at
that enemy that he directed bis blows.
His name has become closely identified with
MK. One cannot refer to MK without referring to
Chris Hani and orK cannot speak about Chris
Harri without reference to MK.
Chris Hani

was an

individual of rare quality, a

who

creatively moved with the times.
When history dictated that be fight, he fought.

man

When history placed new challenges before

deed.
At this moment of grief we pay tribute to Chris
Hani the

patriot, the freedom fighter, the
exemplary internationalist.
The armed struggle waged by the African
National Congress and its allies was not one
among many options, it was a necessity. MK
came to represent the cutting edge of our struggle,
reinforcing and coordinated with the efforts of
the people engaged in mass struggle. MK struck
at the racist security forces and their surrogates;
at the nerve centre of the apartheid economy; at
Sasol atjd Koeberg; at police stations, military
installations such as Voortrekkerhoogte; and
fought pitched battles as in Rustenberg repeatedly
demonstrating our capacity to strike the regime
militarily. These operations were crucial in
breaking the myth of the invincibility of the
Apartheid state and its security forces.
Chris Hani came to represent for all of us the
exemplary people's soldier. The phenomenal
respect that Chris Hani commanded within the
ranks of MK was based on the undisputed fact
that throughout his life he led by example.
From the time he first joined MK through the
Wankie and SipoUlo campaigns, to his daring
role in the internal underground, as a commander
in the field in Angola, and finally as one of the
mostseniorcommandersof MK, Chris displayed
outstanding bravery, military and political skills.
It was for these qualities that he was loved and
respected by all.
Chris Hani, ever smiling, ever laughing, ever
loving, ever caring was always accessible to the
rank and file fighter.

Communist and

A

man.

man

who loved life and lived it to the full,

Chris Hani was

an implacable foe of all injustice,
oppression and exploitation. Hewas a passionate

him
tookupthatchallenge
interests of all our people.

to work for peace, he readily

in the

Chris hved and died for freedom. In his death

Commander Chris Hani has left

us

with his

vision unfulfilled. It is our responsibility to forge
ahead with the work that he

began.

In the final analysis,

the South African Regime
must accept responsibility for the death of Chris
Hani and for the deaths of all those who have
been and continue to be victims of violence in
our

country.

regime and the security forces it
and they must go now!
Amongst the many things that Chris Hani was
involved in, was the effort to create a new national
defence force representative of a new democracy
and a new South Africaa society. A defence
force that enjoys legitimacy; a defence force
representative of aU the people of this country; a
defence force accountable to the democratically
elected civilian authority; a defence forcepartisan
only to a democratic constitution; a defence
force whose primary role is the protection and
safety of all citizens of this country.
MK has always taken its directives from the
political leadership. We have committed
ourselves to ensuring peace and democracy in
our country and will continue to conduct ourselves
with discipline and courage towards the
This

conunands must go

achievement of this noble task. This is what Cde

Chris Hani lived ad died for and this is what MK
will continue to strive for.

MK

dips it's revolutionary banners in tribute
and hero. His memory and
example will continue to guide us in struggle for
freedom and democracy .0
to our fallen leader

JO£ MODISF

Ki

the Cmi«aaii.fe(«f MK.
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ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

ECONOMIC CRIMES IN SOUTH AFRICA:
A HIDDEN LEGACY OF APARTHEID
njoroge Kariuki

u

NTIL RECENTLY, the

Republic of

South Africa perceived itself as a victim
of unsympathetic external forces on a

global scale. Because of this perception,
the "apartheidkingdom" has traditionally adopted
adefiant bunker mentality against foreign critics
and the few indigenous rebels that cropped up
facedasimplebutmilitantdictum: "South Africa
-

love it

or

only 20.5%. Nearly 23,000 allegations of
economic crimes are under police investigation
and the Office of Serious Economic Offenses is

looking into other potential swindles. The
involved in both instances amount to

sums
than

more

$120 billion. Perhaps it is such figures that
recently prompted the British Criminologist,
Barry Rider, to make a bold assertion that South

leave it." In the face of this adamant

unarmed and defenceless demonstrators,

though patriotic, did in fact emigrate from the
Republic with no intentions of ever returning.
Despite this attempt at internal self-cleansing

detention without trial, deaths in

a

would insist that moral decay in the apartheid
kingdom started over four decades ago. And
many in the international conununity would
concur with such a verdict. But perhaps it should

home-grown

enemy, the kind of monster it never anticipated.
The foe is a storm of criticism against massive

corruption and rampant high crimes in both the
public and private sectors. Particularly alarming
is what the South African media refers to
"economic crimes", the

not be difficult to

variety of offenses that

as

most of the rest of the world classifies as "white

South Africa to such

staggering proportions that
the Republic's society at large is uneasy.
For example, one white caller to the popular
Talk Show on Radio 702 recently resorted to the
power of the "absurd" to dramatize his discontent.
He announced that, when black rule finally takes
over, it will be a blessing. He continued to say

and unethical
Africa is

house allowances to live in their own houses. On

medium.

(acronym for the ruling National Party),
Party,

he will cast his vote for Inkatha Freedom

South Africa's UDI faction. The extremism and

outrage of this citizen was triggered by revelations
of grand

scale perks for the incumbent officials

another occasion, a letter writer

urged

crime

Rabbi David

Lapin, the Director of the South

someone
to "do a' Ross Perot' on our Government" (forced

African Institute of Business Ethics, laments that

auditing), or else invite the American millionaire
himself to come to the Republic to give advise on

the upsurge of economic crimes in the country is
an indication of a breakdown of moral conscience

how to start

in the society.

a

"united We Stand South Africa"

campaign.
That economic crimes have become
to

the South Africa

a menace

society is illustrated
statistically. In the last five years alone, fraudrelated crimes have increased by a staggering
80% while other kinds of crimes have risen by
Sapem May, 1993

immoral and unethical. After all, even the

of God who embarked on their diabolical mission

Beneficiaries of apartheid would resist
classification of the system as immoral

of the Nat's government. These public servants
receive exorbitant financial privileges including

the Nats

nextelection, he intends not to vote for

that the beneficiaries of

Founding Fathers of the system were honest men

a prime target of the M afia and organised
syndicate.
Against this background, the fundamental
chaUenge that bedevils the watchers of the new
South Africa then is simple: why is it that the
Republic is drifting towards saturation point in
white-collar crime? More to the point, why the
upsurge of this kind of criminal activity now,
precisely when South Africa is trying so hard to
make amends for a checkered past by tearing
down the walls of apartheid? The debate on this
troubling question is now a matter of public
record in South Africa, especially in the printed

that in the

see

apartheid would resistclassification of the system

as

collar crimes". Whatever it may be called, the
scale of this brand of violation has escalated in

police custody,

forced evictions and states of emergency.
A large segment of the South African society

of all the mavericks, white South Africa has

eyebaU-to-eyebaU with

have been disenfranchised and turned into

refugees in their own country for being bom who
they are. Specifically, he recalls killings of

hint, many South African dissenters of apartheid,

come

apartheid?
Phillip van Niekerk, the outspoken columnist
for the Weekly Mail, finds the moral breakdown
reasoning offensively "curious after all that has
been done to people in this country during the
past 40 years”. In broad terms, he is obviously
thinking of an entire people of South Africa who

This indeed seems like an alarming
diagnosis, but then one has to quickly wonder
how the assertion can be perceived as a new or
jolting revelation. Is the moral decay just
emerging now in South Africa or did the
degenerative process beginning in 1948 when
the country officially embarked on the way of

of conceiving

and implementing apartheid in the
guise of Calvinist purity. Indeed, they went to
church every Sunday to praise the Lord and to
seek His forgiveness for their weekly trespasses.
Was it entirely a coincidence that the first
apartheid Prime Minister, D. F. Malan was an
ordained minister?

Unfortunately for South Africa, the trespasses
Founding Fathers of Afrikanerdom sowed
the seeds of racial hatred and suspicions whose
impact will he felt for generations to come. For
now, the depth of such sentiments find expression
in another justification for the current upsurge of
"economic crimes" in contemporary South
Africa. This is the view that it is only a matter of
time before the Black come to take everything.
Nelson Mandela and his boys are inevitably
going to take over the state and equally inevitable
is the conviction that, when this happens,
everything in South Africa will go down the
drain. Given this dismal prospect, the logic of
blaming the victim continues, it is appropriate
and fitting to take everything one can now while
the going is stiU good.
This mentality of let us have a party now while
there is still time blends in neatly with a deepseated belief among the white South Africans
that the country is theirs, they built it and they
of the

41
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deserve its

bounty. In other words, by right,

in secular terms and, in the

spiritual

sense, as a

South Africa should remain the "white man's

fair, God-given right of those who have toiled

country”.

hard.

Another

This

-:l

The latter is almost admired for his clever ways
with machines.
In addition to "cultural/class

sympathy" for

brings us to the last and related culpritfor

the crimes of the "civilised", the South African

claim that South Africa has inherited from

the monumental rise of economic crimes in

apartheid a culture that is conducive to economic
crimes by the white segment of the society.
During the era of sanctions, for example, there
evolved a South African psychology of "usagainst-the-world" and, given the background
of that mentality, busting the infamous sanctions
became a celebrated and heroic way of life.
Those who found ways to circumvent the cruel
international cordon against the beloved Republic
were perceived, not as criminal, but as machos or
national heroes. After all, the country had to be

South Africa; recession. South Africa's and the

"justice" system collaborates with the cultural
heritage of double standards. A man who attempts
to rob a bank with an automatic weapon faces a
much stiffersentencethan a man who successfully
steals millions of dollars by high-tech.
South Africa is hurting in more ways than the
international news media is telling. So far the
world has been witness mostly to the evils
perpetrated by the white community to its non-

implicating line of reasoning is the

world's economic conditions

are

such that the

lifestyle of BMWs, swimming pools, etc. - that
the white community of the Republic has always
known, loved and considered normal

-

is

no

longer economically sustainable simply because
it is not affordable. Yet, the struggle persists in
an

effort to maintain the strenuous standard of

living. In a situation where the wallets are empty
and the people are deeply in debt, the temptation

white fellow citizens. Now the mediais inundated
with

blow-by-blow chronicles of the so-called

saved from what ex-President P. W. Botha once

proclaimed to beat an international conspiracy to
destroy South Africa by strangulation with
Pir-

finesse.

After the
not been

easing of sanctions, however, it has
easy or automatic to make a cultural

■■■I

■ (■■a li

transition from the attitude of mind of defiance

against economic restraints. Steeped in the
renegades' mentality of resisting the rules, the
reflexes of white South Africa

are

still unable to

distinguish between" acceptable business practice
and fraud." Unfortunately, the victim of the
attitude is now the South African society itself
and what is at stake is the destiny of the Republic
itself. Such are the unwitting and unforeseen
legacies of apartheid and its ramifications.
There is yet another perspective which goes
even deeper to the heart of apartheid. It is the
contention that white South Africa always
entertained a culture of lax morality towards an
aggressive economic philosophy. This attitude
was essential in the bid to sustain a white lifestyle
that was altogether inconsistent with the
surrounding realities, and the mentality is deeply
rooted in South Africa's economic tradition.

Stories told that when the Boers crossed the

Orange River during the Great Trek, they settled
on what they conveniently considered to be
"vacant" territory. The core of their expansionist
doctrine (Afrikaner's Manifest Destiny) at that

Avarice and
servants

opulence are now manifested by a lifestyle of Mercedes Benz, swimming pools,
homes.

and glorious

to steal is almost second nature. The

temptation
particularly acute for those entrusted with
positions of responsibility, for they have the
motive (to maintain an extravagant existence)
and they have access to exploitable

inter-ethnic

is

There

circumstances.

South Africa's

time was amotto that one farmerwas never to see

Realistically, the prognosis is not good for

neighbour's smoke. Presumably, sighting of a
neighbour's smoke meant that the two farms
were uncomfortably overcrowded. That kind of
ideology of no-economic-restraint became
midwife to unmitigated greed and indefensible
privilege, a prosecutor to South Africa's version
of "capitalism without fronti^s."

South Africa in this area, for there is little

a

As

we

come

to the close of the twentieth

century, privilege and greed are no longer
simply by the size of estates. In South
Africa, avarice and opulence are now manifested

measured

by a lifestyle of Mercedes Benz, swimming
pools, servants and glorious homes, a life of
extravagance defended as just and honest living
42

deterrence ag ainst economic crimes in the society.
Indeed there exists a South African culture which
is

full grown man who steals
by a computer than it is to a
boy who steals a loaf of bread. It is all part of the
traditional white South African mindset/psyche
which prescribes thateconomic crimes arecrimes
of the "civilised" (read rich, comfortable,
powerful and white) and other crimes are the sort
conunitted by "savages" (read poor, hungry,
angry and black). In South Africa there is a world
more

tolerant to

a

millions of dollars

of difference between the two and there

are

such

can

as

be

the

among the Blacks.
question that depressing stories

bloodletting
no

massacre

of six children in Natal's

Table Mountain should be told.

Yet, there is

an untold story, another side of
tragedies: what the white South
Africa may have done to itself. By permitting the
"civilised" to incur injury upon innocent
"savages", the South African experience may yet
bear out the old claim that justice is indivisible,
that injustice to anyone is a threat to justice for
everyone. Should this be the case. South Africa's

current wave of economic crimes is a

inflicted wound

self-

by the white community, and it

is a wound thatis causing severe internal bleeding
in the

Prcrf.

body politic. The burden is colour blind.O

Njoroge Kahuki is at the Institute of Southern
University of Lesotho.

African Studies, National

equally disparate levels to tolerance for both.
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MALAWI: FREE EXPRESSION DENIED
RICHARD Carver

N JUNE 14 1993, Malawians go to the
polls in a referendum on the country's
political future. After nearly 30 years of
single-party elections they will have a genuine
choice: whether to continue with the existing
one-party rule of Life-President Kamuzu Banda's
Malawi Congress Party or to replace it with a
multi-party system.
That this referendum is taking place at all is a
measure of the impact which the democratic

long-term detention without charge.

o

From the about 1991 onwards, however, a
combination of

Because of pressure from aid
authorities released large numbers

movement has had in little more than a year.

However, many Malawians question the purpose
of arefeiendum and think that the country should
have moved

directly to democratic elections.

Others ask whether it is possible for a fair vote to
be held in present circumstances. They question
the composition of the Referendum Commission,

appointed by the Life-President; the fact that
only those aged 21 and over will be able to vote;
and the government's decision to use two ballot
boxes in each polling station, making ballot
rigging and intimidation all the easier. They
point also to the goverrunent's use of food aid in
the drought-affected areas of the country to
bribe and intimidate people into supporting the

the

one-party system.

was

Freedom of Expression

the systematic denial of freedom of
expression. In practice, however, the government
and ruling party has mainly relied upon
extrajudicial methods.
Patty and police informers and the paramilitary
Malawi Young Pioneers operate in every village,
reporting to their superiors on the smallest
expression of dissent. Individuals have often
been detained for unguarded remarks made to
family or friends over a drink. For example, in
1989 Thoza Khonje, a manager with the Sugar
Company of Malawi, was arrested because of a
upon

conversation in

a

bar in which he criticised the

government's redeployment of schoolteachers to
their district of origin - a measure widely seen as
an act of ethnic discrimination against Tumbukaspeakers from northern Malawi. He was held
without

charge for two years.
The President has used his powers utKler the
Preservation of Public Security Regulations to
detain

people indefinitely and without charge,

often for the most trivial

Sapem May, 1993

reasons.

One

PRESIDENT BANDA:

Marching towards

referendum.

detained for

referring to the head of state as the
President, rather than Life-President. A teacher
detained because he

was

thought to have

made a disrespectful remark about old men in the

The Malawian one-party political system tests

man was

growing internal criticism and

external pressure on the Malawian government
has forced significant changes in the country.

course

of a lecture on human anatomy - President

Barrda is in his 90s.
Critics of government corruption have been a
particular target for persecution. Aleke Banda,
the managing director of the semi-official Press
Holdings Company, was detained from 1980
until 1992 for criticising the payment of an
"unsecured loan" into PresidentB anda's personal
bank account.
The

country's leading poet. Jack Mapanje,
head of the Department of English at
the University of Malawi, was detained without
charge or explanation from 1987 to 1991. Many
of the country's leading intellectuals have fled
into exile to escape the rigid regime of censorship
who

was

and restrictions

The press

on

academic freedom.

and broadcasting

are

under tight

government control. Until recent months, when
a few independent newspapers began to emerge,
journalists have been government employees
who

faithfully echoed the official viewpoint. On
occasions when journalists ste{^d out
of line
usually inadvertently - they too faced
the

rare

-

donors, the
of long-term
detainees during 1991. At the same time a series
of anonymous "open letters” to government
figures began to circulate along with other
samizdat publications. A notable example was a
leaflet circulated in early 1992 before Martyrs'
Day on March 3, when the country
commemorates those who died in the struggle
for independence from colonial rule.
For a people accustomed to a quarter of a
century of deferential silence, this was
sensational, howeverrespectfully it was phrased.
It was the first time that anyone had been prepared
to attach their name to public criticism of the
government. Sixteen thousand copies of the
pastoral letter were printed and circulated. It was
promptly declared a seditious publication, making
possession of it a criminal offence. Hundreds of
people were arrested over the following months
for having a copy. The printing press in Balaka
where the letter was printed was fire-bombed,
apparently by Malawi Young Pioneers, while a
meeting of senior party figures discussed the
possibility of murdering the bishops. One of the
bishops. Irishman John Roche, was expelled
from the country, along with a former chaplain in
the university, Fr. O'Malley. However, the
impetus towards open political opposition was
now unstoppable.
Malawi has an extensive legal apparatus for
restricting the right to freedom of expression.
Until recent months these laws

were

seldom

used, since the authorities generally resorted
instead to the power to detain indefinitely without

charge under the 1965 Preservation of Public
Seciuity Regulations as well as a variety of
extrajudicial methods of persecution.
The Constitution broadly guarantees "the
sanctity of the personal liberties enshrined in the
UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and
adherence to the Law of Nations." In practice,
however, these constitutional rights cannot be
adjudicated by a court of law and are frequently
negated by other laws.
Section 60 of the Penal Code creates the
43

0
offence of

making a publication of broadcast
"harmful to the interests or to the good name of

Malawi”. In

May 1992 Krishna Achutan was
charged with this offence,
which carries a maximum penalty of life
imprisonment, because of remarks he had made
in aradio interview with the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) about the detention without
arrested and later

trial of his father-in-law.

Press Freedom

The pvess and broadcasting in Malawi have
been constrained by a very high degree of official
control. Until recent months, when a few

independent

newspapers have emerged, all the
newsmediahavebeen under govemmentcontrol.

In these circumstances it is not surprising

that the
multi-party campaign receives only negative
coverage on the radio and the daily and weekly
press (there is no television).
The Malawi Broadcasting Corporation (MBC)
is a nominally independent statutory body which
controls all radio broadcasts. The Daily Times
and the weekly Malawi News are owned by a
nominally independent body, while the Malawi
News Agency (MANA) is a department within
theMinistryof Information. In practice, however,
all function as part of the Ministry ofInformation
under the direct supervision of the Chief

could be

quoted by name. Everyone else,
including Ministers, would be described as "a
spokesman”. On occasions the endless
sycophancy of the media, which included the
faithful recording of official meetings, could
cause problems. Thus, in March 1992 the MBC
recorded the proceedings of a meeting of senior
party officials as they discussed murdering the
Roman Catholic bishops as punishment for their
pastoral letter. The tapes were later leaked and
confirmed the fears of human rights groups that
bishops' lives were in danger. The tapes reveal
Wadson Deleza, the powerful Minister without
Portfolio, saying;

If [Bishop] Chimole and [Archbishop]
Chiona come to the gate we shall kill
them. The Youth League will not allow a
stooge ora traitor here. We shall kill them

criticising the traffic police for allowing
untaxed vehicle

on

the road. At

an

an
official

meeting in August 1992, John Tembo told
journalists that they had the freedom to write
what they wanted, provided that they were
"responsible".After this meeting. Dr Lipenga
published an article in which he stated that
journalists had been intimidated in the past. In
late 1992, Dr

Lipenga was dismissed.
In the past, even government journalists have
suffered long periods of detention. In 1985 the
editor of the Daily Times, Jonathan
and two editors at

Paul Akomenji, were
than

Kuntambila,

MANA, Sandy Kuwali and

arrested and held for more

Their offence was to have reported
accurately a speech by Cecilia Kadzamira to a
United Nations regional conference on women
and development. According to their reports a

year.

Information Officer. Journalists are civil servants
who

are

transferred between the different media

organs.
In practice, control of all these bodies is closely
exercised

by John Tembo, the Minister of State

in the Office of the President. John Tembo is the
uncle of Cecilia Tamanda Kadzamira, President

Banda's "Official Hostess", and functions as
head of government on a day-to-day basis. In
his formal

capacity as Minister of State, John
responsible for all statutory
corporations, including the MBC. Less formally,
all copy for the Daily Times is submitted for his
approval before publication. John Tembo is also
chairman of Blantyre Print, the only company in
the country with the facilities to print a daily or
weekly newspaper.
The official press and broadcasting are only
available in EngUsb and Chewa. English is the
official language. Chewa, which is spoken by
Tembo is

less than half the

population, has been the sole
national language since 1968, when Tumbuka,
the main language of northern Malawi, ceased to

SANDY KUWALI, one
KADZAMIRA.

of the editors arrested for reporting accurately,

while you are watching, y someone asks
about the disappearances, we will say we

don't know where these

people have

disappeared to.

speech by CECILIA

which echoed the official UN transcript - Cecilia
Kadzamira had stated; "Man cannot live without

woman." She

subsequently decided that she had
presumably because it

not made this remark

Hilda Manjamkhosi, a party Women's League
official from Lilongwe, added:

a

-

could have been considered offensive to the
unmarried PresidentBanda. Thus the journalists

who

Today Bishop Chimole should die. He is a
witch, deranged, useless, a useless dog.

have official status. Chewa is the mother tongue
of President Banda, John Tembo, Cecilia

reported and published the remark were
journalist, Bertha Mwesu of
the MBC, was detained for amonth for protesting

As

the detentions.

Kadzamira and other senior

shall shit

from the Central

political figures

Region.

someone

said,

we

should piss on him.

Does he not know that
on

his

piss?.
We
head.fThe Independent,
we

.

.

31 Oct, 1992)

slavish cataloguing of the sayings of govenunent
ministers, above all of the Life-President. Until

1986, President B anda was the only official who
44

employed by the official media

have very rarely dared to stepoutof line.In 1991,
the editor of the Daily Times, Dr Ken Lipenga,
was

briefly detained for publishing

The following year the government's acting
Chief Information Officer, Brown Mpinganjira,
was

The role of the official media has been the
Journalists

arrested. A fourth

a story

arrested and detained. He

was

held for

years without explanation. It is
believed that he may have been detained because

nearly five
he

was suspected of providing information to
foreign journalist.

a
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In 1988,

Margaret Marango Banda,

a

former

following;

with the

MBC, was arrested and
detained without charge for three years. The
apparent reason was that she had criticised the
running of the national women's organisation,
Chitukuko ChaAmai mu Malawi, which is headed
by Cecilia Kadzamira.
The government has also been successful in
the past in restricting access to the foreign press.
In 1972 a British journalist was expelled for
gathering information on Malawi's relationship
announcer

release of all detainees or prisoners serving
sentences

to the exercise of

name

and Melinda Ham, established offices in

a

number of women for wearing or selling culottes.

(Under Malawian law, women are not allowed to
wear trousers.) Dr Nzunda and the
magazine's
editor, B L Ng'ombe were arrested and held for
two days in police custody. In the August issue
of Moni, there was an apwlogy by the editor for
"inadvertently" publishing Dr Nzunda's letter,
whichitdescribed as "erroneous andmisleading".

The

Independent Publications

In recent months a number of new independent

publications have been launched, challenging
the official monopoly of information for the first
time. The first to be launched, in 1991, was the

Financial Post. After the

publication of the

Roman CathoUc Bishop's pastoral letter in March

1992, the Financial Post began to tackle sensitive
of political reporting.

In its early months it
printed by the semi-official Blantyre
Print. However, Blantyre Print raised its charges
to the Financial Post with each issue,
forcing the
paper first to increase its cover price and then to
seek another printer. It is now printed monthly at
areas

had been

the Institute of Education in Domasi in
attractive but

a
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JOHN TEMBO:
Government

on a

1992. It too

was

functions as Head of
day-to-day basis.

initially printed by Blantyre

Print which then refused to handle it, because the

political content of the paper was becoming
increasingly outspoken. It is now printed on the
Roman Catholic Montfort Press - which suffered
an arson

used to

attack in March 1992 after it had been

print the bishop's pastoral letter. Unlike

the Financial Post, the Michiru Sun continues to
be

[woduced in a tabloid format on newsprint. Its
circulation of about 15,000 is prob ab ly the highest
of the independent papers. However, each issue
is sold out and the capacity of the Montfort Press
means that it can only be produced monthly.
Two other independent papers have been
launched recently, the Financial Observer and
the New Express. The editor of the latter Felix
Mponda Phiri, tried to get round the printing
problem by having the paper printed in Zambia.
However, when he tried to return to the country

January 1993 with copies of the paper, it was
was arrested. After being held for
17 days, he was released without charge.

guidelines should be drawn up goveming equal access to the governmentcontrolled daily and weekly press and the
Malawi Broadcasting Corporation;
referendum campaign meetings should be
held without prior authorisation. The police or other government authorities should
have no power to determine who may participate in such meetings;
there should be prompt and impartial investigation into violence or intimidation in
the course of the referendum campaign.
Criminal and disciplinary charges should
be laid against police officers, Malawi
Young Pioneers or others responsible for
these actions.
A more radical process of reform also

needs to
freedom of
expression in the longer term. This would include
be set in motion to guarantee

reform of the

judiciary to guarantee its
independence; the creation of constitutional
guarantees of basic rights enforceable by the
courts; the establishment of an independent
broadcasting system and removal of newspaper
Ucensing requirements; repeal of the Censorship
Act; and establishment of printing facilities for
the independent press.
The importance offreedom of expression does
notend with the vote on June 14. Many Malawians
are fearful of violent
reprisals from the
government and its supporters once international

on

attention has turned elsewhere. The international

seized and he

community, having supported the democratic

From 1964 until 1992, a culture of silence

prevailed in Malawi. Malawians now dare to
speak out against their government and political
system in a way that was almost unthinkable
little more than a year ago. However, the apparatus
of repression is intact. The Malawian government
has not been rigid in its methods of repression; at
different times it has used detention without

charge, trials in the "traditional courts",
assassinations, informal violence and torture to

movement in Malawi this

with effective

far, must continue

monitoring of the human rights

situation after June 14,1993. Donor nations and
multilateral institutions should continue to take
account of the

government's human rights records
Inter-govemment
institutions, including the Commonwealth Heads
of Government Meeting which takes place in
Cyprus in September 1993, should take firm
action to ensure that freedom of expression is
adequately protected in Malawi.O
in their dealings with Malawi.

suppress criticism. It is still suppressing criticism.
It is only that some of the methods have changed.

Recommendations

less

cheaper magazine format.
by two former
govemmentjournalists, was established in midThe Michiru Sun, edited

of Malawi";

clear

Lilongwe, the first time this had happened for

in which he criticised the recent arrest of

freedom of expression;

repeal of laws restricting freedom of expression, including those sections of the Penal Code dealing with sedition and publications "harmful to the good

a Rhodesian
journalist
exprelled for writing about the persecution of
the Jehovah's Wimesses. A year later, a senior
expatriate editor at the MBC was deported. In
1988, two foreign correspondents, Mike Hall

have been to write about an outbreak of
cholera, which was not officially acknowledged
to exist, or about the forcible sale of
party cards.
The only indigenous press outside government
control has been owned by the churches.
However, they have rarely dared to make even
the mildest criticism. Francis PollockMhango, a
joumalistworkingfor the Roman Catholic Likuni
Press, was detained without charge from 1981 to
1986. In July 1991, a Roman Catholic magazine,
Mont, published a letter by the then head of the
University law department. Dr Matembo Nzunda,

political of-

immediate

was

may

for non-violent

fences; withdrawal of all charges relating

with South Africa and

many years. In January 1990 they were expelled
without explanation. Itappears that their offence

D

ARTICLE 19 recommends that urgent steps be
taken to

guarantee anequal voice to both sides in

the referendum

campaign, including the

RICHARD CARVER is the Africa Research
Coordinatorfor ARTICLE 19, the International Centre

Against Censorship. This article is an edited version of
The Refemdum in Malawi: Free Expression
Denied (Issue 22 April, 1993).
the report
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GENDER ISSUES

w

WOMEN'S LIBERATION IN ZIMBABWE
RUZVIDZO MUPFUDZA

through socialization, indoctrination and
ignorance are conditioned to view their
oppression as "normal and natural". They are
hamstrung into a pigeon-holed "proper way of
doing things". Society sets parameters which are
sterile, rigid and dogmatic within which a woman
is supposed to passively exits. Speaking on
women's liberation, the late Mozambican

women

M

It is clear that if

of voices of other freedom

fighters who have
before them. The emancipation of women
is not a struggle operating in isolation but should
be seen in the context of other great world
struggles. Nor should it be seen as mere trivial
child's play. Rather, "the emancipation of women
is notan actof charity, the result of humanitarian
or compassionate attitude. "The liberation of

OST ZIMBABWEAN WOMEN,

go:,e

is

a

culture"

as

going to use ”our
keeping women
very dangerous and

we are

defence for

a

shackled, then

we are

in

a

perception

unsubstantiated state. The view and

(Zimbabwean) men have is
not only inherited from the system borne out of
an agrarian existence, but owes its roots, too, to

of women that most

the British Victorian viewof women-propagated

by missionaries through their "Christian"
teachings which were really "western"

fundamental necessity."^

president, Samora Machel said:

sentiments.
rites and ceremonies

are

the main vehicle

The

for the transmission of society's concept
of women's inferiority, and their
subservience to

countless

men.

.Women truly dedicatedto their own

emancipation must realize they can
choose not to marry. Being non-

It is here too that

myths and superstitions

are

If it is true that

some women

are

indeed

comfortable with their condition of servitude,
then it is the kind of comfort that comes from an

ignorance and lack of awareness that alternatives
exist. An ignorance and unawareness that society
makes sure exists and flourishes. Society,
dominated by men, perpetuates and reinforces
this condition for, in the words of Machel:
the

general principal is to keep women in
ignorance or give them only an essential
minimum of education. Everywhere we
find that illiteracy is Mgher among women,
they are always a minority in schools,
colleges and universities even though they
are the majority of the population.^
Thus, we

see

the ideology of male chauvinism

and domination is not

quite unlike that of the

colonial oppressor - indeed both share the same
demonic desire to preserve the status quo.
B ut the history of humankind has always been
history of struggle. The struggle to objectify
the environment; the struggle to end theslave
trade and slavery; the struggle to shake free the
yoke of colonialism. The struggle for greater
civil rights. That is why today, all over the world,
people are crying out for more freedom and
democracy. Itis only natural, that women should
a

add their voices and cries to these other multitude
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for

a

bride. Lobola has become one of the most

archaic and grossly abused customs in this country

conformist is at times the best

propagated with the express intention of
destroying women's sense ofin itiative and
reducing them to passivity. Family
education itselfemphasizes and reinforces
this. From infancy the girl is brought up
differently from the boy and a feeling of
inferiority instilled into her. ‘

perception of women as objects at the

mercy of men is not changed for the better by
existence of the payment of lobola (bride wealth)

-

expression of freedom there is.

and it does not augur

well for the emancipation

of women, for in the minds

of

they are

men,

literally buying their brides - and they use this as
an excuse

to

perpetuate their dominance

and

chauvinism. In Women of Zimbabwe, Betazat
and Mwalo write that;

cultural

Role of Culture

who

opposed to the
emancipation of women because it is supposedly
against "our culture". "Our culture" seems to be
a
populsu: Zimbabwean catch-phrase least
understood. If "our culture" means pre-colonial
There

are

some

are

traditions and customs, then it is necessary to
consider these customs and beliefs from a

point of view of history. The pre(Zimbabwean) economy was agrarian.

materialistic
colonial

As such the

means

what could be

of wealth

was

the land and

exploited from it, through

agricultural activities. Men owned the means of
production. Men married women, and as such
women became sources of free labour. Polygamy
was

instated

so

incentiveis

more

they could reproduce children

-

that

labour to work the fields.

laws and rules, in
production, were
formulated, wherein the genesis of the silent and
submissive woman was blue-printed. It is the
policy of an owner of the means of production to
put blinkers on the eyes of the workers - cheap
A series of customs, beliefs,

line with the

means

of

labour must be seen, not heard. Hence we see that

historically, a man's wealth was not measured
only according to cattle and produce, but to the
number of women he had
meaning women
-

were a means

of wealth.

.

.

.

which

meanings when practised within the context of a
changes set ofeconomic relations. For example
since

part of lobola is now payable

in cash, the

payment of lobola has increasingly become a
commercial transaction with parents charging
exorbitant rates for educated daughters.*

Many women acquise to be reduced to this
level of being more commodities, and because of
intense and relentless socialization, it never occurs
to them to

question the whole set-up.
The

that men could have more labour

force, and women, of course came with an added

practices such as lobola

may not necessarily have been oppressive to
women in pre-capitalist societies, assumed new

Marriage Institution

But itmust be realized that the whole institution

marriage is not ordained and sanctioned by
remote and dubious deity as some quarter
of our society would like to believe. The
institu tion of marriage is a creation of humankind
through its material development - so too is the

of

some

- and as such not beyond
questioning and discarding. For what 'man' has
createdanother 'man' can put asunder.

concept of lobola

It must also be realized and disseminated that
the Legal Age of Majority Act empowers women
to refuse to have

lobola

paid for them.

Legal Age of Majority
Act was, as could be guessed, typical. So too, has
it been to other pieces of legislature aimed at
Male reaction to the

Sapem May,

1993

a

D
A

The

einancipution of women
the emancipation

means

of

men

too.
w

empowering

women, as
document in their book:

Batezat and Mwalo

Male reaction

to legislation that seeks to
change to the status of women
reflects their concern to maintain the
status quo within thefamily. Menfeel that

empower

the

new

control

laws threaten to erode their
women's labour and

over

sexuality.^

Pic. Jo«l Chiziwie, AIM.

Once

again, these fears are similar to the fears
of any other oppressor and exploiter. But the
time has come for men to realise that just as the
times are bringing forth a new world order and
a new man. the times are bringing forth a new
social order and

a new woman.

A

woman

a carpet for men to walk all over on.
ending of apartheid means more than
freeing the black people but the white people as
well, similarly, the emancipation of women
means the emancipation of men too. For how
can one be free when one is an oppressor?

as

the

It is time for men to realise that women do not
want to take

They merely want to be free,
as human
beings too.

over.

involved and considered
What is

one sex

without the other? Was not

Nehanda part of the

first Chimurenga? Were not
the number of grains of sand
in a desert, involved in the second Chimurenga?

numerous

NOW OUT

who

will not be

Just

SAFES BOOKS

women,

The

Gender in Southern

Africa:

Conceptual and Theoretical

GENDER IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

Issues (Edited by Ruth Meena)

Conceptual and Theoretical Issues

This book, written

by six feminist scholars,

examines liberal and conservative theories

underlying explanations of: feminism : and.
women’s

oppression. The book provides

an

overview of methodological andtheoretical issues

appertaining to: gender: studies and research in::
Southern Africa, It aiso tackles the issues of sex
mid

sexuality mid the problems of AIDS.

emancipation of women is not only
necessary, it is inevitable - whether men like it
or not. Once this inalienable fact is realized by
all, it would be the first step towards realizing
that it is upto both sexes to bring about desirable
change, for the emancipation of women is j ust as

BssentiaUy: posing: issues: and questions which:
havenotbeen handled by mainstream scholarship,::
The authors are challenging women and men to
liberate mainstream scholarship from its male
biases which limit oth understanding of socio-

fundamental to

economic and

it must be

men as

it is to

women.

It is and

Nothing should stop
us from
dreaming of a world where girls are no
longer brought up to believe that they are bom
merely to become somebody's wife, but to be
free, capable and strong individuals in their own
right. Free and equal.O
common cause.

RUZVIDZO MUPFUDZA is
student in the English

a

B.A. Hons final year

Department at the University of

Zimbabwe.

fFar aäertIsJng 4/wee, phone 7261160
L

write to: SAPPHO (Pvt) lid, P O Hox
MPItJ, Mi. Pleasant, Harare, Zimbahwe. j

Sai’EM May, 1993

The contributions in this collection

are

political {aocesscs which have
underdevelcpment of this
region. Given the failure of the previous models
in providing lasting solutions to the problems of
contributed to &e

undwdevelopment. poverty and exploitation.
EDITOR: RUIB MEENA
African intellectuals can no longer afford to
ignore the views and perspectives of half of its
population during this period when we are
II is hoped that the expositions of the
searching :^» alternative development models
llie confributoTS are particularly chalteiigiiig
in this book will succeed in caLUpg
male “progressive^* acadenucs: and female attention to scholatslopfOVidealtcmabv^itiodcis
scholars to take the initiative in deconsrtrucUng which ensure that women participate in both the
mainstream knowledge in order to produce a production of knowledge and the management
more balanced view, which will provide a broader
of their respective societies; and that their
understanding of the forces which continue to experiences also become part of the mainslream
oppress women and:men of this regiom
knowledge 0
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WHITHER THE ZIMBABWE OPPOSITION

MOVEMENT?
L.M. SACHIKONYE

N

I

THE first half of 1992, the

fortunes of the ZANU-PF

poUtical
government had

diminished considerably.

There existed food
shortages in both urban and rural sectors. Long
queues for the staple food ofmaize-meal became
a familiar
sight in the cities as did the presence of
riot police to maintain order while customers
jostled for the scarce commodity. The food
security policy of the government was in
shambles. Questions were asked in Parliament,
in the newspapers and elsewhere on why the
Grain Marketing Board (GMB) had presided
the

draining of strategic maize reserves up
to the end of 1991. Much more damning was the
criticism regarding the lack of urgency and speed
with which the government and the grain
parastatal had responded to the looming food
over

crisis.
The

drought of 1991/92 had wrought a
devastating impact not simply on agriculture but
on

other economic sectors.

In

some

cities

-

Bulawayo and Mutare - the manufacturing
industry operated well below capacity owing to
water shortage. In the second half of 1992, the
energy crisis affected all sectors of the economy
as the water for generating hydro-electric power
became

scarce.

The economic structural

adjustment programme (ESAP) was clearly off
The standing of the ZANU-PF
govemmenthad reached an all-time low in its 12
year history.
Yet a year is a long period in politics. As we
write these pages (in May 1993), the country had
been soaked in one of the most plentiful rain
seasons for years. Bumper harvests of food and
cashcrops are beginning to come in from both the
large-scale commercial and communal farming
sectors. In many cases, crop prices have been
significantly increased; in some cases, they have
been more than doubled. Agricultural incomes
will boost domestic demand. The economy pick
up again this year. So will ZANU-PF's fortunes,
according to conventional wisdom. The peasants
target.

will

fondly remember the tremendous efforts

made to enable them to get access to drought
food relief, we are told. They will also not forget
the

free seed and fertilizer distributed far and

wide in the rural

areas at the beginning of this
"bumper season”. President Robert Mugabe
made this "happy story" possible, we are also
told; the peasants constitute the majority of the

electorate and so their verdict in the 1995 elections
48

I

in

will be decisive.

early 1993.
What then

Opposition Movements
In this article, we assess the strength of the
challenge which the Zimbabwe opposition
pose to ZANU-PF and the
sustainabiUty of the latter's revived poUtical
fortunes. The Zimbabwe opposition movement
has been fragmented since independence in 1980.
Significant opposition to ZANU-PF in the 1985
elections emanated largely from PFZAPU (with
which it later merged in 1987) and the whitemovement

dominated Conservative AlUance of Zimbabwe

(CAZ) which was destined to lose its
parliamentary foothold in 1987 as a consequence
of constitutional changes. The United African
National Congress (UANC) then under Bishop
Abel Muzorewa and ZANU-NIX)NGA led by
Reverend Ndabaningi Sithole had been swept
aside in 1980 by the tide of mass support for the
national liberation movement jointly under

are the prospects of the existing
opposition parties in presenting a serious
challenge to ZANU-PF? The prospects are tied
up closely with the ideological agenda, alternative
programmes and organizational structures of
these parties. In ideological terms, very little
distinguishes them from ZANU-PF. They have
castigated the erstwhile "socialist-oriented"
pohcies of theZANU-PF government; advocated
the liberalization of the economy to give greater
space to "market forces" .argued for constitutional
changes to increase the number of checks and
balances in government.
Opposition parties
have also demanded the privatisation of most
parastatals including those which run the print
and electronic media. They were firm against
the one-party state concept and have applauded
political pluralism.

Zanu PF's Manoeuvres

ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU.
It was largely in the late

However, in the past few years, ZANU-PF

1980s that apotentially

viable

opposition movement began to emerge
against a ZANU-PF beset by an economic and
legitimacy crisis. Significantly, that opposition
movement was a breakaway movement from
ZANU-PFitselfled by Edgar Tekere. The 1990
elections were largely a bilateral contest between
Tekere's Zimbabwe Unity Movement (ZUM)
and Mugabe's ZANU-PF. The opposition parties
performed miserably winning between them
three seats out of the 120 parliamentary seats. In
the presidential election, Tekere received
413,840 votes as against 2,026,976 for Mugabe;
much of the opposition support emanated from
urban centres where it amounted 26 per cent of
total votes cast compared with its national average
of 17 per cent of the total vote.
The opposition movement has been further
fragmented since the 1990 elections with one
fraction of ZUM breaking away to form the
Democratic Party in 1991. An additional force
of opposition also emerged in 1991 as the Forum
for Democratic Reform Trust transformed itself
into

a

political party, the Forum Party of

Zimbabwe under the former Chief Justice Enoch
Dumbutshena in March 1992. Other

numerous

has disarmed the

opposition through its tacit

renunciation of sociaUsm and the one-party state

concept. Through ESAP, the liberahsation of
the economy has gathered momentum.
Privatisation is envisaged under ESAP.

There is

of the concept of political
pluralism, although in practice numerous
obstacles are created for opposition parties to
operate effectively. If anything, the professed
ideological position of the opposition parties
puts them on "the right" of ZANU-PF. Yet there
is no strong evidence of public support of ZANU
a

formal acceptance

PF's

own

shift from "socialist

redistribution

-

oriented"

policies of the 1980s. It is

bet that if there

was a

referendum

on

a

safe

ESAP

(which symbohzes ZANU-PF's shift to neoliberal policies), the party could very well lose.
In sum, the

opposition parties clearly lack a
ideology around which to
mobilize support. This is also reflected in the
weakness of their alternative programmes (where
they exist). They have been unable to coin
evocative Clinton-like slogans such as "the
economy, stupid" and to set out a credible
coherent alternative

alternative programme to revive the economy
and restore national control over it while reducing

tutelage of the World Bank (WB) and the
Monetary Fund (IMF). The

small parties have been formed but their national

the

standing is very weak. An attempt to stitch
together an United Front alliance consisting of
CAZ, Zanu-Ndonga and the UANC collapsed

International

programmes of the opposition parties on the land

question, social redistribution and human
Sapem May, 1993

purchase certain basic commodities

resources

consumers to

and

(such as bread) and services (such as transport
fares).

development are similarly un-original
un-unaspiring.
The organizational structures of the opposition
parties are still evolving. However, financial
and

organizational skills remain
constraints. Of course, these are problems not
confined to opposition parties. The recourse by

resources

ZANU-PF to

a

law which enables the state to

fund

political parties with at least 15 seats in
Parliament showed the inability of such a wellestablished party to finance its activities from
membership subscriptions. The Z$20 million
which ZANU-PF was guaranteed access to in
1993 gives it immense advantage over opposition
parties in the funding and consolidation of its
activities and structures. Legitimately, opposition
parties decry the strategic advantages bestowed
on ZANU-PF by the political funding legislation.

The middle classes have been equally affected
as

inflation, price de-regulation and eroded

President Robert Mugabe: Stillpopular among

who constitute the majority ofthe

support on a nation-wide
constituency - wide basis.
Finally, after some 30 years of existence first
on

as a conventional

nationalist party, then a national

liberation movement and

now a ruling party,
considerably. It is

incomes have undermined their living standards.

ZANU-PF has matured

Yet the

inevitable that it should lose touch with

found

opposition parties do not appear to have
a
formula for translating the

disenchantment with ZANU-PF's economic and
social policies into an effective political weapon.
Indeed, there is greater anxiety within certain
sectors of ZANU-PF itself that the economy
could be

a

damaging Achilles Heel and that WB

aspirations of the broad masses of its erstwhile
supporters. The combination of a deep-seated
economic crisis and growing political cynicism
and apathy do reflect a deepening hegemonic
crisis. Yet as

a

broad coalition of different social

interests, ZANU-PF still poses a formidable

and IMF intervention could yet prove an

obstacle to the

expensive political mistake. As arecentstatement
by theparty's Harare Province argued: the process
of marginalising the (ZANU-PF) Party in favour
"of foreign capitalist policies as

wins

opposition movement. It still
by-elections handsomely, as recently as it

did in March 1993. At the
the number of its

same

time,however,

supporters who bother to vote

for it at all continues to

plummet dramatically.

For, example, in Highfield only 2,000 out of

The creation of branch structures in urban and

the peasants

substantial electoral
rather than

Edgar Tekere the ZUM leader and Forum Chairman Enoch Dumbutshena: Their parties tack
coherent ideology around which to mobilize support.

a

electorate.

enunciated by the IMF andtheWorldBank

rural areas will be an uphill task for the opposition

parties. Access
already limited.

should

to state-controlled media is

great deal of disquiet about the painful hardships

induced by current economic reforms.

The "hard
sell" of the ESAP measures by ZANU-PF does
not appear to have succeeded.
Economic
restructuring has been painful for swathes of
industry. Retrenchments of the order of
approximately 25000 in the first two years of the
5-year ESAP programme have created shockwaves in industrial relations. The profitability of
most companies has been severely eroded as
monetary measures have resulted in the trebling
as

the erosion of incomes has

slump in the domestic market. The
phenomenon of "consumer resistance" has
surfaced as a symptom of the inability of
a

Sapem May, 1993

A

new

are

the

The
new

revival for the

revolutionary transformation of the
now our pressing agenda...

national is

We condemn in the strongest terms

all

reactionary manoeuvres by certain racist
interests and interests to privatise our

disenchantment towards 2^ANU-PF. There exists

of interest rates and

totally discarded.

World Bank and IMF

Impact of ESAP
spite of the formidable constraints
under which they operate, the opposition parties
could potentially tap into widespread

resulted in

be

colonizers.

Yet in

a

now

parastatals and sell

our

Government's

companies without the party's authority"
(Advertisement in the People's Voice of
25th April 1993).
Future

Prospects
analysis, however, the prospects of
opposition parties could hinge on whether there
is change to the electoral system. The "first past
the post" system favours a party with the largest
number of votes in a particular constituency and
noton a nation-wide basis. There is clearly need
In the last

for

a

debate

on

the democratic merits of a

proportional representation system. Such a
system would reward parties which gain

39,258 registered voters and in Bindura less than
4,000 out of 64,573 potential voters, voted at all
in the March

by-elections.
opposition parties could mobilize as
many voters the polls as ZANU-PF or weld a
similarly broad coalition of different social
If the

interests, then it could be in serious trouble.

be asked whether voter apathy
political expression of some sort, a
kind of sullen withdrawal from a political process
that is not regarded as representative and
transparent enough.
A year from now, the rains may not be as
plentiful as the season just gone past. There may
be no bumper harvests on the same scale. There
will be no hand-outs for peasants. And the
elections will not be many months away. Who
Indeed it may

itself is not

a

knows what the outcome will then be.
year

is

a

.

.

for

a

quite long time in politics?0
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INFORMATION FOR DEVELOPMENT, DEMOCRACRY
AND SECURITY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA: CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK FOR A RESEARCH AGENDA
dejen abate

I

NFORMATION

HAS

NOW

been

elevated information to

one

of the four main

ingredients of modern industrial activity, side by
side with labour, energy and flow of materials.'
Still others consider the salvation of the poor in
the poorest nations of the earth lies in their ability
to exploit their indigenous resource potential
using indigenous knowledge systems.^ On the
same vein, traditional
knowledge systems have
been credited as the technological storehouse for
ecological sustainability.^ In-depth economic
studies have confirmed, and clearly delineated,
the existence of an information sector as a major
branch of the national economy in many an
industrialised country.^ Information is perhapw
the single most important factor in the
maintenance of representative government.*
"Knowledge-intensive industry", "information
economy", "information is power" are no longer
jargons of well-wishers and advocates of postindustrialisation but sheer realities engaging the
attention of governments, human rights activists
and environmentalists, amongst many others.
Information work earns tens, if not hundreds, of
millions of workers their monthly wages. That
information is crucial to human existence has
never been

in dispute.

The novelty is the fact that
any improvement in human well-being requires
increasingly more information activity.
It is therefore no wonder that many a learned
observer has concluded that

an

information

revolution is in the making,

feeding on immense
technological advance. Technical change in turn

is

creating the material and social basis for, what
arguably, the emergence of an "information
age".
Surely, the information revolution is not taking
place in Africa. Africa is neither a user nor a
generator of information technology, the deriving
is

force of the information revolution. But, come
the information age, Africa, along with the rich
and poor of the world, will be in the midst of it.
To be dissociated from, or to opt out on,

technological change is
impact, its
reasons are

50

Africa, for better

a)

or worse, is party to the
global order, it is increasingly Linked to the
global economy;
as the weaker partner, it is at the
receiving
end, even efforts at delinking may not bear

acknowledged as a factor of production along
with labour, land and capital. Others have

thing; to avoid its
is yet another. The

one

consequences
obvious;

b)

fruit without external support;
Africa's own experience over the last three

c)

decades indicates its

incapacity to curtail
by foreign life styles, economic
dicta, political doctrines and technology.
Any notion that Africa will stay out of and
remain unscathed by the information age is
inroads

hence sheer

naivety.

What is being suggested within is not however
the

pursuit of information technology options to
enable Africa to catch up with the rest of the
world. To the contrary, the paper proceeds from
the conviction that the African information

agenda is not at least in the medium-term
technology driven. In fact, what is being
recommended is an in-depth research into the
key variables that determine the social
information activity in the African context.
The

Challenges To Southern Africa

For the purposes of this paper, the Southern
Africa region comprises the ten majority ruled
countries members of the Southern African

with the

governments of the region to re-examine and
alter their otherwise consistent

apartheid South Africa, creating
potential discord. At the same time, the
hegemonic role of the Republic of South Africa
has provided the raison d'etre for the SADCC
which is gradually emerging from a loose
cooperation scheme into a blueprint for economic
integration.
Equally fundamental differences are also
discernible.
The countries possess widely
different levels of economic conditions, living
standards and social amenities. They exercise

varying styles of governance resulting from the
different paths they took towards nationhood;
the policy choices the leadership took following
independence; and not the least, the consequences
these hold for further developments.
The similarity and diversity characteristic of
the region coupled with the common aspirations
the peoples and governments of the region hold
for each other provide a unique opportunity for
meaningful research work, and possibly for the
translation of the research results into operational
actions.
Since, diversity juxtaposed with a
common will divulges complementaries.

Development Community (SADC). These ten
are Angola, Botswana, Lesotho,
Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland,

these countries
scheme is

they
they

are

no

are

bound

together in the SADC

accident. Aside from the fact that

present-day geographic neighbours,

are countries populated by peoples who
have been in constant interaction over centuries;

they have gone through a similar past checked
with unsurpassed successes as well as painful
disappointments; they are a group of countries
that stood the test of hard times

-

those

Front and the Frontline States that

after

war

are

the

fought

war
of colonial and racial domination.

They have a largely similar climate and
topography-more importantly though they share
a large number of natural resource endowments.
Ironically, the single most important element
of both their unity and discord is their relation

policy stance

vis-a-vis

countries

Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. The fact that

Republic of South Africa. Political and
expediences have often forced most

economic

The

Development Challenge

As the South Commission put it,

development

is

basically "a process which enables human
beings to realise their potential, build their
confidence and lead lives of dignity and
fulfilment."* This implies that development
involves a continuous improvement in the
material, physiological and spiritual well-being
of people. Over the last two decades a new wave
of development thought has emerged arguing
that the failure of development efforts,
particularly in Sub-saharan Africa, is by and
large attributable to the neglect of people as the
focus of development.’
What makes

people-centered development
appealing at this moment in time is neither its
novelty, nor the degree of consensus reached
amongst development thinkers and actors. With
the crisis of the

1980s and the structural
Sapem

May, 1993

3

0
adjustment that followed in its wake, poverty
Hence, there
is now more than ever a recognition that the
alleviation of poverty, and people as its victims,
should take centre stage in development
has reached dramatic propositions.

strategies.*
Hence, one may safely conclude that the most

pressing development challenges for the
Southern African region are:
human resources development including
employment and income, health, educa'

tional related issues;

and

food

security including food self-sufficiency, rural development, agricultural development and related aspects.

•

But the above human

development goals
require in particular:
appropriate management of the natural

would
•

resource

effective

•

base,

public administration and

eco-

nomic management;

harnessing of science and technology ineluding indigenous knowledge; and
the development of viable manufacturing,
service and foreign trade sectors.'"

•

•

The

Challenges Of Democracy, Human
Rights And Governance
Democracy and respect for human rights are
ends in themselves in a long list of human
aspirations. B u t they are also means for attaining
human development. The source of the
relationship between democracy and
development was described as follows:

development is a process whichfrees
people from the fear of want and
exploitation. It is a movement awayfrom
political, economic or social oppression.
Throughdevelopment independence
acquires its true significance ...But a
nation is its people...To articulate their
interests and to influence the course of
national development they have to be
free...to be able to choose those who
govern must be accountable to the
people..people's interests and desires can
only be known when they are free - and
...

—

have the channels

-

to express

them."

The

spectacular changes that took shape over
three years in the African political
landscape indicate that not only the perception
but the exercise of democracy is to undergo
significant shifts.'* There is a large degree of
agreement amongst analysts as to the causes,
the past

both domestic and external, for the fall of the

state.'*

one-party

There is

as much convergence that newly
acquired liberties have to be sustained and the
exercise of democracy to be ‘deepened’. But
analysts are also fearful that democratic gains
could easily be rolled-back, particularly in
countries where changes were merely cosmetic. '*
Another point of anxiety and often of convergence
has been the roles and capacities of the major
actors: the state and civil society.
The sustainability of democracy will depend
on the extent of success on the very issues that
led to the fall of the one-party state. Amongst
such domestic causes was the inability of the
state to deliver on its key mandates - the national
question, the land question, human rights,
question ofincome distribution, wages and prices
and a host of questions in the realms of social and

cultural amenities.

The reformed state would

naturally inherit these pent-up demands.'*
But the state will not be the only actor in the
reformed governance scheme. Civil society in

of democracy has been
interpreted in diverse ways, as its custodianship
changed hands. In a brief post colonial history
of

Africa has witnessed the
emergence, and now the fall of the 'one party,
one leader’ state, which, despite its initial
legitimacy, has been masquerading in the name
of democracy, national unity, territorial integrity,
social harmony, dictatorship of the proletariat
thirty

years,

and national

security.'*
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Republic of South
Despite the fact that apparent strategic
security
threats (armed
aggression,
destabilisation, assassinations, etc) have subsided
in recent years, the countries of the region cannot
put down their guard until majority rule is installed
in the RSA. Hence, strategic security remains a
key challenge.
But non-strategic security which has its roots
in the region's asymmetric relations with the
RSA, and the latter's hegemonic role in the
region’s inter-state economic relations, is
becoming an increasingly important challenge.
The challenge of economic dependence would
naturally tow along with it a whole class of social
and cultural dependence. Concern for the security
and dependence challenges to the region arises
not merely because it represents a major
predicament for the region but also because it has
major ramifications for all the countries’
Africa.

endeavors

remain

manner in
which the relations between the state and civil
a

potent force.

Hence the

society develop and to what extent each remains
accountable to society at large will be a key
government
that this

challenge.'* It has been observed

separation and the democratisation of

each witliin well defined rules for pluralism may
lead to

a

practical realisation of democracy.'*

However, it has been convincingly shown that
the African state is weak and

so

is civil society.

To date, the state has been

by-passing and often
ignoring the existence of civil society. The latter
on its part has been disengaging itself, trying to
out-wit the constraints placed on it and its
constituency by the state. The question, and the
challenge is: how far can the state withstand,
given its inherent weakness, the pressure civil
society mounts? How much space could the
state relinquish without jeopardising its own
existence and effectiveness?

exactly where the fine-tuning of
democracy and governance based on objective
national realities come into the picture and which
one

observer referred to as:"... the identification

of workable

political arrangements
the nuts
defining workable rules of the
...

and bolts of

political game".'*
The

Challenges Of Security and Dccndcncc
single most important security challenge

The

both domestic and international;

-

developmental, political and cultural.
The dilemma is exacerbated by the
opportunities formajority rule in the RSA. Would
the security and dependence challenges evaporate
if the RSA becomes

a

majority-ruled stale? To

the least, this possibility is creating a lot of
anxiety and has already contributed to a few
concrete steps in the region's existing economic
cooperation schemes such as the SADCC and
say

the SACU.*»

Not many

its multifarious forms has been active and will

This is

But the concept

for Southern Africa is the

have had the chance to analyse

paste facto the most recent changes in the RSA
in

profound as the situation merits.
major strands of opinion however seem to

a manner as

Two

dominate.
One side holds that the

strategic security
considerably but the
challenge of dependence (and to the extent
dependence bears security concerns) will remain.
concerns

would diminish

long as the popular national
reconstruction is not underway in South

So

Africa and in the region, relations between
the countries that constitute the region
will continue to be marked by the inequality
inherent in region will continue to be
marked by the inequality inherent in
capitalist expansion...As a result the global
neo-colonial solution involves. ..conflicts
between them.^'
The other opinion stipulates

that the integration
majority-ruled nation will". . .
constitute amajorelementof sub-regional growth
and development in the period ahead. The size
of the economy of South Africa could act as the
locomotive of growth..." B ut even this apparently
more optimistic and liberal assessment cautions
of the RSA

as a

Africa's strong economy is also
likely to be a cause of apprehension arui
anxiety in the region. A laissez-faire
approach to economic integration in a
sub-region with gross economic
disparities, might tend to entrenchexisting
inequalities and imbalances.^^
...South
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accountability, transparency and predictability
are

The

Relationship Between Information And
Development, Democracy And Security

seen

as

governance.

both ends

means

to

effective

In the words of one observer:

Information links the various branches and
actors in

an economy by facilitating knowledge
about resources; enabling producers to keep track

requires

of shifts in investment,

supply and demand; and,
bypermitting consumers to minimise theirchoice
on the basis of prices and supply. Information
helped to effect distribution and transaction thus
linking production and consumption. It is a
direct input, in the form of technical and
managerial know-how, to productive activity in
aU sectors of the economy. Therefore, one of the
most obvious relationships between information
and development is through the latter's influence
on the generation and management of wealth.
But this relationship is bi-directional. Economic
activity, having used informational and other
inputs, produces further information amongst
other products.
Aside from the economic sphere, information

all other civil and political

rights are
normally indirectly connected with the
right to freedom ofexpression. The same
is true ofeconomic, social and cultural
rights and the right of peoples to selfdetermination
The codification of the
freedom ofexpression and the associated
rights to impost, receive and access
information in domestic constitutional
provisions; the existence ofcorresponding
guarantees for their protection; and the
legitimacy and necessity attached to any
restrictions that may be placed on their
exercise in thus a true measure of
democracy
[In turn freedom of
expression constitutes] an effective
guarantee of freedom, democracy and
...

.
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where

communication between citizens and

officials, as opposed to personal channels
which empower special interests and
provide opportunities for corruption.^
Ideological Dimensions of the Information
Problematique
The field of information is

such

vast issue space

philosophical, legal, p>olitical, economic,
cultural and social ramifications are pertinent to
the challenges presented earlier. This vast issue
space could be dissected in a number of ways to
make it wieldy for analysis and discussion.
The social information activity is a reflection
of social relations in general and of the relations
between state, civil society and society at large in
particular. At important junctures of social
change as at present, the ideological dimension
of the information problematique could be best
analyzed, on the one hand, as an outcome of the
hitherto prevailing relation between state and
society, and on the other as an indispensable tool
for the realization of desired, projected models
a

detailed examination of

conceptual scheme as a normative model that
explains the national information activity as
taking place within the confines of six socially
a

of the governance

measures

a

whose

defined parameters.
The obligation to

qualitative

.

.

...

In order to enable

issue.
This is not only in the Foucouldian
philosophical sense of power implying
knowledge and vice-versa, but in more practical
terms

.

such past and desired future relations, we propose

social progress.'^*

core

.

of such relations.

...

Information is at the

.

.

social, cultural and environmental well-being

...

an

.

has similar levels of influence in the realms of

by virtue of its influence in stimulating creativity,
spreading knowledge, enhancing participation,
promoting social cohesion, facilitating the
measurement of change etc.
Information is the object for the exercise of a
basic human liberty - the freedom of expression.
As such it has been the goal for many a political
struggle. But, in addition, as the Special
Rapporteurs of UN Commission on Human
Rights recently noted;

the

development of accountability
underpinning of information
and a system of that is open to discovery
and connection
unimpededflows of
financial and economic information are
fundamental to the effective working of
the economy and they underpin economic
[transparerKy]. political transparency
refers to political competitiveness,
tolerancefor diversity andpolicy-making
ultimately dependent on expressions of
citizens preference
access to
information and freedom of expression
are fundamental to the
responsible
exercise of voice;
a wide range of
government information [ought to be]
accessible through public records and
confidential classifications restricted.
Political openness includes the
institutionalization of channels of
...

as

inform is perhaps the most
important since it gives rise to the duties of the
state and its citizens to divulge information on
their respective actions. The states's behaviour
vis-a-vis the information in its custody is of
primordial importance to democratic rule and

social progress. The obligation to inform is not
however unique to the state, but equally applies
to all legal and individual persons, public and
private economic actors, political associations,
community organisations, etc.
In practice, only a trickle of the mass of
information that ought to be released in the
discharge of this obligation comes to the surface.
The shortcoming is to a large part due to the
tendency of African governments to rule in
secrecy than with openness; to impart fear than

confidence.

It is also

partly caused by the absence of
guidelines in the conduct of
administration which leaves the public at the
mercy of the idiosyncrasies of bureaucrats who
often choose to hide facts than to satisfy the
citizen's desire to know. Civil society on its part
has been mimicking the state, declaring as little
as possible. Private sector operators are,’ on the
one hand, beneficiaries of the private channels
norms

and

of communication that thrive between them and
the state in the patron-client relationship typical
of the

day. On the other hand, they guard their
public eye with utmost
secrecy. Similarly, relations between the state
and the international community are handled
behind the public's sight. Even those agencies
and governments that at the moment cry for
openness and transparency are accomplices to
this state of affairs; they hardly keep the public,
to whom they claim they provide aid and lend
26
money, informed.
The right to inform has two fundamental
aspects. The first is the ability to impart
activities from the

information at will with
measures

no

fear of counter

by the state or third parties. This is the

essenceofArticle 19 of the Universal Declaration
of Human

Rights and of the International
Civil and Political Rights. By
definition, the constitution is to recognize this
right, and the state to safeguard it. This is what
is commonly known as thefreedom of
expression, and by extension, the freedom of
Covenant

on

the press.

The second aspect of the right to inform (here
from referred to

as the capacity to inform) is the
legal, economic and/or technical ability to have
access to the means of informing. This latter
aspect of the right to inform is complex and the
public's ability to attain it depends amongst
other things on the ownership and financial

structure of the means of

information; the cost

of

accessing such means; the relationship of
power formations with information utilities; the
competence of the informer to construct and
receive the message; the geographical
distribution of the major means of information;
etc.^’
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The record of Africa in the exercise of the

freedom of expression,

particularly in terms of
constitutional guarantees, the extent to which the
state safeguards these guarantees, and the manner
in which the relationship between the two has
evolved is nothing but paradoxal. Reasons of
national security and social harmony are invoked
once
again to justify the state's behaviour.
The overwhelming limitations on expression
have to date made any thorough discussion of the
capacity to inform, trivial and even extravagant.
This has in turn suppressed the expansion of
essential infrastructure and manpower resources

by severely restricting the demand for and the
supply of information.
The right to be informed is the mirror image
of the

capacity to inform - the former focuses on
transmission, this latter one on acquisition. It
implies the extent of equitable access to publicly
available information. It forms

an

element of

what is referred to in popular parlance as
to

information

or

the right

freedom of information. Like

the

capacity to inform, there are two important
aspects to it: the right to access information, and
the technical and economic

means

to access

what is

permitted under that right. With respect
to the state, the former overlaps with the state's
obligation to inform but does notreplace itsince,
under the right to information, the burden of
positive action by the state is relatively minimized
than would be the case under the obligation to
inform.

behaviour

assumes

with the brutal

its totalitarian

manner

from its citizens. It is for this

reason

has been

that the

capacity to withhold information, often
misunderstood as solely consisting of the right
to personal privacy, becomes of crucial
importance to Africa. As such, it is a major check
to maintain balance between the obligation to
inform and the capacities to inform and to be
informed, respectively.
After having reviewed the obligation and the
right to inform andto be informed there still
remains iresidualsocialmotivetoinform which
encompasses alarge class of information activity
arising from scientific, cultural, economic or

exist

dichotomy (an incompatibility) between
supply based at urban centres and
mainly catering to urban demand (the latter in
any case approximating ‘foreign' demand) and

Having reviewed key elements of the
ideological dimension of the information
problematique, and before we proceed to describe
the institutional/infrastructural dimension, we

put forward a number of questions that ought to
be addressed
-

And, in this respiect should its obligation to
inform be defined by law or left to its
discretion? Would the State be weakened
if it permitted

On the other hand, its advancement suffers

-

ameliorate the technical and economic

find that

development of even the residual

constrained (eg scientific and
technological information activities). And in turn

type is

this had ramifications,

of both

a

-

long and short-

In African

practice, the right to access
heavily curtailed. No law or
administrative rule save the good intentions of a
bureaucrat, grant such a possibility. The
consequence on the strength and the role of civil
society are immense; so is it for accountable
government and transparent administrative
conduct.

The constraints

on

the

means

underlying the

capacity to be informed, including what is even
publicly available, take numerous forms:
economic (eg purchasing power), linguistic,
technical (literacy, geographic coverage,
proximity), physical health (disabilities) and a

the sharing of knowledge,
ideas and experience and on the emergence of
shared ideals, goals and identity.

information

host of other limitations and biases that may

telecommunication sectors.^'

disadvantage the individual citizen and groups
thereof. Although the African State has not been
absolutely oblivious to identify some of these

very few exceptions, the merits of the public
service model were used to disguise outright

constraints, its efforts have been insufficient and
the results nevertheless dismal. Even if resource

genuine problem, the urge for
preservation of power, policy indifference
and outright bias against certain social groups
have been equally at the root of the problem.
The right to withhold information has been
the exclusive privilege of the State and its clients.
Along with its reluctance to meet its obligation to
inform and depriving citizens of their right to
are a

the

inform and to be informed, the African state's
Sapem May, 1993

-

to

foreign culture and the concomitant erosion of
indigenous values and identity.^’
Another dimension of the problem is the fact

critical

an

issue

as

the

ca-

better maintain balance between the

information?
-

Is progress in
and

the liberalisation of the rights
obligations to inform and to be in-

formed beneficial

(conditional) to the ad-

vancement of information activities of a

scientific, cultural and social nature?
-

Is there

a

substantial threat to African cul-

ture

arising from foreign information
sources and products?
Is it desirable to
curtail such sources? Does pluralism in
information sources hold risks and adverse

control of

has been the exacerbation of the entrenchment of

as

pacity to inform? Does it deserve equal
treatment in respect of the state's actions?
Is it essential (useful) to define the capacity
to withhold information by the state? By
civil society? Individuals? Would it help
obligation to inform and the right to access

In Africa, with

virtually all institutional means of
information. The consequences are such that the
populace seeks, consumes and, even worse has
more trust in foreign sources. Quality of
locally
generated information has so deteriorated it had
been marginalised in its home-ground. In return
local sources's loss of local patronage deters
furtherinformational development. The end result

ca-

pacity to inform but to also make it more
equitable and accessible? Is this construetive/debilitative to the strengthening of state
-society relations?
Is the capacity to be informed, in all its
dimensions,

The sixth and last element in the scheme for

analyzing the ideological dimension of the
problematique is what we wish to
label for lack of a better phrase, the choice to
information. The choice to information signifies
the diversity of information sources available to
the public to enable it to exercise its freedom of
choice. It refers in this sense to 'pluralism'. This
has been the focus of likely debate between the
merits and shortcomings of the 'market' and
'public service' models to information delivery,
particularly in the realms of the broadcasting and

this? Should similar obligaimposed on civil society?
Should there be, in principle, limitations on
the exercise of the right to inform? Should
the state take positive action not only to
tions be

fact that in the absence of the freedoms for
we

accountable in its actions?

cesses, more

and directly affected by limitations
imposed on these rights. It is not a result of the
legalobUgation to inform; rather, it is volunteered.

informational

by research and debate.
drastically
open, more transparent in its pro-

Should the African State be
more

is it routinely

expression and information,

a

the interest and needs of rural folk.

social interests. It neither arises, per se, as an
exercise of the right to inform or be informed nor

(or
benefits) from technical and economic factors
inhibiting (or enabling) the exercise of the
capacities to inform or to be informed. And, it is
this quasi-direct relationship that explains the

information source and product
well established that there presently

so

information

term, on creativity, on

information is

limitations

that the' foreign'

prop>ortions

its extracts information

effects?
-

Is the information issue
to be made to

pertinent enough

compete for policy attention

at a level given to food, human resources
development, transport, energy?

The Information

Problematique And Policy
Actors

The

conceptualisation of the information
problematique by agents of the State in their
roles as policy actors has a direct bearing on
institutional and infrastructural developments.
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At the heart of the

is often the

with

indigenous knowledge

problem is the ambiguous
perception that the various information functions
are organically distinct, which has led to the
prevailing compartmentalisation of national
information
activities,
curtailing
complementaries, and where applicable,

statistics, televisions documentary, or a book on

as

library shelf. It remains an encryption of the
human observation of its environment,
Thirdly the various component of the national
information activity are heavily interdependent.
The media rely on upstream information activities

systems information services for rural dwellers,

economies of scale.

such

It is

major contention of this paper that
prevailing division amongst information
a

functions is artificial and the

manner

in which

the State intervenes in the information

sphere
arbitrary. For instance, statisticel and library
work are recognised strictly on their own merits
and not as two complementary elements of the
same parent activity. Add to these two public
information functions, activities such as

development communication, trade information,
land use information, environmentalmonitoring,
tax administration information just to mention
-

a

few - then it is clear that

that cuts

across

an

information sector

conventional sectors of the

a

as

written communication, etc. Hence,

we

are

arbitrary is supported by the following. Firstly,
the information

sources

these diverse activities

the

and beneficiaries for

are one

and the same. It is

that are the subjects of the
household survey, the audience for development
communication, the users of the public library
system, the readers ofthe local press, etc. Needless
to say there are peculiarities, in space and over
same

tax

payers

time, to their information needs, the information

they generate, etc. But the peculiarities amongst
are no greater than peculiarities amongst
consumers and/or producers of different crops/
or products in the agricultural or industrial sectors.
Secondly, for all practical purposes the inputs
required for information functions are by and
large the same. There does exist such a thing as,
information manpower to the same extent as we
them

talk about industrial manpower. The
technologies used for information functions are
being increasingly' unified' mainly as a result of
can

microelectronics. But

even

at the mechanical

and electronical stages, the technologies for
information storage and transmission (printing,

photography, radio, etc) were equally applicable
to all functions. The third major input in
information work - data - is in its inherent form
the same whether it is eventually deciphered into
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inclined to conclude that

a

unified

conception of information functions might be a
vastly more useful appa-oach to improving the

earlier.

distributed amongst a maze of departments.
Our assertion that the prevailing divisions are

with all due

cognisance to the relation behind the manner in
which information functions are presently
organised (and we admit there are j ustifications);

various information functions

be

the

timely
coverage and dissemination; on the postal service
for distribution, etc. In turn media products
constitute the knowledge stock for libraries; the
reading material for post-library programmes.
The publishing industry is the back-bone for

means

are seen to

and

on

telecommunication infrastructure for

does exist. Even more worrisome,
however, is the lack of linkage between the subprocesses of the information process, ie between
generation(eg statistical data collection);
intermediation (statistical data dissemination);
reception (public's ability to access it); and use,
(data intopretation). Compartmentalisation of
information policy functions is not unique to the
higher echelons of the bureaucracy but also
typical of even the smallest agencies where the
economy

statistical data collection

interpretation for reliable reporting;

not

to inform and to be informed.

This does

imply that central statistical offices ought to

merge with the national broadcasting agency, or
the airlines computer files will be leaded on the
tax office's

computer. What is being submitted is

that there ought to be a level ofplanning, decision-

making and coordination that will make the
presently opaque divisions more transparent in a
manner

case

information for environmental management

and
mitigation, the school library system
just to mention a few.
The third practical consequence has been the
lack of strategic planning in the information
disaster

sector which

is felt at the level of human,

institutional and

manufacturing capacity

-

building.
A fourth consequence

has been the lack of
information handling
institutions resulting in the duplication of data
collection exercises, consuming significant
coordination amongst

resources.

And

worse

still, those different

give rise to different estimates for
identical variables, which puts at risk the
credibility of each and every exercise.^' A lack
of clear division of responsibilities creates
bureaucratic infighting.
Another major consequence has been the
exercises

absence of mechanisms to look after external
information related

developments both of an
regards the

adverse and beneficial nature. As

former, it would be desirable for countries to

keep themselves abreast of developments in the
information technology field. Regional
cooperation, which holds tremendous potential
remains virtually untapped.

that is commensurate with the demands

posed by the ideological factors discussed much
Having tried to show the arbitrary and artificial
nature of the divisions

functions, which

are

amongst information
in broad terms reflective of

the overall

perceptions of policy actor, we will
briefly assess the consequences of such
perceptions on information infrastructure
development in Africa.
The first calamity in the chain of confusions is
the essence of the information debate itself. This

essentially takes place at two extremes of
policy continuum with a large gap in between.
At one extreme is the technology choice debate
which is gradually turning into a monologue
with the new-technology advocates gaining
debate
a

ground.’*’ The opposing view holds that the new
information

technologies are expensive and too
sophisticated. At the other extreme is the euphoria
over the relaxation of censorship and press
restrictions following policy liberalisation.
Concentration of attention

on

either

or

both,

substantially different
terms of fulfilling societal

alone is not to lead to
circumstances in

information needs.
The second

Information Generation
A proper assessment of the information jaocess

practical

consequence

has been

the concentration of information services in

certain sectors of the economy

and to certain
categories of beneficiaries, others being virtually
left out. Important segments of the national
information activity have been virtually neglected

in any given social framework should start with
a close look into information generation. A first

should be targeted at the identity
who is/are the sources
information in a society composed of a

set of questions

of \he information source :
of

multitude of actors?
heard? Who has

Byextension, who is often

access

to the

means

and who is

marginalised? Who is addressing whom?
A second setof questions concerns ihecontent
and relevance of the so-generated information.
What is generated? Is it relevant and to whom?
Similarly, it is primordial to know its coverage.
Are there any

issue biases?

Sectoral or

geographical biases? The timeliness and timing
of information generation both in terms of the
right information not being produced at the right
time and uncalled-for information being
produced in its stead demand similar scrutiny.”
The importance of the accuracy of the
information needs no emphasis. What are the
guarantees for accuracy from a legal, ethical as
well as technical point of view? What are the
opportunities for countercheck? What are the
guarantees for accuracy from a legal, ethical as
well as technical point of view? What are the
oi^rtunities for countercheck? What are the
guarantees against erroneous, malicious
misinterpretation of hard facts? Who executes
guarantee

scheme?”
Sapem May, 1993

Information Intermediation

of both technological

This is the realm of the circulation of

information.

It is also the information sector

proper. The following paragraphs are concerned
with four major factors in the intermediation
process.

The first is the

ownership and financing

of the intermediation process. A large
number of questions will have to be entertained:
structure

how does the prevailing financing compare with
prevailing economic policies (market, public,
mixed)? Is information intermediation (and
segments thereoO considered a public service?
If so, is this being eroded with emerging policies?
How has structural adjustment affected

information intermediation?

What

are

the

circumstances

surrounding the pricing of
goods in the public and private
sphere? What does the picture look like in terms
information

of taxation, subsidies, incentives etc? Are there

regulatory mechanisms on the concentration of
ownership, financing and revenue sourcing?
A second set of major factors in the
intermediation process consist of information
technology. A distinction would however have
to be made between those technologies that are
(a) up-to-date and that are by-and-large
microchip controlled, ie new technologies, or
the application of new technologies to basic
needs problems.
In the area of new information technologies,
the countries of the region have as yet to address
the critical issue of information

technology

acquisition and application. Is there a coherent
information technology policy and is it
comprehensive and sufficiently integrated to
overall and other sectoral policies? Has it been
translated into organizational, financing,
manpower and other operational provisions?
What combination of state regulatory and
facultative interventions provide optimum
results? What are the application areas of major
importance sectorallyandfunctionally? Do these
areas match areas of social
priorities? Are
prevailing economic reform measures (e .g public
deficit reduction, import liberalization,
privatization, etc) likely to affect information
technology acquisition and application trends?

The issues that have to be confronted in the
area

of conventional information

technologies

quite different from the above These are
technologies that were by-and-large introduced
several decades ago (eg broadcasting,
communication, printing etc). The single most
important question should therefore be the stage
reached in terms of local technological capacity
to maintain, manufacture and use innovatively
such technologies. There are explanatory factors
are

Sapem May, 1993

.

as

well

andmarketnature, domestic

international that would

as

help to

elucidate either the relative advances

or lag
prevalent in the countries concerned. A proper

assessment of such factors

is essential to

rationalise use of these technologies as well as to
draw valuable lessons in efforts to plan for new

information

technologies.
major factor in information
intermediation is the availability of information
utilities which are essentially the conduits for
information
broadcasting facilities,
telecommunications, piostal services, libraries,
publishing houses, statistical services,
information systems, etc. Accessibility of these
utilities in terms of their proximity, price,
numerical adequacy, quality of service, ease of
The third

use, etc,

is the

core

issue of the information

pjroblematique. Thus, each one of these utilities
hastobeevaluatedvisavis the above accessibility
criteria. It is also noteworthy that there is some
degree of substitution between certain utilities,
eg, between telecommunications and postal
services, libraries and information systems, etc.
The concept of "technology blending" is a
rather recent one.

Itemerges from contradictions
technology use in developing
countries. The introduction of new technologies
even in the px)orest of nations is inevitable. But,
in general, developing countries do not have the
capacity to pay for use optionally, maintain and
to further develop domestic potential in these
technologies. On the other hand, new
technologies hold a large pwtential to solving
fundamental technical problems in such
inherent in

new

countries. Good technical solutions, however,
need to be adapted to local circumstances.
Technology blending is an approach whereby
adaptation and capacity-building will proceed
by selectively introducing new technologies in
basic needs problem ares alongside older
technologies to maximize appropriateness and
the use of existing capacity. Technology blending
is therefore a useful conceptual tool for
technology choice and application both in terms
of evaluating post experience and planning the

future.”

Information

reception

A host of economic, cultural and social factors

limit

advance,the receipting/use of
As one observer put it: The
willingness and ability to pay for access to
or

information.

opinions transmitted through the media,
constantly overpowers actual and potential
demand which is not backed by resources of
time, money and know-how."” This statement
is equally true for products and services that are
distributed free.
Hence, purchasing fwwer,
knowledge, language ability, literacy and

behaviourial predispositions amongst many
others, profoundly affect the reception and use of
information.

The Political

Economy of Information in
Underdevelopment
The political economy of information is, in
broad terms, a study of the manner in which
political and economic power formations shape
the social information activity and how the latter
in turn serves dominant political and economic
interests. The political economy of information
in predominantly capitalist relations has been
the Context of

addressed by numerous scholars. Its characteristic
features

alia:

inter

the

increasing
increasing
engagement of monopoly capital in information
processes and correspondingly the progressive
withdrawal of the public sector from socially
important information delivery functions; the
ever
increasing role of the information sectors in
the economy; changes in information
consumption habits and the manner of inducing
such habits; the ever growing role of transnational
information capital, its internationalization and
its growing influence on developing countries;
the advantages accruing to non-information
monopoly capital from such global expansion
and the diversification of such capital into
information activities; the narrowing of the
revenue base of information enterprises and their
increasing reliance on monopoly capital outlays;
and, the determining role played by information
technology to underpin these developments.
The upshot of all the above is that, inter alia,
there is a marginalization of a sector of capitalist
society and of the developing world at large from
are

commoditization of information; the

mainstream information and hence to
from

mainstream

life;

an

extent

the

increasing
interdep)endence between p>olitical, market and
information px)wer; tremendous advances being
made pxissible through this relationship in the
area of information
technology including
infrastructure, manpower and research capacity;
an
equally impiressive growth in the variety of
information services in terms of products, outlets,
alternati''e transmission channels, etc leading on
one hand to a "quasi-genuine"
pluralism in
information media and

on

the other to

an

information overload; and, an ever

expanding
application ofinformation technology for solving
technical problems, for augmenting human
capacity at problem solving and for enhancing
efficiency.
Needless to say the scene we have tried to
depict above does not pjrevail in the developing
world at large though some major developments
in this direction

are

discernible in

some

industrializing countries in Southeast Asia and
Latin America. In fact an elaborate analysis of
55
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Bhalla(ed); Small andMedium Enterprises:

context of

Technology Policies and Options; New
York: Greenwood Press (1991); p. 237.
See Oluwayomi David Atte; ‘Indigenous
Local Knowledgeas Key to Local Level
Development: Possibilities, Constraints and
Planning Issues in the Context of Africa”;
paper presented to the Seminar on Reviving Local Self-Reliance: Challenges for
Rural/Regional Development in Eastern
and Southern Africa, 21st-24th February

political economy of information in the
underdevelopment based on sound
empirical research does not exist. But certain
hypothetical,/>riffiafacile observations could be
made concerning Africa: the state is the most
important information actor by virtue of its
hegemonic role in political and economic Ufe.
Consequently, in many a country it either owns
or is in a position to influence the fmancing and
operation of whole branches of the information
sector. By virtue of its uni-modal character
where the executive wing predominates, the
government often possess unlinnited discretionary
and regulatory power over information activities.
The influence of economic power on the social
information activity is felt, as in other sectors,
through the patron-client relationship that
prevails between agents of the state and the
private sector. Pluralism of information sources
is highly restricted. Whereas the state subsidizes
and/or wholly finances a large proportion of the
national information activity often providing
services free of charge, a large proportion of the
public caimot still avail itself of these due to
purchasing power limitations other structural
bottlenecks. The national information activity is
geared towards maintaining the political and

2.

4.

11.

South Commission, ibid.

12.

Posey; “Ways and
Means of Strengthening Sustainable and
Environmentally Sound Self-development
of Indigenous Peoples”: Background Pa-

in Southern Africa: Towards a Conceptual Framework”; In: Southern Africa
Political Economy Monthly, Vol. 4, No. 6,
1991; p.46.

13.

See Samuel Decalo's "The process, pros-

pects and constraints of democratization in
Africa", African Affairs, vol. 91, no 362,

In: Report of the UN Technical Con-

ference on Practical Experience in the
Realisation of Sustainable and Environmentally Sound Self-Development of Indigenous Peoples (Santiago, Chile, 18 to
22 May 1992); Geneva: United Nations,
1992; p. 53-68.
Porat, Marc V.; The Information Economy:
Definition andMeasurement^VIas\ung)ton

14.

January 1992 for a succinct review of political changes in the continent.
The domestic factors being the economic
crisis; and the emergence of local protest
External factors include

movements.

re-

forms in East

Trust, Danilo and Louis Joinet (1992); Fi-

Europe, consequent decline
in strategic significance of the continent
and new aid conditionalities linking assistance
to
political and economic

nal

liberalisation.

1977.

Report of the Special Rapporteurs of
on Human Rights on
Right to Freedom of Opinion and Ex-

the

pression; Geneva: United Nations.
This is essentially the lesson learned from

See N. Chazan “Africa's

Challenge” in World Policy
Journal, Spring 1992, p. 280-282); Decak>
{ibid., p.13-17); and Mandaza {ibid).
Democratic

the UN Commission

6.

Mandaza, Ibbo; “The State and Democracy

D.C.: US Department ofCommerce,
5.

economic status quo.
The above remarks, at best,

give a glimpse of
a highly complex situation. In many cases they
are only true in respect of the past as the situation
evolves rapidly with on-going democratization

of these development challenges is in line with, inter alia, the Lagos
Plan of Action; the Programme of Action
for African Economic Recovery and Development as described in the Abuj a Statement (UNCA; The Abuja Statement; Addis
Ababa, United Nations, 1989) and the Report of the South Commission; ibid.

See Darrell Addison

per.

pp. 1-3.
The synthesis

10.

1989.
3.

1

s'-''

15.

Yoshikazu Sakamoto “The Global Con-

Democratization” in Alternatives.

efforts. It is therefore essential to monitor on the

the Green Revolution's success in South

text of

hand, the effects of structural changes in the

East Asia and its failure in Sub-Saharan

No. 16,

Africa. As the UN

four dimensions of deepening democracy.

information

Report on the Wcwld
Social Situation, 1989 (New York, United
Nations, 1989, p.43) points out..." Where
the right conditions did not exist for the
Green revolution to spread ... problems

decide to

have been more

of deepening finm
political institutions to the level of
political and social structures ... Second .
fium the upper strata to the bottom of
society not only in terms of income distri-

one

economic

sphere to see how deficit reduction,
import liberalization, relaxation of foreign
investment regulations, privatisation and
administrative reform will be extended to the

sphere whereby government would
relinquish their hold on the major

of information.” Needless to say, attention
presently focused on govenunents attitue
towards the publishing and broadcasting media,
a number of suggestions for a mixed “information
economy” whereby both the state (in order to

means

is

7.

8.

maintain the public service model) and the private
sector

(to

ensure

true independence) could be

engaged in parallel have been forwarded.” It
should not be difficult to imagine, however, that
decisions concerning the media will set the pace
for what may eventually follow in other spheres
of information delivery.
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THE CHALLENGE TO THE SOUTH
The

Report of the South Commission (Chairman: J.K. Nyerere)
University Press, Oxford, 1990.

Oxford

Reviewed By Guy C.Z.Mhone

LTHOUGHTHIS REPORT contains

A

old wine in

a new

bottle it is

intervention in that for

a

welcome

change a
crusading document from the South by the South
eschews the usual seemingly interminable
castigations of the North for our plight, or the
usual demands for reparations to compensate for
past wrongs inflicted by the North on the South,
or even the usual
indulgence in self pity and self
denigration now current particularly in Africa.
The report, rather, is informed by a realism and
an
equanaminity that is refreshing even if
normative, that makes an impassioned plea for
new initiative beyond current economic reform
strategies.
The South Commission Report, as it is
commonly referred to, is the outcome of the
work of an illustrious group of Third World
dignitaries led by Mwalimu Julius K. Nyerere.
The

Commission's

work

was

n

a

financed

predominantly by the South with Algeria,
Botswana, Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Mali,
Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Tanzania,
Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe as the
contributors from the African continent.

For

trade regimes
need to be controlled for brief periods to
protect the national economy from disruptive
external shocks ordestabilising industrial
contraction internally. More importantly, the
Report advocates the need to move beyond the
mere creation of a stable enabling economic
environment toward the conscious or purposive

TheChallenge
to

o

those related to exchange rates and

3
OQ

may

the South

fD

o
3"
ft)

actualization of

o

centered" vision through ajudicious combination

c

of

3*

The Report
of the South

O

Commission

o
X

o

problems in achieving their ambition of
developing their countries in freedom and in
impoving the lives and living conditions of their
peoples" [p.vi]
Vision and

Strategy

Without any ideological or dogmatic posturing
the Report humbly puts forth a vision and strategy
of economic, social, cultural and

Lagos Plan of Action or the African Priority
Programme for Economic Recovery (APPER),
initiatives of the Organisation of African Unity

as an alternative to the current
economic reform programmes. More is said

and the Economic Commission for Africa, the

about the economic than the socio-cultural and

report's

message will seem quite familiar. The
Commission's Report is another call for the

political,

South to

political economy or class underpinnings of the
plight of the South. The Report calls for a "selfreliant" and "pople -centered" development,
with the former driven by technological
innovation and adoption, and the latter by an
explicit peoccupation with the satisfaction of

save

itself, rather than wait to be saved,

affirming that countries
spanning the globe from Latin
America, through Africa and the Middle East,
right up to Asia and the Pacific share common
development problems and experiences and
now have a diverse andrich set of
development
of the South,

lessons to share with

one

another. It laments the

fact that "each country is forced to make its own
mistakes without being able to learn from the

experience of others in a similar situation, and to
benefit from the experience of their success"

{p.m]
Hence, the Report notes that the Commission's

political

development

an oversight that, by intent or accident,
obfuscates some of the fundamental internal

basic needs. The

ensuing poposed strategy is
major areas, entailing
activities at the National level or dimension.
South
South and sub-regional economic
coopration, and North-South Cooperation.
With regard to development strategy at the
national level, the Report underscores the need
for "reasonably stable macroeconomic
conditions" along the usual favoured stabilization
subdivided into three

-

work was informed

conditionalities of the Brettonwood Institutions.

the

However, the Commissioners suggest that, at

by a single purpose: "to help
peoples and governments of the South to be
more effective in
overcoming their numerous
58

"people-

planning and the market:

times,

some

improved use of national resources,
clearly essential for achieving
development objectives in the South, is
dependent on reforms in systems of
developmentplanning. A planning system
needs to recognise the expropriate arenas
for State intervention, the limits to the
State's capacity to intervene effectively,
and the contribution that a reformedprice
system can make to the realisation of
development goals. It must provide both
a
guide for direct State interventions and
the mechanisms for steering private
enterprise into selectedareas ofproductive
activity through various incentives and a
Judicious use of market signals. [p.l20]
which is

the

own bootstraps.
The report begins by

"self-reliant" and

An

those familiar with the Brandt Commission report,

by its

a

of these conditionalities such

as

The report then proceeds to outline sectoral
needed at the national level.
For

measures

agriculture, the need to enhance and protect the
income and asset entitlements of the majority of
the people"

through land reform, pice incentives,
supportive measures, povision of infrastructure
and targeted food subsidies is emphasised. It
notes that in industry "economic efficiency and
technological dynamism have remained
relatively neglected goals of industrial policy in
all but a few developing countries", [p.93]. In
this regard it calls for a balanced approach to
industrialisation based

on

innovative

use

of

modem technology

encompassing poduction of
goods, capital goods, and nontraditional
exports with some bias toward labour
intensiveness and regional decentralisation. The
report calls on the South to "close ranks in order
to meet the challenges posed by the large existing,
and possibly future promoting economic
groupings of the North, "[p 155] Its proposals
include "building Southconsciousness",
mass
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"unlocking the human resource potential",
and economic cooperation in functional areas
back-stopped by a South Secretariat and
Development Bank. The discussion of SouthSouth cooperation ends, predictably, with "A
Programme of Priority Action for South-South
Cooperation".
Noting that the "central message of this Report
is that, to get ahead, the South must primarily
rely on itself" [p.211], the Report observes that
"this message should not obscure the reality that
the possibility of development in the South is
closely tied to an improvement in its relationship
with the North",
[p.211] The litany of
inequitable and detrimental N-S relations then
follows with globalisation, debt bondage,
immigration anomalies, technology monopoly

democratic
values,
respect for
fundamental rights-particularly the right
to dissent -fair treatment for minorities,
concernforthe poor and underprivileged,

rather difficult to take issue with what has been
said.

very issues summed up in the above conclusion:
the political economy factors underpinning the

probity in public life, willingness to settle
disputes without recourse towar-all these
cannot but influence world opinion and

lack of

world order,

justice, equity and democracy, not so
the "global society" as in the domestic
polities of the South, and the comprador
orientation of our bourgeoisie. The objective
factors underlying the foregoing have been neatly
eschewed by the Report.O
much

increase the South's
a new

Rather, the problem lies in what has not

been discussed, and much of this relates to the

changes of securing
[p.287]

One cannot but agree

with, and endorse the
import of the Commission's Rejjort. Indeed, it is

on

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY:
THE REAL IMPACT OF WORLD
BANK AND IMF STRUCTURAL

and inimical international trade and financial

systems as some of the major impediments.

ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMMES

North-South Relations
Two interesting and important points are raised

by the report with regard to N-S relations in trade
and migration. With regard to the former the
Report asserts that "the improvement of the
South's trade performance depends on the creation
of dynamic comparative advantages based on

(The Development Group for Alternative Policies (GAP) Washington D.C., 1993) 44 pages.
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the transformation of economic structures,
HE DEVELOPMENT GROUP

technological change and improvement of the
terms of trade", [p.247] The report argues that a
conscious and purposive approach to acquiring
dynamic comparative advantage is needed on
the basis of a judicious combination of state
management of the market, supplemented by NS negotiations to liberalize their trade regimes
vis-a-vis the South. With regard to international
migration, the Report notes, pointedly, the
anomalous situation whereby "persons from the
North cross frontiers in order to produce and
deliver services to consumers [in the South, for
instance] are characterised as trade in services
but situations in which the persons from the
South want to do the

same

are

described

effectiveness", "overcoming the knowledge gap",
"effective

population policy", protection of the
an equitable "management of
global interdependence", loom high on the
agenda. Finally, the report concludes rather
prosaically as follows;
environment, and

...the South's pleas forjustice,

equity, and
democracy in the global society cannot be

dissociatedfrom its pursuit of these goals
within its

own

societies. Commitment to

Sapem May, 1993

(The Development
GAP) describes itself as follows:
[The Development GAP] has worked on
World Bank

-

related issues since its

founding in 1976. After working as
on World Bank projects
demonstrating how to involve popular
organisations in seven countries, itjoined
consultants

both the NGO-World Bank Committee
and the environmentalists' multilateral

development bank campaign as critics of
structural
adjustment programs.
Currently, it manages the NGO Centre for
Action on Structural Adjustment by
providing them information and aplatform

as

immigration". [p.250]
The Report concludes by discussing the
development challenge of the South in the
Twenty-first century. In this regard, it
emphasises, as the first priority, the satisfaction
of basic needs for the majority of its populace. In
addition, the need for "enhanced development

for

Alternative Policies

for their views in the U.S.
and

government
media, and writes extensively on the

issue,

[p.i]

The Other Side

ofthe Story is a distillation of
proceedings of the Development GAPsponsored International NGO Forum on World
Bank and IMF Adjustment Lending held in
Washington, D.C. in 1992which brought together
over 100 representatives from around the world.
This report on the Forum "attempts to capture the
energy and conunitment of these organisations
in their fight for economic and social justice and
a more ecologically sound planet", [p.ii] Some
case studies on the impactof adjustment programs
are also provided.
The Envelopment GAP has thus assumed the
the

task of confronting

the Brettonwood Institutions
regard to the impactof their much favoured
programs.
Indeed, the two Brettonwood
with

Institutions

proceedings

were

invited to this forum and the

broadccist nationally

were

on

C-

SPAN, the Congre-ssional cable television
channel. From the

description of the manner in
which this Forum wasexecuted and their many
other activities are strategised it is clear that
Development GAPhas become the focal point of
a
campaign in the North that is very much
missing in our own countries in the South. In the
latter, dissent against SAPs continues to be
subterranean, fragmented and highly
individualised, partly as a consequence of the
general oppressive environment in many of our
countries whereby a critical public discussion of
SAPs is

seen

to be almost treasonous.

The

major themes of concern and contention
for the participants of the Forum are identified as
the following: the participants view that trade
liberalization and outward orientation merely
reinforce the center-periphery inherited trade
patterns; the short to medium term worsening of
standards of living and distribution of income
consequent up)on the adoption of SAPs; the
reduction in social expenditures and the
consequent deprivation of vulnerable social
groups; the worsening food security situation;
the increased exploitation and degradation of
the environment;

the increased informalisation

of economic

activity as the majority of the
populace resorts to adaptive survival strategies
59

i
to make ends
resource

meet; the loss of sovereignty in
allocation and determining the future of

the economy;

and the imposition of external
"good governance' norms on beleaguered

same

interests? There is

some

food for

thought

in this little report, and, perhaps, the Development

Group for Alternative Policies badly needs

indigenous and autonomous replicas within the
SAP-Bidden South even if with the support of
similar groups from the North. 0

governments without due consideration being
taken of local circumstances and needs.

DEMOCRACY IN THE THIRD

Lobbying and Campaigning
proceeded to proptose future

WORLD

The Forum
activities

entailing information sharing on the
nature and impact of SAPs, and lobbying and
campaigning against the unchallenged
dominance of the Brettonwood institutions in
the

policy making

process

When Democracy Makes Sense: Studies in the Democratic Potential of Third World Popular
Movements, edited by Laars Rudebeck (AKUT, Uppsala University, Sweden, 1992).

in the South. The

report concludes with some brief reviews of the

impact of SAPs in select developing countries —

REVIEWED BY THOMAS DEVE

Chile,
Costa Rica, Ghana, Zimbabwe and Pbillipines.
The message from these reviews is that what
seem to be enclaves of success within countries

of

where
one's gain is someone's loss, and of the huge
infusions of foreign aid whichmerely exacerbate
are a

consequence

zero-sum games

the debt-burden while absolute standards of

living and inequities

Interestingly, as
some of the reviews suggest, the progressive
degeneration in people's welfare is begetting a
groundswell of grassroots and civil society
worsen.

mobilization around economic issues as

a

matter

of survival. In the wake of such mobilization

increased calls for openness and accountability
in policy making are being made, together with
the demands for

good governance, on other than
the simplistic formulae of Western donors.
The initiative launched by development GAP
is a welcome phenomenon although the
campaigning and lobbying fora they provide in
the north seems too much like a badly needed
soft shoulder on which beleaguered NGOs from
the South may cry. Nevertheless, from a reading
of this Forum's proceedings the message that
comes across is that it is not so much a question
of who has the right answer to the economic

T

HE COLONIAL WITHDRAWAL
from Asia and Africa

notoriously
problems of group

bequeathed many
tension and conflict to the successor states. In the
1980s, group tension and conflict increasingly
took the form of separatist nationalism, in South
Asian

politics, and for Africa, there is an
awakening of interest in democratic theory and
politics. Many governments are faced with serious
problems of legitimation on one band, whilst a
variety ofsocial groups are calling for alternative

The editor of the book, Lars Rudebeck,
indicates in the introduction that the main focus

experiences of subordinated social groups,
economically and socially as well as culturally.
on

of

with

democracy as a form of rule, including the
rights of representation, organisation and
expression. They ask - What is it that makes
social groups demand democracy? When does
popular opposition and resistance against "bad
government" come to focus on the mode of
democratic rule and the rights with which such
rule is associated? Under what type of historical
circumstances does democracy make sense in
the context of wider practises and strategies of
social groups?

Northern material interests, whereas the latter
form of openness might challenge those very

Democracy and Nation Building
opening chapter Class and Ethinc
Movements in India by Partba N. Mukbeiji is a

regard to economic policy formulation and
implementation in these countries. Well, is it
that one form of openness, the former, suits

60

movement. Just like the

being misunderstood and misused, characterising
a movement constitutes one of the strengths and

democracy
likely to emerge artd remain stable?
An attempt to answer this question is made in
the 399-paged book When Democracy Makes
Sense: Studies in the Democratic Potential of
Third World Popular Movements. The book has
seventeen chapters falling under the sections
Movements, State and Demcoacy; Rural Politics,
Peasants and Democracy; and Labour and
Democracy.

The contributions are concmied with the concept

uncompromisingly foster

a

the other. Under what conditions is

(as the ubiquitous Brettonwood briefcase
be) and the need to humbly
propose and discuss policy options in the open,
with the full participation of all parties concerned,
particularly those likely to be adversely affected
by such measures.
The Development GAP report wryly observes
that it is indeed quite anomalous that the very
institutions that

should constitute

concept of democracy which has a record of

is

openness and liberalization of the economies of
the South are the most secretive and conspiratorial

a pertinent paradigm for democracy
nation-building in the Third World. India
has witnessed agrarian movements, ranging from
peasant {»:otests to insurrectionary defiance, not
to speak of the national movement for
independence and the plethora of movements
involving labourers, peasants, farmers, women,
deprived castes, ethnic groups and even
movements which betray secessionistovertones.
This cb^teris important in conceptualising what

and

frameworks for transitions to democratic rule on

crisis in the SAP-ridden South, but the need to
avoid dogmatism about having the right answers
missions pose to

search for

The

weaknesses of the book's various contributions.

One is confronted with

variety of opinions but
generally, there is visible interchange of
terminology, for example, on the words,
a

movement, mass movements and social
movements.

Where attempts have been made to characterise
these, it is clear that the authors are aware of the
other possible meanings of the said phenomenon.
For

example, Murkheiji argues that social
analytically viewed as so
many attempts by groups in civil society to
secure their quantum of control over the state
(which is viewed both as a resource and distributor
movements can be

of

resources over

which there is conflict and

competition for control) so

as to

be able to

influence its distribution towards the interests

they represent.
It is postulated that while for example, India
has emerged as an independent state, it has not
matured

as a

nation. India is

a

nation in the

becoming, not yet a nation in the being. Why?
Observations on ethnicity and the rise of separatist
movements made by both Murkheiji and Ishtiaq
Ahmed clearly demonstrate that the right to selfdetermination can be raised by any group of
people and the merits of their claims can be
judged only in the light of the concrete conditions
Sapem May, 1993

M
obtaining in

society and the actual practice of

real wages, working conditions, etc. to the arena
of the democratic forces in the political struggle.

defuiing the nation, the Indian and South

The case studies show that workers now constitute

a

the state.

In

Asian

studies reinforces the argument

case

that

defining a social movement for example, will
depend upon the location of the principal
contradiction. For example, movements arising
out of primary contradictions located in the
structure of exploitation are
basically class
oriented. Butyoucan also have theethnicoriented
movements which may

have

a

class interface

and likewise class oriented movements with

an

ethnic interface.

Separatism has become

viable option for
who come to feel
that their objective identity markets - race, skin
colour, language, religion or some other such
ascriptive factors — are the basis for routine
discrimination practised against them by the
members of

a

a

cultural group

state.

Authoritarian Rule
Yusuf

Bangura explores the problem of
democracy in Africa. For
Africa, the major challenges is manifest in
economic liberaEsation which imposes hardships
on disadvantaged groups and undermines the
social contract of the post-colonial development
model. Nigeria's experience is cited extensively
to demonstrate the point.
authoritarian rule and

Fatiha

particular force in the processes of
compared to other
subordinated social classes and groups, they
generally have a greater capacity for coordinated
actions through the organised networks of trade
unions. Lars Lindström argues that, more
importantly, the labour movement is more
efficient
since its power of force is directed
right at the heart of capitalist society - the level
of production. The labour movement constitutes
a threat not
only to the economy of the individual
enterprise, but also to the national economy.
Given the crucial position of the labour
movement, regimes have a very ambivalent
a

the world. Some of the contributions indicate

democratisation and when

that what is made out to be

-

attitude towards it.

Popular Movements
major achievement of this book is its
bringing together a rather unique collection of
case studies related to the theme of
popular
movements and democracy. All contributions
The

Hakiki-Talahile's contribution

over

the world

are reconsidering
and its tendencies of
analysts still wonder

their analysis of agriculture

development, and many
what Europe would have looked like if socialists
had a more realistic analysis of
agricultural
production, and if peasant movements in
consequence had not turned violently antisocialist.
Case studies from South Korea, Taiwan,

Algeria and Chile informs the discourse on the
theme of labour and democracy. Workers
activities have moved from such questions as
Sapem

May, 1993

This book will interest those who

are aware

of

the strong upsurge

of interest in democracy/
popular rule in recent years, across political and
geographic lines of division and have some
familiarity with the existing theoreticaldiscourse
on the meaning and practicability of
democracy/
people's rule. Each contribution has the capacity
to generate further debate thus enriching
empirically and theoretically the problematique
of democracy .0

PRICE INCENTIVES IN
TANZANIA

darkest moments of

communists

democracy does not
always make sense to "the people!" Elsewhere,
democracy did not lead to institutionalisation of
popular rule, as workers were forced out of
government by ruling bourgeois forces using
peasant movements for their own support. Finally
the nation-state concept inherited from
colonialism seems in many parts of the world to
be growing less and less credible as a framework
for popular rule.

PEASANT RESPONSE TO

highlights the plight of women in Moslem
countries such as Algeria. It is argud tht women
defied repression and have broken the silence of
totalitarianism, but the
serious problem is that, outside the big cities they
are totally absent from
pubUc life.
The experience of peasant movements in
eastern Europe has shown that there is a better
basis for cooperation between the popular forces
of peasants and workers than there was in the
early century. Summarising the experience of
eastern Europe in the early 20th century, Ann
Mai Koll argues that whilst the eastern European
history of the inter-war years is of course, in
many ways, different from the situation in the
Third World today, it is definitely more relevant
than the western European examples often used
in development theory. Today, socialists and

convincingly argue that democracy in the sense
of equal access to the institutions of rule in
societies is indeed seen as vital by people all over

(Nordiska Afrikainstitutet, Uppsala 1993) 84pp
by Gun Eriksson
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A

NUMBER OF studies

on

peasant

supply

response to price incentives in
Tanzania have been carried out. Gun

Erikkson's

study is partly a comment on the
and partly an empirical
study raising the basic question of how the
peasants' crop supply to the market is influenced
by price changes. It is argued that most of the
empirical studies carried out indicate a positive,
but weak supply response.
The resultant
theoretical models were not useful for analyzing
the efrects of changes in agricultural prices
relative to the prices of other sectors, nor for
analyzing the effects on total agricultural supply.
An increasing body of literature on African
agriculture has pointed out the serious weaknesses
inherent in certain economic models on peasant
participation in the colonial economy which
incorrectly portrayed the peasant smallholders
as
unresponsive to market signals, such as prices.
Traditional subsistence agriculture itself was
theoretical development

considered unable to

provide the stimulus to
development unless it was ensured
by a monopsonistic/monopolistic integrated
organisation.
The examination on how the empirical results
correspond to the predictions of the theoretical
models shows the strengths and weakness of the
neoclassical versus the disequilibrium approach.
This survey offers several insights into the
usefulness of othordox microeconomic theory
for the analysis of peasant supply response in a
developing country UkeTanzania. GunErikkson
concludes that for mote accurate predictions and
mechanisms in operation, due attention must
however he paid to the institutional factors of
relevance to peasant behaviour.
This report will be very useful to University
students of economics policy makers in
government, NGOs involved with rural
development and peasant agriculture.O
commercial
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STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT IN
A SOCIALIST COUNTRY: The Case

attempted which resulted in "false starts” due to
withdrawal of external support.

a sub-region so pregnant with crises, and thereby
provide a more informed framework through

removed into

the fundamental causes. There should have

been

policy-maker and activist can
positive change
and development.
The 33-page occasional paper briefly
summarises the history of thecolonisationprocess
which Mandaza argues contributed towards the
definition of the sub-region as we know it today.
The colonisation process was aimed at creating

service infrastructure than the

reference to structural distortions and bow these

white dominion in Southern Africa and from this

investment

relate to the whole

development strategy of the

developed the socio-economic political
structures that arose out of a capitalist economic
system and sought to integrate the entire subregion into the international capitalist system.
He outlines developments in the frontline states,
the role of the OAU and how ultimately the
future of Southern Africa hinges heavily on what
happens in South Africa.
The views expressed in this paper will raise a
lot of debate in the academic community of
Southern Africa which is fast losing its nationalist
outlook or more precisely its Pan-African

of Tanzania, edited by Ibrahim Shao,

Monograph Series No. 4, Sapes Books,
1992, PB, 46pp.
The most

striking feature of this book is its
Ujamaa, the

honest admission that under

Tanzanian version of socialism, resources

developing the social and welfare
productive
sector, plunging the country into a

social and

political crisis.
It is argued that internally generated solutions
and adjustments were enunciated, but there were
no resources to implement them. One would
have expected the authors to outline some of
these strategies in order for the reader to appreciate
their claim that the structural

adjustment

programme (SAP) under the IMF conditionalities
was therefore not only a bitter pill, but a necessary
evil.

The authors

use a

lot of

figures and tables to

illustrate their arguments. This constitutes amajor

strength of the book because the reader is given
some leeway in terms of independent opinion

country.

give the impression that the SAP
adopted because of the deterioration in the
balance of payments. It is cited that there has
The authors

was

been

What about the future? The book concludes
that the crisis which prompted the implementation

of SAP is still on, but there is no consensus
among Tanzanians on how to proceed. Some
continue to talk about delinking with the

capitalist system and the need to
depend on the country's own resources. Others
support the IMF/WB strategy.
international

The conclusions that need further debate are

on processes used for borrowing,
the calibre of the people who negotiate and lastly

suggestions

of

some measure

of

success

in

some

of the

programmes and projects undertaken during the
1980s although the current account defrcit was
not eliminated.

The discussion in the book leads

classify Malawi as a debt-distressed
country by IMF standards, but nevertheless, a
debt problem which has manifested itself in the
rescheduling of external debt service payments
one

not to

One feels that there has been

self-censorship

they avoid totally the
question of governance in Malawi. The
book does not look at the political implications
of SAP in Malawi. It is now common knowledge
that fascist regimes achieve remarkable rates of
economic growth and praise their people for not
expressing dissenting opinion, despite the
the part of the authors as

whole

existence of evidence that their standards
are

of life

low.

In a nutshell, there is more to the SAP package

adopted. More fundamental questions
tying the whole
discourse to the issue of debt-servicing.0
Malawi

need to be raised other than

strengthening of SADCC and PTA

SOUTHERN AFRICA IN THE

structures, and encourages the member countries

1990s: Towards A Research Agenda,

to
as

build a strong collective basis for development

well

as a

bargaining capability for negotiating

with the advanced industrialised countries of the

north.O

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT IN

Ibbo Mandaza,

SAPES Books, 1992,

PB, 33 pp.
A commentator in Grassroots Books News, June,

1993, commended SAPES Trust for creating a
style of "political publishing" which moves the
reader away from the densely written political

MALAWI: A Case of Successful

treatise to the "one idea

Adjustment? Edited by Ben Kaluwa,
Monograph Series No. 3, Sapes Books,
1992, PB, 61 pp.

digestible form.

This

study reviews the causes of the crisis in

Malawi's economic performance and her response
to it

under the World Bank/Intemational

Monetary Fund sponsored economic reforms
amid a worsening debt situation. It is stated that
Malawi has not flirted with some of the go-italone packages that Zambia and Tanzania
62

better understand and influence

content. This can be

discerned in the discourse

The Process ofChange in South Africa.

We

brought home to the reality of the postcolonial state crisis where we confront the
are

question of how to rectify three centuries of
colonial and racial domination.
On the economic front, Mandaza
the issue of

a

introduces

Southern Africa Economic

Conununity. It is argued that whilst the history of
Southern Africa lends itself to the kind of political

symbiosis that might not have been experienced
in any other sub-region of the world, the basic
quest for political unity is derived from the
continental dream of African unity and reinforced
by the common historical experience of white
racial domination. The economic

conununity

only be achieved if frameworks are put in
place to extend the interest in the project beyond
can

borrowing from abroad. On a final note, the book
calls for the

which both the

on

is still present.

on

formulation in the context of the data used.

the need to democratise the whole system

economic problems that
gives one the impression
that the adoption of the Structural Adjustment
Programme was a necessity. This raises a lot of
problems in our attempt to understand the
problems of Malawi. The account appears to be
grappling with symptoms of a problem and not
A survey of the
Malawi experienced

—

one

pamphlet" in

In Southern Africa in 1990s, Ibbo Mandaza

argues that whilst Southern Africais characterised

the forum of Heads of States.

In the section Towards

frameworkmustestabiish the nature and direction

emanating from the colonisation
inherent contradiction between (white
settler) colonial domination and the African
people, giving rise to both the National Question
and the [uocess whereby it is to be resolved.
of change,

process,

Whilst most of the issues raised have been

debated and stated

of international relations. Instead, academic

has

such

thinking highlighting the main elements in

Research Agenda it

seek to elaborate the analytic framework
{S'oposed. As advocated by Mandaza, the analytic

by inherent conflict and antagonistic
contradictions, designating the sub-region as
oneof regional conflict in the world often conceals
the specifications of the problems behind a
typology that is now the preoccupation of analysts
analysis should seek to understand the bases of

a

is suggested that the research programmes should

by most scholars, Mandaza

manages to rekindle the experiences and raises
the fundamental points relating to the process of

change enabling him to conclude that "The 1990s
are

but only a decade

in a process of change that

brought us so far. The prospects are that we
shall be nearer to peace and security in Southern
Africa at the end of that decade" .0
Sapem May, 1993
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By-elections Battered the Opposition
HE MARCH

by-elections in Zimbabwe showed a significant
well as the political
process by the majority of the people. Addressing the April 29
AAPS meeting, Dr Michael Mawema, a veteran political analyst argued
that both the opposition and ruling parties are failing to mobilise the
people in order to rally behind them.
The most interesting lessons were seen in the events just before the byelections. For example, E. Magoche the Democratic Party president
contesting for the Bindura seat referred to the capacity of the ruling party
to rig the ballot. Given this defeatist attitude, one wondered
why the man
volunteered for the polls in which he emerged bruised to an extent that

T

withdrawal from the electoral process as

would demand that he

resigns as the head of the party.
Rev. Sigauke, a ZANU Ndonga candidate for Glenview, failed to
distinguish the major differences between his party and the ruling ZANU
PF during a television interview.
A United Front aimed at opposing the ruling party, which had issued
a statement on lessons from the
Kenyan elections split 24 hours before the
pxrlling for the by-elections began. One other party leader appeared in
court on theft charges.
All this was well covered in the press to the extent that the electorate
was
presented with no alternative from the opposition. On the first day of
polling, one of the local papers carried a story alleging that the ZUM
leader, Edgar Tekere had been arrested for failing to pay a hotel bill.
Dr Mawema then proceeded to question whether Zimbabwe really
needed an opposition in the light of all these problems. He further argued
that the opposition lacked a vision of the future it intends to build and was
failing to define properly who the enemy was. Most of the criticism it
makes leads one to feel that the government is no longer legitimate and
new elections should be held for the
people to express their feelings.
It was also argued that Zimbabweans are experiencing many hardships
and most of these are fast eroding the ruling party's pxrpular base.
On the newly constituted Forum Party, Mawema said that President
Mugabe's criticism of Enoch Dumbutshena, the opposition leader was a
major lesson for the opposition. It was an effort to show that leaders must
have their roots in the people, to the extent that one's followers will be able
to cite incidents of hardships and good times
they experienced with
whoever they chose to support. What are Dumbutshena's credentials in
this respect, Mawema queried?
It was also noted that ZANU PF is failing to mobilise the people to vote
for it in large numbers as was the case in the past Has it failed to use the
tremendous advantages at its disposal in the form of state machinery and
the funds allocated to it by government?
In conclusion. Dr Mawema said the most important lesson that the byelections showed was the difficulty of sustaining a viable opposition in
a situation where the
ruling party has done some of the things the
opposition demanded. He referred to the case of Angola and Mozambique
on the issue of socialism and
adoption of a market oriented economic
reform programme. ZANU PF has become "capitalist" and publicly
embraced the market oriented reform programme.
The big question is where will the opposition

stand ideologically
important to guide people with certain philosophical
expectations? Will the opposition position ever change if the electoral
because it is

Sapem May, 1993

changed to give indications on the minimum percentages that
poll before accepting office.
Contributions from the floor pointed towards some disillusionment
with what was termed the "old guard" both in AAPS and the
public office.
One young man demanded that the Zimbabwe chapter should invite
younger speakers, but it turned out that he had departed by the time the
panellist responded to his criticism. Such fickle and feeble approaches
compound the choices of alternatives in situations where it is clear to both
contenders that changes are needed.
candidates should

VISITORS TO SAFES

D

URING THE month of

April, SAFES Trust

was honoured by
number of scholars, academics and
members of the diplomatic community, coming to familiarise
visits to its secretariat

themselves with

our

by

a

work. Notable among

these

were:

R.

Mkandawire, CYP, Lusaka, Zambia; C. H. Cholmondeley, Trinidad;
David White, Foreign Office; Farida Shaikh, British High Commission;
Goran Hedebro, SAREC, Harare; Johan Holmberg, SAREC, Stockholm;
Ann Marie, Tallemus; Sten Johansson, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Sweden; E. Dumbutshena, Harare; Pedro CouU, Maputo, Mozambique;
Victor S. Phama, South Africa; Isaac Mazonde, Botswana; Sindiso
Ngwenya, PTA Zambia; Ghazzali A. Khelid, Malaysian High
Commission; E. J. Chanakira, Ministry of Higher Education Zimbabwe;
Maria Quadros, Africa Project Development Facility; Tor Kubberud,
NORAD

Harare; and V. C. Qunta, BCM, Azania.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Mozambique Book Project and Conference

T

HE SAFES Trust Executive Director Dr Ibbo Mandaza visited

Maputo in April and held meetings with members of the network
the Mozambique Book Project. During the course of the visit,
he held discussions on the possible convening of a conference in
Mozambique on Peace, Reconstruction and Democracy in Southern
Africa by SAFES, AAPS and CODESRIA. The conference is scheduled
on

to be held in October.

NEWS FROM THE LDC

T

HE LDC welcomes two new members of staff, assistant librarian
Jean

Kanengoni, and also Richard Kamidza. Richard was
specific task of establishing a database of
economic indicators for the region. He will be collecting current data in
support of not only economic research, but also the other programmes of
SAFES, mainly Gender and International Relations. The database will
also incorporate data from existing databases.
ZIS A of Cold Comfort Farm Trust is returning its collections to South
Africa. Remaining books and documents will be transferred to the LDC
recruited with the
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D
at

SAFES, including back copies of South African newspapers, and

documents

on

the liberation

struggle in South Africa.

Seminar Series. The following titles are now available and can be ordered
directly from SAFES head office at the cost of US$ 1.50 for the paperback
version.

New

acquisitions

Gender in Southern Africa, edited by Ruth Meena. Harare:

SAFES,

1993
Final Communique
held in

of the Summit Meeting of the Frontline States
Harare, 2 April 1993.

Papers from the XI Regional Conference of the International
Confederation of Free Trade Unions, African Regional Organisation,
held in Harare from 2-3 April 1993. [Papers in French]

Bangladesh: addicted to aid. Which way out? by Jorgen BiUetoft
and Torsten Malmdorf. Copenhagen: Centre for Development
Research, Dec. 1992
Peasant production
and HeUe Munk

in Iringa District, Tanzania, by Jannik Boesen
Ravnborg. Copenhagen: Centre for Development

Research, Nov. 1992
Women and

AIDS in Africa and its impact on the South African Mining Industry,

by Y Sadies, M Van Aardt and A Von Below. Johannesburg: Africa
Institute of South Africa, 1993

-

Mlawa.

Democracy and the One Party State Debate in Africa: The Case of
Zimbabwe, No. 4, 1989, by Masipula Sithole.

Democracy, Human Rights and Constitutionalism in Post-colonial
Africa, No. 5,1989, by Shepherd Nzombe.
African Philosophical Projections and Prospects for the
Indigenisation of Political and Intelletual Discourse, No. 7, 1989,
by Archie Mafeje.

Paper Southern Africa in the 1990s: Towards a
Agenda, by Ibbo Mandaza is also available.
If you are interested in presenting a paper for the monthly seminar
series, direct your enquiries to the:

of disarmament: disarmament as an investment
United Nations Institute for

the other

Occasional

Research

Executive Director
SAFES Trust
POBoxMPlll

process, by Keith Hartley. Geneva:
Disarmament Research, 1993

Mauritania

Technology PoliciesforDevelopmentinsub-SaharanAfrica: Kenya,
Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe: A Syrwpsis, No. 3,1989, by HasaN.

One

Literacy, by Marcela Ballara. London: Zed, 1992

Economic aspects

The African Crisis: The Way Out, No. 2, 1989,by Georges N.
Ntalaja.

Mount Pleasant
Harare
Tel: 727875/726060

Fax: 732735

apartheid? by Garba DiaUo. Uppsala:

Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 1993

All trade enquiries

for SAFES Publications must be marked SAPPHO

instead of Executive Director.

Africana i Nordiska Africainstitutets Bibliotek, No 53 (1992)
(Africana in the library of the Scandinavian Institute for African
Studies)

SAFES BIOGRAPHY/AUTOBIOGRAPHY
SERIES

Rural

Development in Zimbabwe: a conference report. Held by
ZIP AM, Norton, 21-25 September 1992
Proceedings of the World Bank Annual Conference
ment

on

Develop-

Economics (1992)

New Journals
African Countries News

Bulletin/Daily News Bulletin

A Current Bibliography on
•

African Affairs, Vol 24, No 3 (1992/3)

Development journal of the Society forintemational Development

T

HIS IS to inform you that SAFES Trust, in conjunction with the
African Association of Political Science (AAPS) continental,

offers opportunities to African leaders to have their biographies
published under our SAFES Autobiography/Biography Series.
In this regard, we are inviting you to submit manuscripts for publication,
stating the full title of the autobiography/biography. The AAPS/SAPES
Autobiography/biography Series Project provides a modest honorarium
and meets all costs of preparation and printing of the books to be
published under the SAFES BOOKS Series.
Our aim is to make available to posterity useful knowledge about the
many persons who have made significant contributions to the building of
African societies, particularly in the period since the 1950's. Direct all
Enquiries to:

The Executive Director
SAFES Trust

SAFES SEMINAR SERIES

PO Box MP 111
Mount Pleasant
HARARE
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APES TRUST is in the process

ZIMBABWE

papers

Tel::

of publishing revised versions of
selected from presentations made in the monthly SAFES

727875; 790815 Fax: 732735 Telex: 26464AAPSZW
Sapem May, 1993
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